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9. ALTERNATE APPROACHES
Throughout this study, it was evident that utilization of Saturn V capability is limited
by the inability to use Landers of high ballistic coefficient. The ballistic coefficient
is limited to 15 lbs/ft 2 by the lower limit on the Mars surface pressure (11 mb), the
maximum diameter fixed by the Saturn V shroud, and the design requirement for a
parachute retardation system that the Mach number be 2.5 or less at an altitude of
20,000 feet or greater. In addition, the amount of payload that can be carried by a
Lander is reduced by the uncertainity in the surface density and the large amount of
crushup which is necessary to cushion the impact. The uncertainity in surface
density makes it mandatory that both the crushup and retro rocket be sized for worst
case conditions - the retro rocket for zero impact velocity for a 30 mb atmosphere
and the crushup to attenuate the shock which will occur if the atmosphere is 11 mb.
These limitations on the scientific payload that can be landed on the surface of Mars
using a Saturn V booster were deemed serious enough that additional study was
required. Therefore, the following alternate study approaches were performed:
(1) ejecting high W/CDA Landers from a Mars orbit or from a Fly-by Bus, (2) the
design of an alternate impact attenuation method, and (3) the determination of the
effect of the Mars atmospheric uncertainity. These studies as well as the conceptual
design of an impact system for landing with a 200 feet per second surface wind are
presented in this section.
9.1 SYSTEM EFFECT OF BALLISTIC COEFFICIENT
With the limitations placed on the system design by the Saturn V launch vehicle shroud
and the Lander ballistic coefficient, the full launch capability of the Saturn V booster
cannot be utilized by the system designs described in the preceding sections of this
report. These design restrictions limit the scientific payload that can be landed on
the surface of Mars to about 6200 pounds. An alternate approach is to utilize the
full Saturn V capability by placing Landers in orbit about Mars before injecting them
on a Mars collision trajectory. By ejecting Landers out of a Mars orbit, both the
entry velocity and entry angle are reduced resulting in higher allowable Lander
ballistic coefficients and reduced structure weight. Both of these effects result in a
higher scientific payload capability.
Another approach to more fully utilizing the Saturn V capabilities is to eject Landers
having a high ballistic coefficient from a Fly-by Bus. The higher ballistic coefficient
requires that the entry angle be limited to a smaller range and value. The Bus
guidance requirements to meet the tighter Lander entry angle requirements are
discussed in Section 3.4 of this report.
Ejection of Landers from a Mars orbit or high W/CDA direct entry Landers allows
scientific payloads to be landed on the surface of Mars that are two to three times that
which can be landed by the more conventional approach of direct entry Landers of
moderate W/CDA. Also of interest is that the full Saturn V booster capability can be
9-1
utilized by theseapproaches, both of which are equivalent to increasing the allowable
ballistic coefficient of the entry vehicle.
9.1.i ENTRYFROM ORBIT
The amount of scientific payload that canbe landed on the surface of Mars from
Landers out of orbit is greatly dependenton the heliocentric transfer trajectory.
The trajectory characteristic having the greatest effect is the asymptotic approach
speed. For thetrajectories considered, the asymptotic approach speedvaried
from 3 to 6 kilometers per secondresulting in orbit injection propulsion require-
ments of 40 to 80 percent of the spacecraft system weight. Dependingon the year,
launchwindow duration andtrip time, all of which affect the approachvelocity, the
total scientific payloadvaries from between2500and 13,000 poundsfor the trajec-
tories included in the analysis.
Ejecting Landers out of orbit offers other mission concepts that may be useful. With
the addition to the Orbiting Bus of a planetary scan subsystem including TV cameras,
datahandling system andhigher gain antenna, the landing area canbe chosenafter
observation of the surface of Mars. Also, Landers could be left in orbit until
desirable conditions occurred; i.e., the darkening wave of the Northern Hemisphere
is at the closest approach to the Mars equator, or the lessening of surface storms
which by coincidence can occur at the time of arrival and could cause a mission
failure. In the case of two Landers, the secondcanbe held in abeyanceuntil pre-
liminary data is received from the first.
A. Scientific Payload
The scientific payload per Lander which can be carriedbyLanders ejected out of orbit
is described in Figures 9.1-1 through 9.1-3 for the three opportunities , 1971, 1973,
and 1975, respectively. (The method of obtaining these curves is described in
Appendix E). In arriving at these results, the following assumptions were made:
1. Two Landers per Orbiter
2. Twenty-foot diameter Landers
3. 15,000 feet per second entry velocity
4. Mars orbit of 1000 nautical miles periapsis altitude and 19,000 nautical
miles apoapsis altitude.
5. Full booster capability utilized
6. Coplanar Lander ejection
7. Nominal scientific payload power and data rate
9-2
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-Although for the lower scientific payloads a smaller diameter Lander of higher
W/CDA would have been more efficient, the assumption of a twenty-foot diameter
Lander was made in order to arrive at useful results within the time period of the
study contract. Since the higher payload weights should be of the most interest for
Landers out of orbit, the assumption should not detract from the value of the results.
As will be shown in Section 9.1. I(C), the entry velocity and orbit parameters are
close to optimum.
Without limiting the maximum entry angle to less than 20 degrees and placing a burden
on the propulsion and guidance system, the maximum scientific payload per Lander
is limited to about 5000 pounds. Thus, a direct entry Lander could accomplish the
same mission if only one Lander per Orbiter is carried. Initially, three Landers
per Orbiter were considered but it was soon discovered that this was not an efficient
concept except for trip times greater than about 320 days and a 30-day launch window
for 1975 type H trajectories. Therefore, the analysis was limited to two Landers per
Orbiter.
For the three opportunities, 1971, 1973, and 1975, and either 30- or 60-day launch
windows, Landers out of an orbit about Mars provide for a greater scientific payload
than can be obtained with direct entry Landers having a W/CDA of 15 pounds per
square foot. The best year in terms of payload is 1975 (Type II trajectory) when
approximately 13,000 pounds of scientific payload can be landed for a launch window
duration of 30 days and a trip time of 320 days; the entry angle would have to be limited
to 18 degrees maximum in order to accomplish this mission.
B. System Synthesis
In the previous section, the scientific payload per Lander as a function of trip time,
launch window duration, and year is given. This section describes how a system can
be synthesized after the selection of a scientific payload and trajectory is made.
Included is the gross weight of Landers, orbit injection propulsion weight, Orbiter
and Lander adapter structure weight, booster adapter weight, and Orbiter subsystems
weight.
The first step in synthesizing a system is to determine the scientific payload per
Lander required to fulfill the scientific mission requirements. If the power and data
rate required by the scientific payload are other than nominal, as defined in Sections
4.2 and 4.3, the weight of the scientific payload must be modified by the change in
the Lander power, thermal control and communication subsystem weights caused by
the off-nominal power and bit rate. From this equivalent scientific payload weight,
Figures 9.1-1 through 9.1-3 are used to arrive at a trade off between launch window
duration and trip time for the year in which the mission is to be initiated.
From the equivalent scientific payload, the gross Lander weight may be determined
from Figure 9.1-4. The weight of the orbit injection propulsion subsystem including
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the Fuel, engines, valves, etc., is determined from Figures9.1-5 through 9.1-7.
The weight of the adapter between the two Landers and the Orbiter Bus structure
is given by Figure 9.1-8 as a function of the Lander and propulsion subsystem
weights.
The weight of the Orbiter subsystems (Table 9.1-1) is estimated from the study
results of an Orbiter/Lander system for a Titan IIIC launch vehicle except that the
Orbiter is considered to be dead after Lander separation; sufficient attitude control
gas is included for a 30-day orbiting period.
TABLE 9.1-1. ORBITER SUBSYSTEMS WEIGHTS
Guidance and Control 290
Power 15
Communications 130
Instrumentation 10
Thermal Control 30
Harnessing 25
500 pounds
The midcourse trajectory correction fuel is estimated as 1/99 of the Mars arrival
weight. The arrival weight includes the weight of two Landers, the orbit injection
propulsion subsystem, Lander adapter and Orbiter structure, and Orbiter
subsystems.
The booster adapter weight is given in Figure 9.1-9 as a function of Lander and
propulsion subsystem weights. The total injected weight, then, is the sum of the
Mars arrival weight, midcourse correction fuel weight and booster adapter weight.
The injected weight should agree within calculation errors with that shown in Section
3.2 for the year, trip time, and launch window chosen. Three examples, one for
each opportunity, are tabulated in Table 9.1-2.
TABLE 9.1-2. SYSTEM SYNTHESIS EXAMPLES
Opportunity 1971 1973 1975
Scientific Payload per Lander (lbs) 3,500 3,000 5,000
Launch Window (days) 60 30 30
Trip Time (days) 174 167 309
Landers Gross Weight (lbs) 25,500 23,400 30,200
Propulsion Subsystem Weight (lbs) 39,100 37,000 23,400
Lander Adapter & Orbiter Structure Weight (Ibs) 1,764 1,759 1,732
Orbiter Subsystems Weight 0bs) 500 500 500
Mars Arrival Weight (lbs) 66,864 62,659 55,832
Midcourse Correction Fuel Weight (lbs) 669 627 558
Booster Adapter Weight 0bs) 2,620 2,540 2,120
Injected Weight 0bs) 70,153 65,826 58,510
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C. Orbit Considerations
Both the orbit injection and Lander ejection veloci .ty requirements are a function ol
the orbit parameters. In addition, the ability to hit a given entry angle range with a
solid fuel Lander rocket is dependent on how well the periapsis altitude is known before
orbit injection, orbit injection accuracy and the accuracy of determining the orbit
parameters after orbit injection. This section discusses some of the ramifications
of these effects.
The orbit injcction velocity as a function of apoapsis altitude and asymptotic approach
speed for two periapsis altitudes (1000 and 2000 nautical miles) is shown in Figure
9.1-10. The Lander ejection velocity is shown as a function of apoapsis altitude in
Figure 9.1-11. From both of these figures, it is obvious that the orbit injection
velocity ch.'mge requirement is minimized if the periapsis altitude is a minimum and
the apoapsis altitude is a maximum, and that the Lander ejection velocity is minimized
for high apoapsis altitudes. This is further amplified by the propulsion subsystem
weight as a function of orbit injection velocity change as shown by Figure 9.1-12.
Planet non-contamination requirements presently limit the minimum periapsis altitude
to 1000 nautical miles. On the basis of minimizing the velocity changes, the apoapsis
altitude is taken as 19,000 nautical miles.
Both the required Lander separation velocity change and the Lander entry velocity are
a function of the Lander entry angle. This is shown by Figure 9.1-13 for the nominal
orbit (1000 x 19,000 nautical miles). In order to allow a high ballistic coefficient
(36 lbs/ft z) the entry angle must be limited to 20 degrees or less; the planned entry
angle range is 15 to 20 degrees. Also, from Figures 9.1-11 and 9.1-13, it becomes
evident that an orbit other than that planned could result in entry angles below the
minimum or above the ballistic coefficient design limit of 36 lbs/ft2 resulting in a
failure to successfully complete the mission. For this reason, an analysis was made
to determine the effect of uncertainties in vehicle position at orbit injection on the
Lander entry angle.
From the results of the previous Voyager studies, the 3 (_ uncertainty in the space-
craft position at periapsis is 80 nautical miles. In addition, the position of the
periapsis will vary due to trajectory errors; this latter variation is assumed to be
less than 200 nautical miles. By varying the orbit injection _V to compensate for
the known error in periapsis position, the nominal Lander entry angle can be
maintained to a predetermined value. Then, only the effect of the uncertainty in
periapsis position and orbit injection errors need be of concern. The variation in
entry angle for the 80 nautical mile position uncertainty is shown by Figure 9.1-14.
The curve of Figure 9.1-14 is for an asymptotic approach speed of 6.25 km/sec and
a Lander ejection velocity of 336 ft/sec which corresponds to the velocity required
for a 20 degree entry angle and the nominal orbit. For lower asymptotic approach
speeds, the spread in entry angle due to periapsis position uncertainty decreases;
for 4 kilometers per second, the spread in entry angle is only 0.9 degrees for a
1000 nautical mile periapsis altitude compared to 4.5 degrees for the 6.25 kilometer
per second case shown in Figure 9.1-14.
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It should be noted that the curves of Figure 9.1-14 indicate an entry angle greater than.
20 degrees, the design limit, for an orbit periapsis on the high side of the nominal. By
tracking the orbit, the orbit can be more precisely determined and if the orbit periapsis
altitude is greater than 1000 nautical miles, the Lander can be ejected at other than
apoapsis and a lower entry angle will be obtained. Thus, it is concluded that the guid-
ance system derived during the previous Voyager studies is sufficient to allow Landers
having a constant _ V rocket to be ejected out of a Mars orbit and to enter the Martian
atmosphere at angles between 15 and 20 degrees.
D. Lander Design
In the design of a Lander capable of landing on Mars from an elliptical orbit about the
planet, advantage has been taken of the lower entry velocity and shallower path angles
associated with the orbital entry. An entry velocity of 15,000 feet per second and a
path angle corridor of 15 to 20 degrees have been taken as design ground rules. No
changes in the characteristics of the basic vehicle have been made except that the heat
shield is designed to survive a 15 degree entry and the primary structure has been
sized for a 20 degree maximum entry.
From Figure 9.1-15, an allowable ballistic coefficient of 36 Ibs/ft 2 is obtained for
a worst case entry of 20 degrees in the 11 mb-A atmosphere. Taking advantage of
this relatively high W/CDA and the full shroud diameter of 20 feet, high weight
Landers are possible without the need for flaps. The design shown in Figure 9.1-16
is very similar to the largest vehicle design of the prime study (5000 pound scientific
payload). The major difference is the elimination of the provision for the attachment of
an extensible flare assembly. The weight estimate (Table 9.1-3) indicates that a gross
payload of 7045 pounds is achievable. For a nominal payload combination - nominal
power and bit rate as defined in Section 4 - the scientific payload per Lander is
approximately 4850 pounds.
80
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Figure 9.1-15. Ballistic Coefficient vs. Degrees
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TABLE 9.1-:3. WEIGHT STATEMENT, LANDER FROM ORBIT
W/CDA -- 36
W E = 14,137 LBS; D E = 20.00 FT.
)_E = 15-20 DEGREES; V E = 15,000 FT./SEC.
HEAT SHIELD (1,017)
STRUCTURE
SHELL (FRUSTRUM)
INTERNAL STRUCTURE
(1,060.0)
700.0
360.0
AFT COVER
STRUCTURE
HEAT SHIELD
CRUSH UP
FASTENERS
(944.0)
285.0
64.0
575.0
20.0
RETARDATION
CRUSHUP
MAIN CHUTE
DECEL CHUTE
RETRO
CHUTE HOUSING
PROG., ETC.
(3,571.0)
2,227.0
842 o 0
264.0
208.0
I0.0
20.0
GROUND ORIENTATION
STAG. LEGS
DEPLOYMENT
STRONGBACK
MOTOR DRIVES
HARNESS
FASTENERS
(500.0)
220.0
125.0
75.0
55.0
10.0
15.0
GROSS PAYLOAD (7,045.0 lbs)
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9.1,2 DIRECT ENTRY - HIGH W/CDA LANDERS
The scientific payload that can be carried on a 20-foot base diameter Lander as a
function of the entry angle is shown in Figure 9.1-17; also shown is the maximum
allowable ballistic coefficient for the entry angle corresponding to a given scientific
payload weight. The curves of Figure 9.1-17 are based on a maximum entry velocity
of 21,000 ft/sec, corresponding to an asymptotic approach speed of 6.25 Km/sec,
a minimum entry angle of 20 degrees, the 11 mb-A atmosphere, and assumes that the
scientific payload requires nominal power and bit rate.
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Figure 9.1-17. Scientific Payload vs Allowable
Maximum Path Angle and W/CDA
At a W/CDA of 36 which corresponds to an entry angle range of 2 1/2 degrees, a
scientific payload of 5500 pounds can be carried by each Lander. The W/CDA of
36 lbs/ft 2 corresponds to a Lander entry weight of 14,100 pounds, or a gross Lander
weight of approximately 14,800 pounds. Thus, a Lander of W/CDA equal to 36 can
carry approximately 56 percent more scientific payload than the equivalent weight
Lander of W/CDA equal to 15. Of even more importance is that three such Landers
can be carried by the Saturn V launch vehicle. This yields a total scientific payload
of the order of 16,000 pounds or 2.6 times that of the highest scientific payload Lander
combination (two 13,100 pound Landers} having a W/CDA of 15.
The spacecraft which would carry the three high W/CDA (36) Landers would weigh
between 65,000 and 70,000 pounds. From the trajectory curves of Section 3.2, it
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is noted that this weight would almost utilize the full Saturn V capability. Since the"
original study ground rules limited the W/CDA to 15, detailed designs of systems and
guidance analyses were not performed for systems utilizing Landers of high W/CDA.
The preliminary results obtained strongly indicate that further study of high W/CDA
Landers should be made ff the Saturn V is to be used as a launch vehicle for Mars
missions. The primary problem is the achievement of the guidance accuracy
necessary so that Landers can be ejected and hit a narrow entry corridor.
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9.2 LANDER DESIGN
9.2.1 ALTERNATE IMPACT ATTENUATION STUDY
One of the most challenging technical problems on a Martian Lander is that of pro-
viding a retardation and impact system. This problem is aggravated by the very
thin atmosphere that may be encountered on Mars which results in a large percentage
of Lander weight being required for retardation. Earlier studies have indicated that
a parachute and honeycomb crushup impact attenuation system are very inefficient
and would be impractical for large vehicles. Therefore, terminal retrorockets have
been employed in the past and on the prime parametric study to reduce the parachute
and impact attenuation weight required. This led to the requirement for an accurate
sensing and firing system with attendant tolerances and reliability problems.
This study undertook to identify a more passive impact attenuation system that might
be combined with a parachute system to obtain a more reliable approach. Several
concepts were considered, but most of the effort was expended on the analysis of a
"blowout" type pneumatic bag. The analysis resulted in a design and weight for im-
pact velocities up to 200 ft/sec for a heavy Lander in the 5000 pound scientific pay-
load class. Results of the analysis indicate that the blowout bag system is signifi-
cantly lighter than a retrorocket/honeycomb crushup combination and without the
problems attendant to retrorocket systems. In addition, the possibility of contamina-
tion of, or otherwise affecting the planet surface by the retrorocket is eliminated.
A. System Requirements
The landing system must safely and efficiently decelerate the vehicle from its initial
velocity to a standstill. Its effectiveness is measured by the following characteristics:
1. Specific Energy - The amount of energy that is dissipated per unit weight
or per unit volume.
2. Pulse Flatness - The degree of constancy of the deceleration force during
a substantial part of the stroke.
3. Stroke Efficiency - The degree of utilization of the initial volume during the
stroking process, equal to 1 - final volume .
initial volume
4. Onset Rate - The facility with which the system can be tailored to meet the
limitations of a safe initial rate of deceleration.
5. Storability - The compactness with which the system can be stored prior
to its being utilized. A measure of this is the factor 1 - storage volume .
initial active volume
6. Passivity - The degree of non-reliance of the system on the operation of
other systems in functioning.
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7. Reproducibility - The ability of the system to perform within a specified
range when the required inputs are within a specified range.
. Flexibility- The abilityof the system to perform acceptably in off-design
conditions.
The landing conditions applying to this system were:
Vertical velocity
Horizontal velocity
Ground slope
Deceleration limit
V V = 0 to 200 ft/sec
V H = 58 ft/sec maximum
= 0 to 30 ° from horizontal
a = 125 g maximum
g
Vehicle dimensions were: impact weight, W = 13,200 pounds (including the impact
attenuation system), base diameter, D = 18 feet, and nose radius, 9.7 feet.
Due to the relatively high impact velocities in the upper part of the velocity range
and the low deceleration limit, the optimum strokes are quite large (see Figure
9.2-1) considering the overall vehicle dimensions. For instance, at 200 ft/sec, the
stroke is 4.97 feet, and even at 100 ft/sec, the stroke is 1.24 feet. This fact alone,
at least for the higher velocities, rules out fixed-volume energy dissipation systems,
since such systems would result in prohibitive penalties on internal vehicle volume.
Hence the requirement of storability is emphasized in the current study.
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A consideration of the overall kinetic energy of the vehicle at impact together with
the base diameter and required stroke reveals another defining characteristic of a
desirable system. Assuming for the sake of illustration that the energy dissipation
device is in the form of a vertical cylinder, the ratio of the initial kinetic energy, E,
to the volume V of the energy dissipation device is
E 2W V2B 4W/_ ag
Y g _ D2S ?tD 2
where _ is the stroke efficiency, 0.6 < /_ < 1 for available energy dissipation de-
vices, and ag is the deceleration limit. It is seen that E/v depends only on ag, D,
W, and/_. Taking_ =1,
E/v = 4 (13200) (I) (125) = 6480 Ib ft/ft3
(18)2
By comparison the energy-volume ratio of two low density aluminum honeycombs
are shown below:
PW' density E/Y
lb/ft 3 lb ft/ft 3
1.6 4960
3.1 21,700
Hence, even if the use of a fixed volume system were allowable, only relatively low
density devices can be employed. This means that relatively low specific energies
are applicable over the entire velocity range. This conclusion is based, of course,
on a vertical cylinder configuration that operates at a constant stress.
Another consideration is that the vehicle frontal shape is not suitable for obtaining
a constant deceleration force. In order to accomplish this under the restrictionof
the shape, the system should have a stroking stress which varies from a maximum
on the exterior surface and decreases toward the interior. Another possible solu-
tionwould be to divide the volume of the energy dissipation material or device into
discrete segments. Since these schemes are practically unfeasible, a system which
presents an essentially constant area at the impact interface is extremely desirable.
This, however, is not simultaneously achievable for both oblique and normal impact
situations, and itis important that a good compromise be made between them.
Due to the large horizontal velocity component, the system must have an adequate
shear strength to resist lateral loadings. This necessitates diagonal members or
shear panels so arranged that their resistance to side loads is independent of the
vehicle orientation in the horizontal plane at impact.
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Summing up, the important requirements of the landing system are:
1. Storable volume, at least for the higher velocities
2. Relatively low E/y (low specific energies)
3. Reasonably constant cross sections
4. Adequate shear strength
B. Alternate Approaches
The preceding summary of system essentials rules out practically all available energy
dissipation schemes except the selected one. The requirement of storability alone
serves to eliminate such types as honeycomb, balsa wood, plastic foam, collapsible
shells and frangible tubes, since these are fixed volume devices. A novel method
which utilizes an expandable metal structure, having strength and rigidity in the
expanded form has been conceived at the GE Space Sciences Laboratory, but presently
requires development. Other possibilities that might be mentioned are foamed-in-
place plastics, telescopic tubes or expandable trusses but these are only conceptual
at present and would require investigation before their usefulness can be measured.
A further restriction is the low E/u range required for this system. Much of the de-
velopment of energy dissipation devices has been directed toward high specific energies
and hence high ratios of E/y. In this regard, the pressurized collapsible shell de-
veloped at the Space Sciences Laboratory is well suited.
C. Selected Approach and Analysis
The system selected is a compartmented pneumatic bag having an external geometrical
envelope in the form of a vertical cylinder with a flat bottom. As shown in Figure
9.2-2, it consists of two sections. The upper section is made up of spherically
arrayed cells, having hexagonal cross-sections, whose upper surfaces combine to
form a nest for the sphere-cone portion of the vehicle. The lower sections consists
of cylindrically arrayed cells, also hexagonal in cross-section, and is the part of the
bag (except at the lowest velocities) which provides the deceleration stroke. The
cells in both sections are closed on their inner and outer ends by cylindrical mem-
branes of the bag material.
These cellular configurations are approximately foldable into a flat form, and the
relatively small amount of stretching that may be caused can be easily accommodated
by the flexibility of the material. The entire bag when packed should require less
than three inches between the heat shield and vehicle structure.
Gas is supplied to the bag from a central source at the apex of the sphere-cone struc-
ture. Hence, only a minor amount of piping and other plumbing type hardware is re-
quired. Pressurization can be applied either to each cell via a central cylindrical
duct or progressively through the cells via orifices in the cell walls.
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Figure 9.2-2. Bag Configuration
During operation, as the bag is compressed, it is necessary to allow the gas to exit
the bag. This can be accomplished by means of rupture disks or blow-out valves,
but gas discharge through a porous fabric would be desirable. In either case, a re-
liable gas discharge method constitutes a major development problem.
The cellular bag configuration has additional advantages in providing compartmenta-
tion and resistance to lateral or shear loadings. Compartmentation is advantageous
because it acts to confine a rupture of the bag wall to the vicinity of the affected cell
and lessens the danger of a catastrophic failure. Another advantage is the division
of otherwise large areas of bag material into small areas (such as the bottom of the
bag) thereby permitting relatively smaller bag wall thicknesses and obtaining con-
siderably smaller outward deflections.
1. Design Conditions
The bag system was designed on the basis of uniform deceleration of a mass M = W/g
from an initial vertical impact velocity of Vs. V_ was taken as the maximum re-
sultant velocity of the vertical (Vv) and horizontal (VH) velocity components which
is normal to the ground surface (see Figure 9.2-3). The pertinent slope, 0_, of the
ground surface was taken between the limits 0 - 30 degrees. The value of the velo-
cities with their corresponding slopes are shown in Table 9.2-1.
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VH
V V VR
Va = VR, O< g<30 °
V¢ = VR, COS (50-8), 8>30"
V¢ _GROUND
SURFACE
Figure 9.2-3. Diagram of Design Velocity Vector
TABLE 9.2-1. VELOCITY VALUES
V V V H V (_ _ S
(ft/sec)
2O0
150
100
5O
10
(ft/sec)
58
58
58
58
58
(ft/sec)
208.4
161.0
115.6
72.2
37.6
(deg}
16-11'
21-07'
3O
3O
3O
(ft)
6.47
3.86
1.99
0.78
0.21
The system was designed to operate with an initial pressure, Pi, which is required
to inflate the bag to its operating configuration. Upon impact, the pressure is
assumed to rise adiabatically to a pressure p, which is sufficient to initiate bleed
or discharge of the gas. Throughout the remainder of the stroke, the pressure is
assumed to remain constant at the value p. The pressure, p, is determined solely
by the allowable deceleration, ag, or
aM
__g__g_
P = A
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where A is the vehicle base area. Using a vehicle weight of 13,200 pounds, a =
125g, and A =- _' (9)2(144) = 36644 in. 2, the pressure is g
p = 45.0psi.
The value of p was taken to be 20 percent higher than that of the initial pressure, or
1
p: - p = 37.5psi.1.20l
The deceleration strokes, S, calculated on the basis that bleeding prematurely initiates
and continues at the pressure Pi throughout the stroke, are shown in Table 9.2-1.
The _'all thicknesses of the bag material were based on withstanding the pressure
pf, f being a safety factor whose value was taken to be 1.5. The gas storage bottles
were assumed to have a spherical form and were designed according to a material
strength/density ratio of 2 x 106 in. and a safety factor of 2.5.
2. Bag Geometry
The spherically arrayed cells were designed to form a nest for the sphere-cone pro-
file of the vehicle. An approximate nest was established for all cases except one
by a configuration of two rows of 14 hexagonal cells whose edge length at a spherical
radius of 9.32 feet is 1.39 feet. This is shown in Figure 9.2-4, a and b. In order
to form a basically vertical cylinder bag configuration the exterior part of the cell
is modified by passing a vertical cylindrical surface through cell junction AB. Do-
ing this for all cells produces a bag whose polygonal cross-section has an inscribed
circle of 9-foot radius. This cell geometry is used to calculate the bag weight,
although it is not the exact geometry of the bag which is used in the system. The
actual bag should be contoured to fit the spherical portion of the vehicle structure
and around the center it should be mated to a manifold section which introduces gas
into the bag. It is felt that the weight estimated on the basis of this array of simple
cells is adequately realistic.
3. Cylindrical Section
The cylindrical section is composed of cells whose depth (in the direction of the stroke)
is constant from the central vehicle axis and outward and whose width increases out-
ward from the vehicle axis as indicated in Figure 9.2-2.
The total depth of the cylindrical section was designed to be as close to the strokes
shown in Table 9.2-1 as permissible. In some cases geometrical constraints pre-
vented matching the stated strokes, in which cases the geometrically compatible
strokes were used and corresponding impact velocities were calculated.
These final design velocities, v_, together with their corresponding components,
V V and VH, and stroke length are shown in Table 9.2-2.
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ROW I d
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I
0
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CELLS--....__
o /
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(OUTSIDE CONFIGURATION OF ACTUAL BAG SHOWN WITH
SOLID LINES)
Figure 9.2-4. Spherical Shell Geometry
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TABLE 9.2-2. FINAL DESIGN VELOCITIES
V
(ft/sec)
206.7
162.9
112.1
82.6
47.1
V V
(ft/sec)
198.4
152.3
95.9
62.7
19.7
V H
(ft/sec)
58
58
58
58
58
(ft)
6.36
3.95
1.87
0.70
0.33
The wall thicknesses of the cell walls and end covers were sized according to the
hoop stress of a circular cylinder under the pressure p(45 psi). The diameter of
the cylinder was taken as the average of the minor and major diameters of the hex-
agonal cells cross-sections at the outside diameter of the bag (R = 9 ft).
h (in.) = .pfd _ 45(1.5) d(12)
2_ 2(32,500)
= 0.01246 d
where d, the average diameter is in feet. The strength of the bag material, (_ =
32,500 psi is that for a Dacron reinforced rubber fabric manufactured by Goodyear
Aerospace Corporation. This material, representative of the best presently avail-
able, has a strength/density ratio, (_ = 0. 65 x 106 in., the density being 0.05
lb/in3. PW
Particulars for all cases studied are given in Table 9.2-3.
TABLE 9.2-3. CYLLNDER DLa, METERS
V n r h n
S S S c
(ft/sec)
206.7 14 2 0.0324 14
162.9 14 2 0.0324 14
112.1 14 2 0.0324 22
82.6 13 2 0.0349 -
47.1 14 2 0.0324 -
r h
e c
2 1/2 0.0324
1 1/2 0.0324
1 0.0205
n, number of cells around the circumference of one axial row; r, number of axial
rows, h, bag wall thickness; subscripts s and c refer to spherical and cylindrical
sections respectively.
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As is evident from Table 9.2-3, no cylindrical sections were used in the two lowest
velocity cases, the n s = 14, r = 2 section itself provided a stroke of 0.33 ft , cor-
responding to Va -- 47.1 ft/se s. The small additional stroke required by the Va =
82.6 ft/sec case was provided more efficiently by a larger spherical section than by
adding a thin (many celled) cylindrical section to an n s = 14, r s = 2 spherical section.
The bag weight was calculated for a bag assembly described in Figure 9.2-5. The
diameter Df = 24. 84 feet is the diameter of the spherical section in its flat (unexpanded)
form. The thickness of the upper cover sheet O was assumed to be equal to hs/2
since it is supported by the vehicle structure. The thickness of cover sheet Q, for
cases having no cylindrical section and sheet Q for those having cylindrical sections
were assumed to be equal to 2h s and 2h c respectively in order to provide extra punc-
ture or tearing resistance to ground interactions. The weight of the bag, therefore,
was calculated from the following formulas:
A
5
Wb = Pwhs (AI +A2 +_2 ) +hc (A3 + 2A4)
for cases having cylindrical sections, and
A
Wb = PW hs (A1 + 2A2 + 2 )
for cases with cylindrical sections.
tions of Figure 9.2-5.
The A's refer to the areas of the numbered sec-
UPPER COVER SHEET
D= 18 FT
Df = 24.84 FT
CELL WALLS AND
SIDE COVERS,
SPHERICAL SECTION
BOTTOM COVER,
SPHERICAL SECTION
CELL WALLS AND
SIDE COVERS,
CYLI NDRICAL SECTION
..__-._ BOTTO M COVER,
CYLINDRICAL SECTION
Figure 9.2-5. Diagram of Bag Assembly
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A factor of 1.15 was applied to the bagweight asdetermined from the preceding
formulas in order to account for the weight of seamsand adhesive. An additional
weight was included in order to account for the fact that the final full stroke thick-
ness of the bag is not zero and hencethe stroke efficiency not exactly 100 percent.
This was a relatively small value {ranging from 9 to 22 lb). The bag weights are
shownin Table 9.2-4.
The weights of helium gas required for the system {including 50percent surplus) are
also shownin Table 9.2-4 alongwith the weights of spherical storage tanks. The
temperature of the gaswas assumedto be 100°F° The weight of the gas tanks assum-
ing a filament woundmaterial having a tensile strength/weight ratio, ¢_/PW= 2 x 106 in.,
was calculated as follows:
R B
PW - PG 2h B
where the safety factor, f = 2.5; PG, gas pressure, psi; R B, tank radius; h B, tank
wall thickness. Assuming that the ratio, hB/RB, is small and rearranging terms,
the tank weight W B and c_[p w may be related directly to the gas weight, W G.
3 {2.5) 386.3 {560){12) W G
W B -
2 2 x 106
= 4°87W G
Including a factor of 1.20 for tank hardware, the tank weight is:
W B -- 5.84 W G
Plots of the total system we ight, Wt, and the specific energy, K, versus Va are
shown in Figure 9.2-6. The low specific energy at the lowest velocities is due to
the fixed volume required to "nest" the sphere-cone structure and thereby to produce
a cylindrical bag configuration. Substantial stroke is available, however, for non-
normal" impact due to the presence of the nesting section.
A point showing the weight of equivalent crushable honeycomb and retrorocket and a
second point showing the weight of equivalent crushable honeycomb alone Cat the
respective resultant impact velocities) and for a 13,200-pound impact weight Lander,
are presented for comparison in Figure 9.2-6.
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TABLE 9.2-4. BAGWEIGHTS
V Wb
(ft/sec) (lb)
206.7 1818
162.9 1516
112.1 1150
82.6 1007
47.1 930
WG WB
(lb) (lb)
83 485
6O 35O
40 234
29 169
26 152
½
(lb)
2386
1926
1424
1206
1110
E
(106 lb ft)
8.76
5.43
2.58
2.00
0.455
K
(lb ft/lb)
3670
2820
1810
1660
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Figure 9.2-6. Pneumatic Bag Characteristics
D. Vehicle Design and Weight Statement
Utilizing the results of the previous section, a Lander vehicle was designed and a
weight estimate was made. To allow direct comparison to the 5000-pound scientific
payload Lander, this vehicle assumed the same entry weight and a gross payload
capability is established. As mentioned before, the retardation system does not
utilize a terminal retrorocket.
The design is shown in Figure 9.2-7. Much of the design is similar to that of the
prime study; however, the crushup material has been replaced by the pneumatic gas
bag assembly. The gas bag will be inflated, once the main parachute is deployed.
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Upon opening of the decelerator parachute, the heat shield will separate and be
ejected to allow the opening of the gas bag. On impact, orifices will rupture to
prevent bouncing and limit tumbling (see Figure 9.2-8).
Comparative weight statements are shown in Table 9.2-5. The gross payload of the
pneumatic bag Lander is 7705 pounds corresponding to a scientific payload of approx-
imately 5300 pounds for nominal conditions. Thus, the alternate impact attenuation
concept will allow a larger payload to be carried and at the same time, eliminate
the need for terminal retro thrust. Although preliminary in nature, these results
indicate that the pneumatic blowout bag is competitive with the honeycomb crushup
and warrants further study.
TABLE 9.2-5.
Heat Shield
Structure
Primary Structure
Heat Shield Support Structure
Internal Structure
Aft Cover
Retardation
Crushup
Gas Bag Assembly
Deceleration Chute
Main Chute
Chute Housing
Prog., Etc.
Retrorocket
Extensible Flare Assy.
Ground Orientation
Gross Payload
Scientific Payload
(nominal conditions)
COMPARATIVE WEIGHT STATEMENT
W E = 22,800 Pounds
Alternate Impact Study Weight
(lb)
(310)
(1388)
488
550
35O
(900)
(1990)
1260
343
344
10
2O
(10,050)
(470)
(7705)
Prime Study
(Ib)
(310)
(605)
255
350
(900)
(323o)
213 5
343
5O8
10
20
214
(10,050)
(470)
(7235)
5300 5000
Weight
9.2.2 LANDER DESIGN FOR 200 FT/SEC SURFACE WIND
A. Design Philosophy
One theory of Mars atmospheric circulation results in high surface winds on the
order of 200 ft/sec. Approaches to solution of the landing problem are necessarily
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unusual. The technique selected for this study represents a reasonable implementa-
tion of existing technology and leads to a high probability of successful landing. Only
one vehicle system was studied based on an entry weight of 22,800 pounds so that a
comparison to the prime study could be made. The study resulted in the choice of an
inflatable pneumatic sphere which will give omnidirectional impact protection.
Entry sequence is shown in Figure 9.2-9. The flapped vehicle enters the Martian
atmosphere, after which flaps, heat shield and its support structure are ejected.
Chutes are deployed and the pneumatic impact attenuation bag inflates at the same
time. Terminal retrorockets are not used because of their ineffectiveness in such
high lateral winds. The Lander impacts and rolling begins. In the meantime, the gas
bag is constantly deflating, dissipating rotational kinetic energy until it finally comes
to rest. Deflation continues for some period of time after this. When deflation is
essentially complete, the vehicle undergoes a ground orientation sequence similar
to that described in Section 5.2.3(E).
This concept works equally well without flaps as a higher W/CDA vehicle. It is also
interesting to note that the high horizontal velocity restricts the maximum downslope
at which the Lander can intercept the planet surface as shown in Figure 9. 2-10,
since the angle to the horizontal of the total impact velocity vector increases with
increasing wind velocity.
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Figure 9.2-10. Descent Velocity Required to Impact as a Function
of Wind Velocity and Ground Slope
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B. Vehicle Design and Weight Summary
The vehicle design is shown in Figure 9.2-11 and is based on an entry weight of
22,800 pounds. Shape of the Lander itself is not spherical. This allows an opti-
mum entry configuration and a final orientation in either of two rest attitudes. A
compartmentalized, spherical, pneumatic bag system utilizing a Dacron reinforced,
neoprene material allows relatively uniform energy absorption while rolling, ade-
quate stroke, and differential compartment deflation. Lowest leakage rate com-
partments will be along the plane formed by the Lander base diameter. This will
serve to ensure proper rest attitude for ground orientation sequence. Inflation pro-
cedures are similar to those discussed in Section 9.2. I(C). Pressurized gas storage
will be adjacent to the RTGs where unshielded electronic equipment cannot be lo-
cated. No special problems of storage will be created by the high radiation environ-
ment.
Table 9.2-6 presents a summary weight estimate for this vehicle. Maximum scien-
tific payload which can be carried is 3450 pounds. This compares with the 5000
pounds which is accommodated by a Lander of the same entry weight designed for a
maximum wind of 40 mph.
TABLE 9.2-6. WEIGHT ESTIMATE FOR 200 FT/SEC WIND LANDER
Heat Shield
Structure
Primary Structure
Heat Shield Support Structure
Internal Structure
Aft Gas Bag Cover
Structure
IiIeat Shield
Retardation
Gas Bag Assembly
Deceleration Chute
Main Chute
Chute Housing
Prog., Etc.
Extensible Flare Assembly
Ground Orientation
Gross Payload
(Scientific Payload = 3450 lb)
at nominal conditions
Entry Weight
Pre-Entry Systems
Lander Gross Weight
Weight
(lb)
(310)
(1663)
763
550
35O
(248)
20O
48
(4856)
3420
356
1050
10
2O
(10,050)
(470)
(5203)
(22,800)
(1460)
(24,260)
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9.2.3 "SURFACE ROVER DESIGN
Because of the tremendous capability of the Saturn V launch vehicle, it was identified
that surface Rover vehicles might form an attractive payload for the Voyager mission.
A small conceptual design study was initiated to determine the gross payload capability
and comparative qualities of several candidate roving vehicles. The three designs chosen
for preliminary analysis were the Air-drop Rover, the separate Rover, and the Integrated
Rover. The surface Rover designs discussed here are for fully independent and mobile
units carrying scientific experiments, RTG power sources, communication equipment,
and all support equipment required to successfully complete a mission. No major
attempt is made to point up all of the problems associated with Rovers nor was it
planned to establish system requirements for these vehicles. Emphasis has been placed
on a preliminary comparison of the desirability and payload capability of each concept.
A. Air-drop Rover
The basic idea in this concept as shown in Figure 9.2-12 is to land a Rover vehicle
directly on the Martian surface with the entry vehicle shell dropped before impact.
There are a number of advantages to this idea. First of these is a potentially lower
vertical landing velocity, since all but Rover weight is ejected after entry. Assuming
an upright impact attitude, the vehicle has a tendency toward stability because of its
wide wheel spread and lack of center contact. The vehicle can skid forward on impact.
Side skid presents a tire damage problem, but double wall tires present an immediate
probable solution.
Energy absorption techniques using combinations of air bags, hydraulic shock absorbers
and solid friction devices can be utilized. Tire blowout can be minimized, if not
eliminated, with available modern tire technology.
The commu_n_ications antenna will track only when the vehicle is stopped. After initial
orientation, which can take place over a period of days, tracking of the Earth can be
performed by a three-axis mount. Updating after each move can be performed by a
combination of inertial platform, computer, and periodic sun track. Deployment
sequence is shown in Figure 9.2-13.
A preliminary weight estimate is shown in Table 9.2-7. As for all Rover designs, an
entry weight of 22,800 pounds was chosen. This size Lander was capable of carrying a
7235-pound gross payload in the primary study. Thus, a direct comparison can be
made with this vehicle.
The Rover vehicle itself weighs 8431 pounds as shown in Table 9.2-7 and includes the
weight of the carriage assembly, i.e., structure, wheels, drive motors, sensors,
stabilization devices, etc. No breakdown of the Rover itself was made since an intelli-
gent estimate would require an investigation well beyond the scope of the study. An
impact velocity of 45 ft/sec, in the most severe atmosphere, was chosen to size the
parachute/retrorocket retardation system.
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TABLE 9.2-7. AIR-DROP ROVER WEIGHT STATEMENT
Weight
Heat Shield (310)
Structure
Shell (Nose & Frustum)
Internal Structure (Incl. Rover Support)
(1,270)
920
35O
Aft Cover
Shell & Heat Shield
Rings, Stiffeners & Hardware
(366)
289
77
Retardation
Deceleration Chute
Prog., & Hardware
(358)
343
15
Extensible Flare Assembly (I0,050)
Separation Pyrotechnics
(Aft Cover, Heat Shield & Rover) (60)
Lander System (10,386)
Retardation
Main Parachutes
Retro rocket
Housing
Hardware
(1955)
1820
IO0
15
2O
Ai r-Drop Rover
(Including shock attenuation,
stabilization devices, carriage
structure and gross payload)
(8431)
Entry Weight
P re-Entry Systems
(22,800)
(1460)
Gross Lander Weight (24,260)
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B. Separate Rover
This concept utilizes a Rover (see Figures 9.2-14, 9.2-15, and 9.2-16) which is
separated from the Lander after impact on the Mars surface. Impact energy will be
attenuated by crushup material on the Lander's front surface. The Lander will probably
tumble a number of times after impact and a sturdy aft cover with crushup is provided to
resist and attenuate backside impact. A clamshell arrangement is used to properly
orient the Lander for Rover deployment.
Two versions of the Separate Rover are shown. One is a three-wheeled vehicle; the
other is four-wheeled. The three-wheeled vehicle can be packaged more densely in the
Lander, but may have interference problems with the protruding RTGs. The four-
wheeled vehicle largely corrects this fault, but leads to a somewhat less densely packed
Lander.
Wheels, in both cases, are kept deflated until ground orientation is complete, after which
they are inflated; the Rover then exits from the Lander. A higher package density and
lower center of gravity are the primary benefits of tire deflation. A flexible ramp is
provided to prevent interference while exiting from the Lander. After deployment from
the Lander, operation is the same as that discussed in "Air-drop Rover" Section 9.2.3(A).
The deployment sequence is shown on Figure 9.2-17.
The preliminary weight statement shown in Table 9.2-8 shows the possibility of a total
Rover weighing 7400 pounds. The decrease in weight compared to the Air-drop Rover
can be attributed, in general, to the requirement for crushup material in the retardation
system. However, it must be remembered that the Air-drop Rover itself must be
equipped with shock absorption and stabilization devices too, so that the actual weight
available for payload will not be as great as the difference in these numbers indicates.
C. Integrated Rover
The Integrated Rover concept shown in Figure 9.2-18 is a Lander which, after it impacts,
deploys a set of three wheels and becomes a Rover. To ensure the success of this
vehicle, tip-over devices, preclusion of tumbling, or a mobility design with no preferred
orientation is required.
Wheel axles and deployment mechanisms are housed within the body itself, within the
structural envelop and clear of crush-up material. It will be necessary to eject both
heat shield and crush-up material to deploy the wheels and expose RTG thermal
radiation surfaces. Communications antenna, TV, and scientific payload sensors will
be deployed after the wheels are in operating position and the aft cover is ejected.
Initial orientation can now be determined and problems are similar to those covered
under "Air-drop Rover," Section 9.2.3(A). Deployment sequence is shown on F_tre
9.2-19.
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TABLE 9.2-8. SEPARATE ROVER WEIGHT STATEMENT
Heat Shield
Structure
Shell (Frustum)
Internal Structure (Incl. Rover Support)
Aft Cover
Retardation
Ground Orientation & Deployment
Strongback & Drive (Cover Deployment)
Ramp (Rover Deployment)
Controls, Pyrotechnics & Hardware
Extensible Flare Assembly
Gross Payload (Rover & Experiments)
Entry Weight
Pre-Entry Systems
Gross Lander Weight
Weight
0b)
(310)
(605)
255
350
(9OO)
(3230)
(3oo)
155
80
65
(10,050)
(7405)
(22,800)
1460
(24,260)
The preliminary weight estimate is shown on Table 9.2-9. Although the gross payload
of 7430 pounds compares very closely with that of the separate Rover, allowances for
additional vehicle structure do not have to be made, since the entry structure is already
available for this.
D. Comparison of Design Approaches
The relative attractiveness of each of these schemes is dependent upon a number of
factors, among which are: 1) atmospheric density (which significantly affects retarda-
tion requirements), 2) wind velocity (which largely dictates horizontal landing velocity),
and 3) terrain {which will finally dictate the method of locomotion and traction). At
this point, the Integrated Rover appears to be the most attractive of the three concepts
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TABLE 9.2-9. INTEGRATEDROVERWEIGHT STATEMENT
WE = 22,800 pounds
Weight
(lb)
Heat Shield
Structure
Shell (Frustum)
Internal Structure
Aft Cover
Retardation
Ground Orientation
Aft Cover Deployment (RTGs)
Controls & Hardware
Extensible Flare Assembly
Gross Payload (Including Wheels, Motors,
Controls, etc. )
Entry Weight
P re-Entry Systems
Gross Lander Weight
(310)
(605)
255
35O
(950)
(3230)
(225)
180
45
(10,050)
(7,430)
(22,800)
1460
(24,260)
since it incurs the least risk in extra operations. The following points may be made in
favor of the Integrated Rover based on analysis of the non-roving Landers and this
preliminary study:
1. Integrated Rover does not require separation or unloading sequence of operations,
hence greater reliability and probability of success.
2. Integrated Rover is more capable of surviving tumbling due to surface winds than
the Air-drop Rover.
e Although some additional weight (impact crush-up) must be carried on the surface
by the Integrated Rover, this is compensated by not requiring a separate structure
for the Rover.
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4. Extendingof running gear on the Integrated Rover is at one g where loads are
small (oneMars g = 0.4 Earth g).
5. The Integrated Rover can operate successfully without mobility if necessary.
The Separate Rover is rugged and, with the exception of the tire inflating procedure,
relatively uncomplicated. The Air-drop Rover is the most sophisticated from a design
standpoint but combines many landing and operating features which are necessarily separ-
ated in the other concepts. It potentially has the highest percentage of useful payload
since the enclosing structure must resist only entry loads; however, the impact attenua-
tion and stabilization systems must be provided out of this weight. All vehicle design
and construction considerations appear to be within the state-of-the-art. Additional
study would be required to confirm final selection among the various Rover concepts.
It is evident from the layouts (Figures 9.2-12, 9.2-14, 9.2-15, and 9.2-18) that,
with present restrictions on electronics, weight of radiation shielding is a matter of
critical importance. Use of shadow shielding, customized RTG design, and improvement
in resistance of electronic components to radiation could reduce the severity of this
problem substantially.
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9.2.4 EFFECT OF DEFINITION OF THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE
All of the prime and alternate systems discussedpreviously have been designedto
survive andperform adequately if any atmosphere in the specified range of 11 to
30 mb is encountered. While exact definition within that range is not possible at
present, it canbe postulated that a very gooddefinition may be acquired before
final design of the Voyager Lander. It is, therefore, of great interest to identify the
changesthat could be madeand the advantages, if any, that would accrue to a vehicle
designedto operate in a single, specific atmosphere of the range. This will then
indicate the value of anyprior atmospheric definition probes that might be dispatched
to Mars or any other means that can be taken to better resolve the present atmospheric
uncertainties.
The approach taken to indicate the advantagesof better atmospheric definition has been
to integrate three Lander vehicles designedto operate in the 11 mb, 15mb and 30 mb
atmospheres uniquely. Eachhas the capability of carrying a 5000-poundscientific
payload and the other gross payload subsystemsdesignedat the nominal communication
bit rate and electrical power level. All of the other critieria such as entry corridor
and velocity for these systems are the sameas for those of the prime parametric
study. Hence, they canbe compared directly with the Landers of that study.
Someof the advantagesof knowing the specific atmosphere to be encountered canbe
immediately identified:
. Knowing the specific atmospheric density, it is possible to trade-off
parachutes and retrorockets together leading to a nominal zero impact
velocity. This greatly reduces the requirement for impact attenuation
material to that needed for system tolerances. A significant weight saving
accrues because the impact attenuation material is very inefficient.
. Sensing for the retrorocket can now be simplified with altitude sensing only,
since velocity will be known if the atmosphere is adequately defined. This
will lead to increased reliability.
3. The reduction in impact attenuation weight will lead to a corresponding
reduction in other basic vehicle systems, or an increase in gross payload.
. If an atmosphere above 11 mb is identified, it is possible to utilize a
W/CDA above 15 lb/ft 2 with the same entry corridor and other criteria.
This change reduces the drag area and the structural weight required. Since
the vehicle is far from volume-limited for the heavier weights at W/CDA =
15 lb/ft 2 this change has a very powerful effect on the vehicle entry weight
required to carry a 5000-pound payload. Reference to Section 5.2.2(B),
Figure 5.2-1 indicates that values of 19.5 lb/ft 2 for the 15 mb atmosphere
and 36 lb/ft 2 for the 30 mb atmosphere may be conservatively selected with
all other criteria remaining the same.
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o If it be desired to transport very large payloads to Mars such as for a
sample return vehicle, much higher total weights can be carried on a
single vehicle. In a 30 mb atmosphere, gross payloads as high as 15,000
pounds should be possible.
The following assumptions were made to expedite integration of the three Landers
designed for specific atmospheres:
lo Weight of the heat shield on the 20 foot diameter core structure has only
minor change over the range of W/CDA of interest.
2. The flare structure and core structure weights vary linearly with W/CDA.
3. When the atmosphere is defined, impact attenuation material is required
only to absorb the velocity remaining due to tolerances in retrorocket firing.
Ao
4. The gross payload is taken at 7235 pounds as for the nominal-nominal 5000
pound scientific payload.
Lander Synthesis
The three specific systems were synthesized by assuming an entry weight, determining
the basic vehicle systems based on that entry weight and thus obtaining the gross pay-
load that can be carried. Iterations were used to obtain vehicles capable of carrying
the 7235-pound gross payload with communication bit rate and electrical power at
nominal levels. The main parachute and retrorockets were traded off to obtain a
near minimum weight retardation system for the atmosphere and vehicle being
considered and a zero velocity at impact. A preliminary analysis of retrorocket
initiation sensor and burning tolerances indicates a worst case impact velocity of
24 ft/sec; this was used to determine the impact attenuation material required.
A majority of the other basic vehicle subsystems were determined from the para-
metric analyses of the prime study with minor modification according to the noted
assumptions. While some of these are somewhat conservative the net results indicate
very realistic Lander systems. The breakdown of the three Landers designed for
specific atmospheres of 11 rob, 15 rob, and 30 mb are shown in Table 9.2.10 with
the 11-30 mb system of the prime study shown for comparison. The tremendous
advantages of better atmsopheric definition are self evident.
The entry weight of the vehicles to carry a 5000-pound scientific payload are
presented in Figure 9.2-20. Although the parameter of surface pressure is not
strictly applicable because of variations in scale height, temperature and other
characteristics, it is useful to illustrate the results of this study. Also presented
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are the scientific payload/entry weight and gross payload/entry weight ratios for the
discrete systems investigated, thus illustrating the increase in vehicle efficiency.
While these vehicles are not as fully defined as those of the prime parametric study,
they are adequate for further mission analysis. They clearly illustrate the prime
purpose of this substudy, to show the advantages of better definition of the Martian
atmosphere.
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TABLE 9.2-10. SPECIFIC ATMOSPHERE LANDER DESIGN
Base Diameter (or equivalent)
W/CDA (lb/ft) 2
Structure (of core)
Heat Shield
Decelerator chute
Main chute
Retrorocket
Impact attenuation
Aft cover
Ground orientation
Gross payload (for 5000-pound
Spacecraft Payload)
Flare
Entry Weight (lb)
Pre-entry Systems (lb)
11-30 mb
(prime)
39.4
15
605
310
343
508
214
2,165
900
470
7,235
10,050
22,800
11 mb
(only)
35.4
15
605
310
329
294
363
1,136
886
442
7,235
6,800
18,400
15 mb
(only)
29.1
19.5
804
325
303
212
371
1,134
874
444
7,235
4,400
16,100
30mb
(only)
18.
36
1,150
304
184
220
300
1,186
863
448
7,235
11,900
5601,460 1,170 980
Gross Weight (lb) 24,260 19,570 17,080 12,460
Scientific Payload/Entry Weight (%) 21.9 27.2 31.1 44.8
Gross Payload/Entry Weight (%) 32.2 40.0 45.6 61.8
9.2.5 LANDER VEHICLE FOR REDUCED ENTRY CORRIDOR
One method that permits using a higher W/CDA involves the use of more accurate
guidance, or a later terminal maneuver, to reduce the entry corridor from that
allowed on the main parametric study (20 to 35 degrees). To identify the quantitative
gains that may be obtained, a Lander based on a reduced corridor was studied. A
maximum entry angle of 23 degrees was selected giving a corridor of 3 degrees based
on a 20-degree minimum or conservative capture angle. By referring to Figure 9.1-17, a
maximum entry angle of 23 degrees permits the use of a W/CDA of 32 lbs/ft 2 in the
11 mb-A atmosphere while still meeting the criteria of deceleration to M = 2.5 at
20,000 feet altitude. With this W/CDA and the entry corridor of 20 to 23 degrees, a
Lander can now be synthesized to meet the other mission criteria. A vehicle
capable of carrying a 5000-pound scientific payload and nominal subsystems was
selected in order to permit comparison with the other vehicles sized for this objective.
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The lower entry angle reduces the entry deceleration loading to 25g as shown in
Figure 9.2-21. However, the higher W/CDA means that a correspondingly higher
area loading must be met. By multiplying the W/CDA by the entry deceleration for
this case,
32 x 25 = 800
and for the conditions imposed on the parametric Landers,
15 x 58 = 870
it can be seen that a conservative approximation of the same pressure loading
results. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the same structure for a specific
diameter Lander as was used on the parametric study.
The heat shield weight will be slightly increased, however, for the change of
W/CDA involved in this study, and for the purposes of this study it is considered
negligible. Therefore, the Lander synthesized herein was based on the following
as s umption s:
1. Same structure weight as on the parametric study for a 20-foot diameter
vehicle
2. Same heat shield weight as on the parametric study for a 20-foot diameter
vehicle
3. 5000-pound scientific payload with nominal subsystems scaled to match
gross payload available
o Retardation system, aft cover and ground orientation systems from the
parametric 5000-pound Lander with nominal subsystems scaled to match
weight after entry
On the basis of the above assumptions and the Lander diameter of 20 feet, a Lander
having a W/CD A of 32 lb/ft 2 can be defined. The Lander was synthesized based on
an impact weight of 12,600 as compared to 12,750 for the parametric 5000-pound
Lander with nominal subsystems. The basic vehicle subsystems were determined
from this ratio, resulting in a gross payload allowable of 6879 pounds. For this
gross payload, a 4750-pound scientific payload with nominal subsystems can be
carried in a Lander weighing _.19,600 _v_._._a_ at entry _._ approximately 13, _vl="
pounds at the time of leaving the Bus. The base diameter of 20 feet permits
carrying three of these vehicles within the Saturn V shroud. The total weight of
the three Landers is 39,450 pounds so that with Buses and additional guidance/
propulsion for the terminal maneuver, this mission can be flown in most launch
windows.
A preliminary weight estimate is presented in Table 9.2-11.
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TABLE 9.2-11.
Item
Heat Shield
Structure
Aft Cover
Retardation
Ground Orientation
Scientific Payload
Power Supply
Communications
Thermal Control
RTG Radiation Shielding
Entry Weight
Pre-entry Systems Weight
Gross Weight
PRELIMINARY WEIGHT ESTIMATE
Weight (lb)
360
806
890
3200
465
4750
1024
476
343
286
12,600
55O
13,150
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10. TEST REQUIREMENTS AND FACILITIES
Test requirements for a Voyager spacecraft system have been described in some detail
in the Saturn 1B Voyager Study and were extended somewhat in Titan IIIC Voyager Study.
Testing required for development, type approval and system proof test, and flight
acceptance testing was included. In this study, attention was given to problems created
in the various test phases due to the large size of the Saturn V Voyager system.
10.1 DEVELOPMENT, TYPE APPROVAL AND PROOF TESTS
A list and description of many of the tests required to develop and prove the design of
a Voyager system is shown in Tables 10.1-1 through 10.1-7. In general, the tests
fall into four major categories:
. "Conventional" development tests of components and subsystems followed
by type approval testing.
. An Earth-entry flight program to evaluate specific aerodynamic and
thermodynamic parameters as well as the performance of the retardation
system.
3. Testing of a Lander that attempts to simulate in one earth g the characteristics
of the vehicle in the lesser Martian gravity.
4. System proof tests.
I0.I.1 COMPONENT AND SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
In the conduct of component and subsystem development tests, few problems arise due
to vehicle size since the individual components and subsystems are not large. Some
exceptions that exist are:
le Air bearing testing of the attitude control system will probably require scaling
of thrust levels or moment arms since simulation of actual vehicle inertias
is impractical. The same considerations apply to testing of the performance
of the control system under the influence of thrusting by the midcourse engine.
o Dynamic structural development tests for a total structure are severely limited
in the ability to adequately simulate the flight vibration environment. Vibration
testing of the large total weights being considered can be conducted up to about
1500 cps using hydraulic shakers. Above this frequency, multiple shakers can
be used to provide a sizable forcing function, but the input does not simulate
the flight environment.
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Development tests of the separation, orientation, and deployment subsystems will also
be affected by the large size. Consideration is being given to conducting these tests in
large open areas using pendula or spring supports to simulate the reduced g field.
These tests can be conducted in any large facility such as Hangar #1 - U. S. Naval Air
Station Laboratory, Lakehurst, N. J.
10.1.2 EARTH ENTRY TEST PROGRAM
A study of Earth entry flight tests of Mars entry vehicles has been made by Beuf, Katz
and Kern (GE-RSD Paper 10/19/64). Their analysis shows that an Earth entry test
program is capable of giving useful simulations of the performance of such subsystems
as atmospheric analysis instrumentation, high speed aerodynamic retardation device
operation and vehicle structure. Performance of the heat shield material will also
be proved by the entry heat pulse which is higher than for Martian entry. Communication
system performance is partially subject to simulation; antenna performance may be
evaluated under entry motion and plasma sheath "blackout_' conditions, but the tremendous
difference in test and operational communication distance (nearly five orders of magnitude
for a direct Mars-Earth link communication system, about two orders of magnitude for
a fly-by Bus relay link) makes it difficult to make a definitive simulation of the total
communications link performance.
The entry vehicle used in this test phase would be nearly identical to the vehicle designed
for Mars entry. Because of the large size, a booster on the order of Saturn 1B is
required for this test.
10.1.3 SIMULATION OF MARS SURFACE OPERATION
Earth Based Simulator Phase
Evaluation of the mechanical operations of the Voyager system is seriously affected by
the difference in the gravitational constants of Earth and Mars. This is particularly
true for vehicles of the size considered here. Simulation of mechanical components is
required to compensate for this difference. It is proposed that a simulator vehicle be
designed and tested to aid in the analyses of the mechanical performance of the Lander
vehicle and to demonstrate operation of the scientific payload.
Although force functions are primarily related to mass, the effects of friction within
the system or between the operating parts of the system and the planet surface may
require evaluation. Vertical and rotational motion involving changes in potential
energy as well as moments and products of inertia will be a function of the ratio of
gravitational constants. The mechanical performance of the Martian vehicle in the
Earth's gravity field will be quite sluggish. Modification of the system to compensate
for these changes will include reduction of mass where possible, adaptation of springs
and/or increases in pyrotechnic charges where applicable.
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The modified vehicle will not undergo flight nor is it intended as a prime type of hardware,
but it will be a working tool to implement the development process and will ultimately
serve as a demonstration vehicle. Qualification and flight proofing of this hardware
will not be required. A minimum of subsystem and component testing will be conducted
to verify compatibility. Two major system tests will be considered in this portion of
the program: one in a space simulation chamber and one in large open areas covering
various types of terrain. The space chamber test will be conducted in a chamber similar
to the GE Space Environment Simulator at Valley Forge or NASA Chambers under
construction at Houston (65-foot diameter, 120 feet high) and Lewis Laboratories
(100-foot diameter, 122 feet high).
Evacuating the chamber to the predicted Martian pressure density condition and purging
with the predicted Martian atmosphere constituents should provide a reasonable
simulation of the actual operating condition.
Depending on the extent to which gravitational effect simulation can be done, the open
area test will evaluate turn-over capability; clam shell or door openings; ejection of
antenna; ejection and travel of Rover-type vehicle (if applicable) and ejection and
operation of experiment packages. Typical types of terrain to be investigated include
grass fields, sand dunes, rocky hills, and scrub vegetation.
A complete operational sequence could include dropping the prototype vehicle from
sufficient height to permit parachute deployment utilizing a low-flying airplane or
helicopter. Parachutes would be sized to give the proper impact velocity and to
simulate the parachute and impact shock loads. The test would continue to show parachute
ejection, opening of the simulated Lander and exit of the Rover or payload units.
Additional information would be obtained from further tests with the roving vehicle
traveling and experimenting over large areas as directed.
i0.1.4 SYSTEM PROOF TEST
The previously mentioned limitation on vibration facilities is of importance in the Proof
Test phase. Individual Landers or Clusters of Landers in small sizes can be adequately
tested on existing shakers. Total systems, and even the two larger Landers by them-
selves, would be tested using the hydraulic shakers or multiple shakers as previously
indicated.
Thermal vacuum testing of a complete system, or of the two larger Landers by them-
selves, is beyond the range of existing facilities. Large NASA chambers are under
construction, however, at Houston and at Lewis Laboratories as previously mentioned.
These chambers should be capable of performing system proof testing in thermal
vacuum. Transportation of the vehicles and test equipment to these test sites will
be a serious problem.
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10.2 SYSTEM FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE
It is planned that total systems for flight will be assembled in the Vertical Assembly
Building and will not have been previously assembled as a unit. System acceptance
testing will be conducted at the level of Lander/Integrated Bus or Landers/Cluster Bus
with the Midcourse Bus tested as a separate unit. Electrical compatibility testing will
be conducted for a total assembly by cabling them together with a test harness. Problems
in the conduct of System Acceptance Testing are:
l. The previously noted limitations on vibration and thermal-vacuum facilities
exist for the two large Lander sizes.
. Small sizes, up to 3 Lander/Bus combinations plus a Midcourse Bus plus
spares, must be tested for each flight unit. Thus, while existing facilities
have sufficient capacity to test these units, a multiplicity of facilities is
needed. For a long thermal vacuum acceptance test, say 700 to 1000 hours
as previously recommended, four large chambers might be required to
complete the testing in a reasonable time period.
10.3 STERILIZATION FACILITIES
Currently, no clean assembly areas exist which satisfy in all respects the bio-clean
requirements currently specified by NASA. Efforts are underway to investigate the
modifications necessary to make several existing clean rooms conform to these
requirements. However, the size of the area required for assembly and test of a
Saturn V Voyager system is far beyond the capacity of current high quality clean rooms.
The applicability of current efforts to facilities of the size required by this system is
not known.
Additionally, ovens of the size required to perform thermal sterilization of these
spacecrafts are not available. As mentioned in Section 7., this problem has been
considered somewhat in the Beagle study, and the facilities required at AMR to provide
clean areas and terminal sterilization was reported there.
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11.1
11. SPACECRAFT
OBJECTIVE
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
This section of the report presents the schedule for design, development, qualification
and production of the Saturn V Voyager Systems defined during this study.
11.2 SCHEDULING GROUND RULES
11.2.1
1.
2.
GENERAL GROUND RULES
Two launches in 1971 Mars launch window
Selection of type of system and preliminary system definition prior to
contract award
.
4.
5.
11.2.2
All hardware qualified at component and system level
System type and program to be selected from one of the following options
All flight units to AMR at least four months prior to launch.
SPACECRAFT PROGRAM DEFINITION
The program options which have been considered in scheduling are those developed
during this study. They can be summarized as follows.
TABLE 11.2-1. PROGRAM OPTIONS
Vehicle
_o
_9
_-4 A
(D
o
Option
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E
Scientific
Payload Wt
0b)
150
370
1760
2500
5000
m
m
m
n
Flight
Units
24
12
6
4
2
Spares
10
8
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
none
2
2
2
2
none
Total to
AMR
34
2O
8
6
4
9
7
8
6
4
4
4
4
4
no ne
C omments
4/cluster
3/cluster
flaps
flaps
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!11.3 SPACECRAFT PROGRAM SCHEDULE
The schedule shown in Figure 11.3-1, Spacecraft Program Schedule, indicates
the major activities included in the Saturn V Voyager Program and the period of
their performance.
The selection of a system option and preliminary system definition is scheduled prior
to the hardware contract. Preliminary component development work would include
investigation of sterilization effects on components.
A summary of development problems is shown in Figure 11.3-2, Development
Problems Summary. These problems were outlined during previous Voyager
studies and are also applicable to the Saturn V Voyager Program. No new problems
of a schedule-determining nature have been defined during this study.
Development testing is done in parallel with design engineering at the component,
subsystem and system levels. Three levels of prototype testing will be performed
to demonstrate mechanical, electrical and thermal performance of the system.
Lander Earth-entry tests will be performed.
Some differences in detailed system integration and testing procedures will exist
between this and previous Voyager systems studied due to:
1. Cluster assembly of Landers and Bus in Options A and B.
2. Dimensions and weight of Landers and extensible flaps in Options D and E.
3. Dimensions and gross weights of complete spacecraft in launch configuration.
It has been assumed for scheduling purposes that:
1. Clusters of Landers will be qualification and acceptance tested, including
thermal-vacuum testing.
2. Midcourse Buses will be qualification and acceptance tested, including
thermal vacuum, with simulated interfaces.
3. Test and checkout of the complete spacecraft in the launch configuration will
be performed at the Atlantic Missile Range.
The schedule presented is applicable to any of the system options, the differences
in total effort required being provided by changes in level of effort applied rather than
the duration of activity.
Design and development tasks in the more complex options will be performed with
maximum emphasis on a parallel rather than series approach. Scheduled development
11-2
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time is determined chiefly by the nature of developments required by all system options
and is not substantially affected by the increased number of tasks required in the more
complex options, as these can be handled by a parallel approach.
Manufacture of the various hardware quantities required by different system options
to meet a common schedule will be achieved through use of an appropriate number of
assembly lines, increasing the number of simultaneous operations in the more com-
plex options. Where large quantities of spacecraft must be produced as in Options
A and B, some lengthening of the assembly cycle can be accepted without lengthening
the overall schedule.
The variation in level of effort and designs between options will also be accompanied
by some variation in facility requirements for qualification and acceptance testing.
The quantities of mated spacecraft which will be acceptance tested in thermal
vacuum for the various program option areas are-
Option A - 8 Clusters (4 Landers each)
Option B - 6 Clusters (3 Landers each)
Option C - Single-Lander/Bus Combinations
Option D - Single-Lander/Bus Combinations
Option E - Single-Lander/Bus Combinations
In addition, the following individual spare spacecraft must be acceptance tested in
thermal vacuum:
Option A - 2 Landers and 1 Cluster Bus (plus two simulated Landers to fill
vacancies in Cluster)
Option B - 2 Landers and 1 Cluster Bus (plus one simulated Lander to fill
vacancy in Cluster).
The thermal vacuum acceptance testing of Midcourse Buses will involve testing
four units in Options A, B, C and D. None is used in Option E.
Addition of the above requirements indicates that the total number of thermal-vacuum
acceptance test runs required for the various options will be:
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Option A - 13 Runs (Cluster)
Option B - 11 Runs (Cluster)
Option C - 12 Runs (Single-Lander/Bus)
Option D - 10 Runs (Single-Lander/Bus)
Option E - 4 Runs (Single-Lander/Bus)
Through simultaneous use of three thermal-vacuum test chambers available at
GE-VFSTC the runs required for Option A, B, or C can be performed within the
schedule shown.
A fourth available thermal-vacuum chamber, which provides solar simulation, can
be employed simultaneously for thermal-vacuum qualification testing in these options.
New facilities, as discussed in Section 10. of this report, are required for thermal-
vacuum tests of Option D or E due to the dimensions of the extensible-flare landers
employed.
Assuming that Option A, B or C is selected or that required new facilities are made
available if D or E are selected, the acceptance and qualification tests can be performed
as scheduled.
Ii.3.1 EFFECTS OF DATA RATE AND POWER REQUIREMENTS ON SCHEDULE
A. Data Rate
The range of data rates assumed for the system options considered extend from about
600 to 70,000 bits per second from minimum to maximum. Although the schedule
shown has been developed around nominal data rate systems no significant change in
overall schedule is anticipated due to use of the above minimum or maximum data
rates. In all cases RF transmitter and antenna development work is required and
requirements will be more stringent at the higher data rates. However, these items
are not considered to be schedule-determining factors in any case.
B. Power Requirements
It has been assumed during this study that power requirements for the system options
considered will range from about 100 to 3000 watts per Lander. This possible range
of requirements for radioisotopes makes early arrangements with the AEC necessary
to assure availability of an adequate supply. Assuming an adequate isotope supply,
power requirements are not expected to be a schedule determining factor.
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12.1
12. SPACECRAFT PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
COST ESTIMATES
This section of the report indicates in parametric and tabular form the cost of space-
craft systems and programs for the range of spacecraft carrying scientific payload
sizes from 150 to 5000 pounds each.
Cost estimates developed in detail during the previous Voyager Studies have been
used as a base, with individual cost items modified during the current study program
as dictated by the designs for the Saturn V Voyager Systems which have been developed.
Through the use of the following data, the reader may combine cost items for programs
other than those defined herein, if desired. Thus, total spacecraft program costs for
varied spacecraft quantities and numbers of launches can be developed.
12.2 COSTING GROUND RULES
12.2.1 SYSTEM DEFINITIONS
The costs presented have been developed for five specific system options for which
conceptual designs have been developed during this study. These systems can be
identified as follows for cost estimating purposes:
Option A - Lander Scientific Payload = 150 pounds
4 Landers per Cluster
3 Clusters per Launch
3 Cluster Buses per Launch
1 Midcourse Bus per Launch
Option B - Lander Scientific Payload = 370 pounds
3 Landers per Cluster
2 Clusters per Launch
2 Cluster Buses per Launch
1 Midcourse Bus per Launch
Option C - Lander Scientific Payload = 1760 pounds
3 Landers per Launch
1 Individual Bus per Lander
1 Midcourse Bus per Launch
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Option D
Option E
- Lander Scientific Payload = 2500 pounds
2 Landers (with flaps) per Launch
1 Midcourse Bus per Launch
1 Individual Bus per Lander
- Lander Scientific Payload = 5000 pounds
1 Lander (with flaps) per Launch
i Individual Bus per Lander
no Midcourse Bus.
Interpolation of cost data to obtain costs for scientific payload sizes other than those
above should be employed only with the understanding that the payload sizes selected
may require non-optimum or impracticable packaging configurations. The above
payload size selections have been optimized within the constraints imposed by the
launch vehicle.
12.2.2 PROGRAM DEFINITIONS
The hardware quantities, shown in Table 12.2-1, have been assumed, for cost
estimating purposes, as those which would be required for delivery of spacecraft
for two launches during one Mars opportunity (1971).
TABLE 12.2-1. HARDWARE QUANTITIES ASSUMED FOR
COST ESTIMATING PURPOSES
Vehicle
Q)
O
_9
Option
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E
Flight
Units
24
12
6
4
2
6
4
6
4
2
2
2
2
2
Spares
,10
*8
2
2
2
*3
*3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
*Provides two complete spare Clusters, two separate
and one separate spare Bus per opportunity.
Total
34
20
8
6
4
9
7
8
6
4
4
4
4
4
--.
spare Landers
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12.2.3 GENERAL GROUNDRULES
The general ground rules for this study consist of:
1. 1971Mars Opportunity
2. Two launches per opportunity
3. All costs include RTG units and isotopes exceptwhere otherwise indicated
4. GSEin the field for spacecraft handling, servicing and checkout
5. All landers are heat sterilized at AMR
6. Nobuses sterilized
7. No scientific payload costs included
8. No post-launch costs included
9. No launchvehicle costs included
10. Shroudand launchvehicle adapter costs not included
11. All costs assumenominal data rates andpower requirements, as defined
during the designstudy, unless otherwise noted
12. Costs assume simultaneous developmentof Landers andBuses with free
exchangeof design, developmentandqualification data
13. Non-repetitive costs include all design, development, qualification and
special tooling costs
14. Repetitive costs include all costs incurred during manufacture and test of
flight or spare units
15. Clean-room assembly andtest of all spacecraft
16. System qualification and acceptancetests will be performed on Lander-
Cluster Bus assemblies for optionsA & B and Lander/Individual Bus
assemblies for options C, D & E
17. Midcourse Bus qualification and acceptancetests will be performed with
simulated interfaces
18. Field tests of complete systems will be performed at Atlantic Missile Range.
12.2.4 DEFINITION OF COSTELEMENTS
The terms employed in the cost data presentation are defined as:
PROGRAM AND SYSTEM TASKS
Program Management Plans, schedules, program control,
reports, system engineering and
integration, contract administration.
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Reliability
Support Equipment
System Test and Checkout
LANDER TASKS
System - Non-repetitive
Repetitive
Basic Lander - Non-repetitive
Repetitive
Communications - Non-repetitive
Repetitive
Parts evaluation, sterilization effects,
parts acceptance testing, reliability
analysis and apportionment.
Special equipment for handling,
servicing and checkout of flight and
spare spacecraft hardware.
System development, qualification,
acceptance and field testing. Includes
assembly of systems for testing.
Lander system design, development,
qualification, special tooling. Includes
Lander prototypes and assembly and
test of Landers for qualification system.
Includes final assembly and acceptance
test of flight and spare Landers.
Includes Lander field testing and
sterilization.
- Includes design, development and
qualification of basic Lander, which
includes: Shield and structure,
thermal control, retardation,
orientation, deployment mechanisms.
Includes Earth entry testing. Includes
special tooling.
- Includes fabrication, assembly and
acceptance test of the above items for
flight and spare units.
Design, development and qualification
of Lander communications subsystem,
which includes:
R.F. Earth link, data processing
and storage, command and power
conversion. Includes special tooling.
Includes fabrication, assembly and
acceptance test of the above items for
flight and spare units.
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Power Supply, Non-repetitive
Repetitive
Earth-Antenna, Non-repetitive
Repetitive
Propulsion, Non-repetitive
Repetitive
B US TASKS
System, Non-repetitive
Repetitive
Structure, Non-repetitive
Design, development and qualification
of power supply subsystem, which includes:
RTG, batteries, regulators, controls and
distribution. Includes special tooling.
Includes fabrication, assembly and
acceptance test of the above items
for flight and spare units. Includes
radioisotopes.
Includes design, development and
qualification of Earth-tracking
antenna, sensors and servo mech-
anisms. Includes special tooling.
Includes fabrication, assembly and
acceptance test of the above items
for flight and spare units.
Includes design, development and
qualification of AV, spin-despin,
and retardation propulsion components
and subsystems. Includes special
tooling.
Includes fabrication, assembly and
acceptance test of flight and spare
units.
Bus system design, development,
qualification, special tooling. Includes
Bus prototypes and assembly and
test of Buses for qualification system.
Includes final assembly and acceptance
test of flight and spare Buses and Bus
field tests.
Includes design, development and
qualification of basic Bus, which
includes. Bus structure, antenna
support structure, deployment
structures and mechanisms, thermal
controls, separation mechanisms,
Lander adapters and supporting
structure. Includes special tooling.
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Repetitive
Communications, Non-repetitive
Repetitive
Power Supply
Guidance and Control,
Non-repetitive
Repetitive
Includes fabrication, assembly and
acceptance test of the above items
for flight and spare Buses.
Design, development and qualification
of Bus communication subsystem
which may include RF earth link
elements, data processing and
storage, command and power
conversion. Includes special tooling.
The exact functional elements
required in the bus communications
subsystem vary from one system
option to another depending on the
degree of integration with lander com-
munications, as defined in the technical
sections of this report.
Includes fabrication, assembly and
acceptance test of the Bus communi-
catiQns equipment for flight and
spare units.
No costs shown - all Bus power is
obtained from Lander power supplies.
Design, development and qualification
of equipment for attitude control,
midcourse and approach guidance
corrections. Includes sensors, data
processing and logic circuitry. The
exact functional elements required
in the Bus guidance and control sub-
system vary from one system option
to another, as defined in the technical
sections of this report. Includes
special tooling.
Includes fabrication, assembly and
acceptance test of the guidance and
control equipment for flight and
spare buses.
12-6
Propulsion, Non-repetitive Includes design, development and qual-
ification of the Bus propulsion subsys-
tems. Includes propulsion components
for attitude control, midcourse and
approach velocity corrections.
Includes special tooling.
Repetitive Includes fabrication, assembly and
acceptance test of flight and spare
Buses.
12.3 PROGRAM COST ESTIMATES
The estimates presented in this section have been developed in accordance with the
cost structure shown in Figure 12.3-1. This figure shows how subsystem costs have
been combined, number of units factored in and all costs totaled to yield total
Spacecraft l>ro_ram Costs.
12.3.1 PROGRAM COST DATA
The basic parametric cost curves are presented in Figures 12.3-2 through 12.3-12.
12.3.2 PROGRAM COST SUMMARY
The data shown in Table 12.3-1, Program Cost Summary, corresponds to the data
shown in the above figures for the five system options defined during this study. The
number of units and unit costs are summarized at the bottom of the table for all five
options.
12.3.3 EFFECTS OF DATA RATE AND POWER REQUIREMENTS ON LANDER
(2500-POUND SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD) AND PROGRAM COSTS
Table 12.3-2 summarizes Lander costs for three combinations of data rate and
power requirements:
1. Minimum Data Rate and Minimum Power
2. Nominal Data Rate and Nominal Power
3. Maximum Data Rate and Maximum Power
These figures apply to a Lander capable of carrying a 2500-pound scientific payload
(system option D.). The effects of these variations on Total Spacecraft Costs, as
noted on Figure 12.3-2 are summarized in Table 12.3-2.
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TABLE 12.3-1. PROGRAM COST SUMMARY
Program Option
Scientific Payload Wt. (lb.)
Type of Cost
Program Management
Reliability
Support Equipment
Lander
A B C
150 370 1,760
Non- Non- Non-
Rep. Rep. Rep. Rep. Rep. Rep.
35.8 --- 34.0 --- 32.0 ---
31.0 --- 25.2 --- 18.7 ---
63.0 --- 59.0 --- 54.0 ---
D E
2,500 5,000
Non- Non-
Rep. Rep. Rep. Rep.
32.0 --- 31.0 ---
17.5 --- 15.5 ---
53.0 --- 52.0
System
Basic Lander
Communie ation
Power (Incl. RTG)
Earth Antenna
Propulsion
Bus (Clust. or Ind. )
System
Structttre
Communication
Guidance & Control
Propulsion
Bus (Midcourse)
44.0 111.2 49.1 105.0 65.6 111.1 94.8 118.8 159.3 134.4
8.9 8.5 10.0 6.0 13.5 3.1 18.0 4.2 29.0 4.8
14.1 23.8 15.4 16.4 19. 3 8.8 36.2 15.0 58.5 16.0
6.7 22.8 8.0 17.8 10.3 10.4 Ii.0 8.4 12.0 6.4
7.8 39.1 8.2 54.0 9. 7 80.0 11. I 78.0 16.3 86.0
2.8 6.8 3.4 4.8 6.0 4.0 7.7 6.0 12.0 8.0
3.7 10.2 4.1 6.0 6.8 4.8 10.8 7.2 31.5 13.2
53.5 27.5 50.3 20.6 48.1 23.8 49.9 18.6 56.9 15.8
15.0 5.2 13.0 3.1 14.0 4.5115.0 3.9 15.0 3.6
9.6 6.3 8.1 4.9 7.0 5.6 7.5 4.2 9.0 2.8
3.7 4.3 3.7 3.4 .4 2.4 .4 1.8 3.9 3.2
21.0 9.5 21.0 7.3 22.0 9.2 22.0 6.9 23.0 4.8
4.2 2.2 4.5 1.9 4.7 2.1 5.0 1.8 6.0 1.4
29.0 I0.7 29. 3 10.8 32.4 I0.8 32.7 I0.8 ......
System
Structure
Communication
Guidance & Control
Propulsion
12.5 1.6 12.5 1.6 12.5 1.6 12.5 1.6
8.0 2.8 8.0 2.8 8.0 2.8 8.0 2.8 ......
.7 1.8 .7 1.8 3.4 1.7 3.4 1.7 ......
1.8 3.2 1.8 3.2 1.8 3.2 1.8 3.2
6.0 1.3 6.3 1.4 6.7 1.5 7.0 1.5 ......
Syst. Int., Test & C/O
Program Totals
Program Grand Totals
No. of Landers
Rep. Cost/Unit
No. of Buses (Cl. or Ind.)
Rep. Cost/Unit
No. of Buses (Midcourse)
Rep. Cost/Unit
15.2 24.2 11.4 15.3 15.0 24.6 27.0 36.0 40.0 28.0
271.5 173.6 258.3 151.7 265.8 170.3 306.9 184.2 354.7 178.2
445.1 410.0 436.1 491.1 532.9
34 20 8 6 4
3.27 5.25 13.89 19.8 33.6
9 7 8 6 4
3.05 2.94 2.98 3.10 3.94
4 4 4 4 None
2.67 2.69 2.70 2.71 ....
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TABLE 12.3-2 EFFECTS OF DATA RATE AND
POWER REQUIREMENTS ON LANDER
COSTS (2500 LB. PAYLOAD PER LANDER)
(REPETITIVE COSTS ARE PER UNIT)
Costs in Millions of Dollars
Data Rate Minimum Nominal Maximum
Power Req'ts Minimum
Type of Cost
Lander Totals
System
Basic Lander
Communications
Power (Incl. RTG)
Earth Antenna
Propulsion
Non-
Rep.
Rep.
78.1 12.0
16.4 .6
31.4 2.2
8.8 1.0
9.4 7.2
3.4 .2
8.7 .8
Nominal
Non-
Rep.
Rep.
94.8 19.8
18.0 .7
36.2 2.5
11.0 1.4
11.1 13.0
7.7 1.0
10.8 1.2
Maximum
Non-
Rep.
113.6
19.0
37.2
13.2
15.5
16.0
12.7
Rep.
30.3
.7
2.8
1.9
21.0
2.6
1.3
TABLE 12.3-3
(6 LANDERS)
(REPETITIVE COSTS ARE PROG. TOTALS
EFFECT ON TOTAL SPACECRAFT PROGRAM COSTS
94.8 118.8
213.6
Total Lander Costs 78.1 72.0
Lander Grand Total 150.1
113.6 181.8
295.4
Program Grand Totals 427.6 491.1 572.9
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12.4 DATA RATE EFFECTS ON COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM COSTS
Figure 12.4-1, Lander Communication Costs versus Data Rate, indicates the effects
of data rate requirements in communication subsystem costs over the range of rates
employed during this study for scientific payloads of 150 to 5000 pounds per Lander.
12.5 POWER REQUIREMENT EFFECTS ON POWER SUBSYSTEM COSTS
Figure 12.5-1 Power Requirements Effects on Power Subsystem Costs, shows the
effect of power requirements on cost over the range defined during this study. RTG
non-repetitive costs are included in the totals and are also shown separately. This
includes design, development and qualification of basic RTG modules which will be
employed in the Lander in the number required to satisfy the electrical power
requirements.
12.6 TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS VS. NUMBER OF LANDERS
Figure 12.6-1, Total Program Cost versus Number of Landers, shows total costs
assuming that all Landers are accompanied by appropriately matched quantities of
Buses. No separate spare Landers or Buses are included.
It should be noted that the curve for the smallest Lander size is valid only for
numbers of Landerswhich are multiples of four, as they are clustered four to a Bus.
Similarly, the next larger size will be employed in Clusters of three per Bus.
Values shown for zero number of Landers consist of non-repetitive costs.
12.7 TOTAL LANDER COSTS VS. NUMBER OF LANDERS
Figure 12.7-1, Lander Costs versus Number of Landers shows total costs for
various quantities of the five Lander sizes defined during this study.
Values shown for zero number of Landers consist of non-repetitive costs.
12.8 TOTAL BUS COSTS VS. NUMBER OF LANDERS
Figure 12.8-1, Bus Costs versus Number of Landers assumes packaging four of
the smallest Landers per Bus and three of the next larger size per Bus with mid-
course Buses provided as follows:
Lander Scientific Payload Landers per Midcourse Bus
weight (lb)
150
370
1760
2500
5000
12
6
3
2
No Midcourse Bus
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Figure 12.5-1. Power Subsystem Costs vs. Power Level
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12.9 TOTAL SPACECRAFT PROGRAM COST PER POUND OF
SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD LAUNCHED
Figure 12.9-1 is a plot of the following data:
System Option Spacecraft ProgTam Cost/Lb Launched
A (4 per cluster) 120.0
B (3 per cluster) 90.5
C 40.1
D (Flaps) 47.8
E (Flaps) 51.9
(costs in thousands in dollars)
It should be noted that System Option C provides the most efficient launch of
scientific payload weight from a cost viewpoint. Scientific payload weight for this
option is 1760 lb/Lander. With three Landers per launch it also provides the most
scientific payload weight per launch vehicle.
12.10 PROGRAM COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR
Figure 12.10-1, Program Costs by Fiscal Year, shows in graphic and tabular form
the estimated expenditures rates for all five system options, based on the 1971 Mars
launch opportunity.
12.11 LANDER EARTH ENTRY TEST COSTS
Table 12.11-1 shows the costs of performing earth entry developmental flight
tests of Lander designs. These costs are included in foregoing program estimates
under Basic Lander Non-repetitive costs. Launch vehicle costs are not included.
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!APPENDICES
APPENDIX A.
DATA COMPRESSION FOR GUIDANCE TV
APPENDIX A. DATA COMPRESSION FOR GUIDANCE TV
The spacecraft defined for the Voyager mission have the capability to transmit a
complete TV frame in less than an hour, which is an acceptable delay from the
standpoint of mission requirements for availability of the information.
However, it is recognized that tying up the communication link for up to 40 minutes
for each picture may be highly undesirable. Also, operational considerations in the
ground facilities may dictate a shorter transmission time per frame.
Accordingly, an evaluation of techniques for reducing the number of bits that must
be transmitted for each frame was included in this study. The following discussion
includes information developed in an in-house program.
A.I BASIC PRINCIPLES
Data Compression, i.e., reducing data while retaining significant information,
becomes especially important for deep space missions, where a high premium is
placed on communication bandwidth and duration. A fundamental rule for maximum
efficiency is that only surprises are transmitted to Earth. Data which can be pre-
dicted should not be sent.
In its simplest form, application of the above principle can consist of transmitting
measured data only if it differs from the last previously transmitted value. Generally,
all information channels on board deep space vehicles will be digitized and a data
change is noted only if sufficiently large to change the digital value. The value of this
measurement-to-measurement correlation is based on the fact that values in nature
tend to change slowly in space or time. Thus, while the response time or resolution
of a measurement can be relatively high -- limited only by the sampling rate -- the
transmitted data rate may be considerably reduced by data compression.
Depending on the measurement, it is possible that a further step in data compression
can be taken. For example, rather than to expect no change in data from a previous
reading, it may be possible to predict in what way the value would change. In this
case the "surprise" to be transmitted would be any value other than that predicted.
A final refinement of this technique could include the ability of vehicle logic to change
the predicted value of a future reading based on past measured values. Effectively
this extrapolates a measured trend in values to permit predicting the next value.
Again that next value would be transmitted only if it differed from the newly predicted
value. Presumably, equipment on Earth can "think" like the vehicle logic and generate
the entire data curve given only _he "surprise values."
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The amount of savings in data resulting from these techniqueswill, of course, depend
on the specific application. It shouldbe noted that in the absenceof data from each
instrument as a result of data compression, some additional information must be
transmitted. This could be an additional digital word sent with eachtransmitted data
point to identify the instrument providing the data; or it could include, for each instru-
ment in the interrogation sequence, a word to indicate the presence or absenceof data
to be transmitted. Thus, if savings are to result, data compression must more than
offset this additional required information.
A.2 TV SYSTEMS
The above concepts are quite basic and could apply to nearly all instruments on board
a spacecraft. Television systems, however, have some unique qualities and problems
which require additional study. Inherently, a TV camera can gather a tremendous
amount of data in a short period of time. A typical spacecraft TV system may obtain
more discrete measurements per unit time by orders of magnitude than the combined
total of all other instruments on board. Thus the TV picture is a prime target for
data compression studies.
The video output of a TV camera can be considered to be a large number of separate
measurements, all combining to complete the final picture mosaic. Normally a
video bandpass is selected to provide a horizontal resolution equal to that provided
vertically by the discrete line scans, although this is not a necessary condition. Thus,
a 500-line system breaks a picture into 2.5 x 105 separate elements, a 1000-line
system into 106 elements, etc. Each of these resolution elements is essentially an
independent measurement.
In considering data compression for other instrumentation on board a spacecraft,
successive samples from the same instrument are correlated to test for "surprises."
With a TV picture this would be the equivalent of frame correlation, i.e., comparing
the value of each resolution element with the same element in the previous frame scan.
This is an excellent technique for TV when each scan follows its predecessor immediately
such that the picture will have changed very little. However, for deep space applications
this will generally not be the case. Instead, the camera may be redirected or there may
be long intervals between successive scans and the resultant picture will be completely
different.
For such applications, therefore, much more profitable data compression concepts
involve correlation of resolution elements within a single scan. One possibility is
line correlation in which each element is compared with the corresponding resolution
element on the scan line immediately preceding. Easier to accomplish, and just as
effective, is point-to-point correlation, in which each element is compared with the
one just preceding. It is also possible to devise logic which correlates in both
directions in which case if a match exists so that the data is not transmitted, an
indicator word will have to show in which direction correlation was found.
t
t
f
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These line or point correlation techniques dependfor their successon the fact that
scenes in nature provide relatively few gray scale changes in a TV scan. Actual
percentages are dependenton the size of a resolution element, the number of gray
scale subdivisions and, of course, the sceneitself. Studies of this were madeby
Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc., as a contribution to the General Electric
Voyager study. Using a photographof the Earth taken from a satellite as the viewed
scene, previous element correlation percentageswere measuredusing different
numbers of scan lines andvarying the gray scale subdivisions. Illustrative values,
for example, show correlation 98 percent of the time using a 512line scan and a
2-bit gray scale. This reduced to 92 percent correlation when a 128line scanwas
used. The corresponding values using a 6-bit gray scale are 57percent and 47 per-
cent.
As indicated early in this discussion, whendata compression is employedsome
additional information must be transmitted. This consists either of an identifying
word (address) for eachtransmitted datapoint or an indicator word for each meas-
urement samplewhich states that datawill or will not follow. In the latter case,
the address of the data canbe obtainedby counting indicator words from a known
start point. A choice betweenthese methodsof providing data addresses is
dependenton the specific case. Whena very high percentage of correlation is
expected, transmission of the relatively long word addresses of the few data points
to be transmitted will prove best; however, with a lower correlation percentage,
sending a short indicator word for each sample is more efficient. In somecases,
a combination scheme may be most practical.
A.3 TV GUIDANCE
TV Guidance presents a special case in that the view is almost wholly black space
with only a few stars and a planet breaking the monotony. Such a picture is a natural
for data compression. A one-bit gray scale is sufficient and point correlation will
exist about 99.9 percent of the time. Thus, despite the sending of long-word
addresses for non-correlating points, transmitted data can be reduced by large
factors.
To achieve the resolution required for the approach guidance of Voyager and
similar missions, a 1000-line TV system is assumed. Equal horizontal resolution
results in 106 elements per frame. With only a one-bit gray scale requirement,
sending data to Earth from every element of a frame scan will result in 106 bits
(neglecting any frame or line synch bits required). Thus, this number becomes
the standard of comparison for judging various concepts.
A. 3.1 COMPLETE ADDRESS CONCEPT
Twenty bits are required to provide a unique address for each of 106 elements. Thus
a data compression system in which complete addresses of data are transmitted
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must provide a saving of at least a factor of 20. With the TV Guidance scene this is
more than accomplished. Nevertheless, the long address word suggests an additional
possibilityfor data compression.
A. 3.2 HYBRID CONCEPT
As indicated earlier, two approaches are possible for compressing data. First,
elements containing no transmittable data can be completely ignored, in which case
fullidentifyinginformation (addresses) must be sent along with transmitted data.
A second possibilityis to transmit an indicator word (intheory only one bit)for each
element, which states either "no data follows and the next word is another indicator"
or "data follows before next indicator." In the lattercase, address information can
be acquired on earth by counting the number of indicator bits from a synch or start
word.
Obviously, with only a one-bit gray scale possible from each element -- as in TV
Guidance -- the indicator system offers no advantage over transmitting all data.
However, a hybrid scheme combining the two approaches may offer the best solution.
By subdividing the total TV picture into a number of smaller areas, an indicator word
can then signify the presence or lack of data in the entire subarea. For example, if
an entire sub-area were scanned and no transmittable data is found, a "zero" could
so indicate. If data is found, an indicator "one" is followed by the data address within
the sub-area. This is immediately followed by a second indicator, still in the same
sub-area. Another "one"indicates a second data point address, etc., until ultimately
a "zero" indicator shows no further data in that sub-area.
The number of bits required to transmit a full picture using this hybrid system is
given by:
N = 2A-a+ P (i + a)
where N = bits required
A = bits required to address total area
a = bits required to address sub-area
P = number of data points to be transmitted
The optimum number of area subdivisions for data compression is obtained by
setting the derivative of this equation equal to zero,
dN/da
From which
2A -a
= -2 A-a ln2+ P= 0.
in 2 "
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For TV Guidance A = 20 (providing a 1024 x 1024 array of resolution elements}.
Since a is an integer, values of P can be selected to show the greatest potential of
this hybrid concept. In Table A-1 the number of scan lines per sub-area (L} is
determined by subtracting the number of address bits required per line (101 from "a"
and calculating the number of lines which can be addressed with the remaining bits °
Also for reference, the last three lines in the Table show the number of bits trans-
mitted using the hybrid system (N}, the number of bits that would be required with a
straight address system (No} and the relative saving accomplished by the hybrid
system
(No - N)
No
TABLE A-1. TV GUIDANCE SYSTEM SELECTION MATRIX
i_ 22 44 89 177 355 710
a 15 14 13 12 11 i0
L 32 16 8 4 2 1
N 384 724 1374 2557 4772 8834
No 440 880 1780 3540 7100 14200
No - N
N O. 127 0.177 0.228 0. 278 0.328 0.378
It must be noted that the calculations above assume that a single bit is adequate for the
indicator word. In theory this is correct; however, since the data addresses are ob-
tained by counting the number of zero-value indicators from a frame start, misreading
any indicator word will cause the remainder of the frame to be in error. With typical
telemetry link acceptable threshold error rates of the order of 10 -3 to 10-4, the
probability of such error in a TV scan is quite high -- even with data compression.
Reliability can be increased at the cost of more data by redundant transn_Assion of the
indicator bit. For example, if three identical bits were transmitted for each indicator
word, majority choice should virtually eliminate indicator errors. However, this
considerably reduces the advantage of using the hybrid system. In fact, when the number
of transmittable data points is small, this three-bit indicator system requires more bits
than does the straight address system. Referring to Table A-l, in the examples where
P is less than 177 the 3-bit indicator hybrid system offers no advantage; for P -- 177
only three percent savings result and for P = 710 the savings are only 13.4 percent.
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A.3.3 X, Y COORDINATECONCEPT
For TV Guidancepurposes, the ability to determine anexact position for the planet
and each star in the field-of-view is the only requisite. Pictorial quality per se is
of no real value. There is no need, for example, to determine the identity of the
star pattern nor to determine approximately where any star image shouldbe located
on thc frame. These facts for any given mission will be a priori information. This
permits considering an additional data compression concept.
If in a two-dimensional pattern of n desired data points, all x coordinates canbe known
precisely and, independently, all y coordinates; a total of n2 possible positions for the
points are determined, of which only n are true positions. The false positions can be
eliminated, however, by correlating with the knownstar pattern.
This concept can be used for the TV Guidance picture by transmitting a total of 2000
bits, 1000 providing successive readout of each possible x axis position (each vertical
column) in the element matrix, plus a second 1000 providing successive readout of each
possible yposition (each scan line). In this case a "zero" could indicate the entire line
(or column) is black and a "one" could indicate the presence of at least one element of
white. It can be seen by referring to Table A-1 that this concept, requiring 2000 bits,
would save bits in the examples with P = 177 or larger , and would require more bits
in the other cases. Note that when an extended image is produced at the TV image
plane, this x, y coordinate concept determines the location only of the enclosing
rectangle. This somewhat complicates precisely locating a half-illuminated planet
image in the frame; however, with a priori information on location of the terminator,
the planet's expected image size, etc., it will be possible to interpret the data.
A.3.4 X, Y COORDINATE COMBINATION CONCEPTS
Accepting the x, y coordinate concept as a possibility for data compression in TV
Guidance, there is no reason why this information -- presumably contained in memory
storage -- cannot be treated to further compression via the straight address or hybrid
concepts discussed earlier. In this case the 2000 storage addresses are scanned for
point-to-point correlation and only the surprise values transmitted as before.
It is worth noting that for TV Guidance, the basic x, y coordinate concept, without
aid, considerably reduces the number of non-correlating or surprise points. Any
contiguous, extended image will provide only four non-correlating points no matter
what its size. Since even a point source because of pickup tube limitations will
normally produce a television image three to five elements in diameter, regular
element correlation will produce six to ten non-correlating data points per star;
and a large extended planet image can produce several hundred non-correlating
points. To illustrate this point see Table A-2 which compares the various data
compression concepts for two typical examples. Note that with increased planet
size (see Table description below) the number of non-correlating points has increased
by a large factor in the straight address and hybrid systems, but has not increased at
all for any of the x, y coordinate systems.
I
1
!
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A.3.5 CONCEPT COMPARISONS
Tnblc A-2 shows the possibilities considered typical for a TV Guidance mission.
Exnmple 1 assumes a field-of-view containing nine stars plus one planet viewed from
a distance sufficiently great that the planet is, like the stars, effectively a point source.
Example 2 assumes the same targets much later in the mission when the planet image
has grown until it extends across 300 scan lines. In both cases it is assumed that a
star image will be four resolution elements in diameter.
TABLE A-2. TYPICAL POSSIBILITIES FOR A TV GUIDANCE MISSION
Example 1 Example 2
P N No - N P
No
1. Straight Address (No) 80 1600 - 672
2. Hybrid (1-bit indicator) 80 748 0.53 672
3. Hybrid (3-bit indicator) 80 1164 0.27 672
4. x, y Coordinate 40 2000 -0.25 40
5. x, y Coord/Strgt. Address 40 440 0.73 40
6. x, y Coord./1-bit Hybrid 40 304 0.81 40
7. x, y Coord./3-bit Hybrid 40 512 0.68 40
8. No. 5 above plus planet
edge points* 40 440 0.73 60
N No - N
No
13440
8416 0.37
11808 0.12
2000 0.85
440 0.97
304 0.98
512 0.96
840 0.94
*This concept is described in Section A. 3.6.
In the above Table, P represents the number of data points to be transmitted, N the
number of bits required and No - N/No the relative savings referenced to the straight
address system. From this comparison the choice would seem to be the x, y coordinate/
1-bit hybrid concept. However, because of the relatively large probability of error with
the 1-bit indicator -- as previously mentioned -- the x, y coordinate/straight address
system is probably the better choice. As can be seen, this concept is only sightly less
effective in compressing data.
A. 3.6 EXTENDED IMAGE DEFINITION
It is concluded above that an x, y coordinate system offers the best possibility for data
compression. However, it is somewhat unfair to compare x, y coordinate concepts
directly with element correlation schemes since the latter provide better information,
especially in regard to defining an extended planet image. Theoretically, the enclosing
rectangle coordinates are sufficient for determining the location of the planet center;
however, some a priori info_mation concerning image size and terminator location is
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required and, furthermore, a high premium is placed on the accuracy of just two
coordinate points (thetwo which represent tangents to the circular planet edge).
With some additional on-board logic it will be possible to combine the excellent compres-
sion efficiency of the x, y coordinate concept with the better planet definition of element
correlation. Basically, this scheme uses a completely independent circuit which is
activated only if anextendedimage is scanned. The detection of eight successive bright
elements, for example, would distinguish betweenan extendedplanet image and a three
to five element wide star image. Having detected anextendedimage this special logic
circuit would store the addresses of non-correlating elements on each side of the planet
image andthese could be transmitted in addition to the regular x, y coordinate data.
Since actually only a few additional planet edgepoints are needed, this independent
logic circuit could omit storing data for most line scans, performing its function, for
example, only every 32nd line.
It should be noted that if more than one image appears at any x or y coordinate the two
cannot be distinguished in that coordinate. Thus, for example, the x coordinate of a
star appearing on either side of the extended planet image will not be known. For the
typical TV Guidance scene with ten or more stars in view, the loss of one-axis infor-
mation from some of them is not expected to cause serious trouble.
The problem can be avoided, however, by not storing planet information in the x, y
coordinate registers. This is accomplished merely by deactivating the x, y read-in
when the planet definition circuitry is activated by detection of the planet's extended
image.
Figure A-1 shows the information that would be sent utilizing these techniques. This
picture is representative of a possible actual situation in a Mars 1971 mission. The
planet itself may be in the region of Capricornus but this field is heavily filtered to
reduce the brightness of the planet image. A separate star field is superposed on the
planet image as shown. This technique was described in the Titan IIIC report. The
superposition technique gives a wide range of choice in the star field viewed. In
this case Sagittarius is shown. (The orientation of the two fields is determined by
fixed optical elements before launch; hence there is no added complexity involved in
the operation of the equipment. )
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With circuitry as described above, data transmitted in example 1 of Table A-2 would
be unchanged, In example 2, with a 300-line planet image approximately 20 additional
point locations would result. With 20 bits required to uniquely address each point,
400 additional bits would be added (Line 8, Table A-2).
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KAUS
BOREALIS
KAUS
MERIDIONALIS
KAUS AUSTRALIS
AI
NASI
Figure A-1. Information Display with Data Compression
A.3.7 SUMMARY
The discussion above shows a considerable range of data compression possibilities
depending on the information transmitted and sophistication employed. The choice
of an optimum system will depend on a tradeoff of desirable characteristics with
system complexity. The last concept discussed would appear to offer the best
compromise between data compression and system accuracy. It will provide
independent x, y coordinates of enclosing rectangles for the stars plus the full
addresses of a number of additional points along the planet edge.
In reconstructing the TV picture from the compressed data it will be necessary first
to identify the true star positions from among the redundant possibilities provided by
the independent coordinates. With the star pattern known in advance this is easily
accomplished, since the redundancies are known as well as the star positions. This
makes matching easy. The planet outline, delineated by the additional points provided
by the separate extended-image logic can then be precisely located with respect to the
stars.
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Figures A-2a, A-2b and A-2c showa logic diagram of a system devised to demon-
strate TV Guidancedata compression in the laboratory. Sincethe demonstration
camera was a standard, 512-line system at 30 frames per second, some additional
complexity was required in some areas to handle the fast storage rates resulting
from the comparatively high camera sweeprates. This would not be required in an
actual system. The rectilinear scan pattern requires a different treatment of Xand
Y information, as indicated. The addedlogic to provide the planet edge addrcsses
is also shown.
Detailed circuitry to implement this logic hasbeen designed, and form the basis for
Figure A-3 andTable A-3.
The key to the data compression techniques in these is as follows:
A. No datacompression.
B. Full address of eachnon-correlating point along a scan line.
C. Reverse scan direction each line; full address of each leading edgeonly.
D. Full address of eachx, y coordinate.
E. Point-to-point correlation of D.
F. Recommendedsystem:
E plus planet outline points; no planet enclosing rectangle.
It will be noted that noneof the data compression techniques utilize the tape recorder.
The weight shownin A is for a tape recorder to meet this requirement alone. Hence,
for a mission with no other needfor a tape recorder, the use of data compression
gives a weight and power advantage.
The decrease in weight with greater data compression reflects the reduction in the
number of stored bits, plus some reduction in correlation and compression logic for
the x, y coordinate registers.
TABLE A-3. DATA COMPRESSIONELECTRONICS
NO. OF BITS
A 106
B 14000
C 7000
D 2160
E 1310
F 1710
*TAPE RECORDER
COMPRESSION
FACTOR
VOLUME
(in. 3)
WEIGHT
(lb)
1
70
140
460
760
585
(320)*
350
160
80
80
95
(7)*
9.5
6.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
POWER
(WATTS)
(8)*
4.9
4.7
3.5
3.5
3.5
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A.4 TIME/DATA-RATE TRADEOFFS
A reduction in the number of transmitted bits makes it possible to reduce the time
required to transmit a picture and/or to reduce the bit rate in the communications
link. It is of interest to consider these alternatives.
The Voyager Saturn V Bus/Lander systems have a data rate of 400 bits per second.
If this were retained, the time required to transmit a TV guidance frame would be
reduced from approximately 42 minutes with no data compression to less than 4.3
seconds for the recommended data compression technique.
If, on the other hand, the original 42 minute transmission time were retained the
bit rate could be reduced by a factor of 585, giving a bit rate of 0.684 bits per
second.
This would not actually be done. 40 bits per second has been selected as the minimum
value that would be used on Saturn V Voyagers. This gives a frame transmission time
of 43 seconds with the recommended technique (F).
A.5 COMMUNICATION TRADEOFFS
A reduction from 400 to 40 bits per second permits a choice of reducing the size and
power of the transmitter or the antenna dish size.
For Saturn V Voyagers there is no incentive to reduce power at this point in the
mission; the power available exceeds that being used. And since all transmitters
are now alike, there is little value in designing a smaller one for the bus. Therefore,
the most appropriate way to reduce the data rate is to reduce the antenna gain.
Reducing the dish size from three feet to one foot will accomplish this, with an
estimated weight saving of 4 pounds. The resulting antenna beamwidth will be 10
degrees half angle.
A.6 CONCLUSIONS
Upon detailed examination, data compression techniques for the Guidance TV pictures
continue to look attractive. For an estimated weight of four pounds, circuitry can be
provided which can give a compression factor of 585. Both the logic and the circuitry
are straightforward; detailed design has been completed on most of the circuits.
The minimum desired data rate of 40 bits per second will transmit a frame of star/
planet information in 43 seconds. The data transmitted includes the locations of all
stars, in x and y coordinates, plus multiple points along the outline of the image of
the planet. Ambiguity will exist in the location of stars, but this does not degrade the
accuracy of picture interpretation. The result is merely to indicate additional star
locations at predictable points.
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With data compression the 7-pound tape recorder is no longer required for Guidance
information, which may in some casespermit it to be removed. In addition the
reliability is also improved.
Also, the reduceddata rate requirement permits a smaller antennadish, which in-
creases the 3 dbbeamwidthfrom + 5 degrees to +-10degrees. The estimated weight
saving is 4* pounds, under the governing constraints that determine the SaturnV
communications design. For other vehicles the effects could be much more significant.
*Not counting the tape recorder.
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APPENDIX B,
ANALYSIS OF DISTRUBANCE EFFECTS
APPENDIX B. ANALYSIS OF DISTURBANCE EFFECTS
B.1 EFFECT OF RTG COOLANT PUMPING
The circulation of the coolant about the RTG will introduce a disturbance torque in the
system. The effect may be calculated by assuming a circular loop of 9-foot radius
containing the coolant. In a representative case, the coolant is driven at a mass
flow rate of 1200 lb./hr, by a constant speed pump. The magnitude of the torque terms
due to the momentum of the coolant is found by use of Euler's equations of motion.
Neglecting cross products:
I _ = (I-Iz)02y 02 -H +H 02 -H 02x x y z x y z z y
I d: = ..(Iz-I x) cC W -_I -H 0: +H 02y y x z y x z z x
I _ = (Ix-I)_y _ -H +H _ -Hz z x y z x y y x
Since the coolant is driven at constant rate and cooling is varied by valving a portion
of the collant (100 Ib/hr max) through an inner loop, the momentum of the system
is very nearly constant. With the loop axis parallel to the vehicle roll axis, the
equations reduce to:
I _c = (I-Iz)y 02 ¢cxx y z
1 02 = ..(Iz-I x) o_ 0: -H 0_y y x z x z
I 02 = (I-I)_ _ +H
z z xy x y x y
where the first term on the right is the difference of inertia term and the second is
that due to gyroscopic coupling. The magnitude of the second term may be evaluated.
In the cruise mode the body rates (0c , 0_., a' ) will be the limit cycle rates of the
X. Y Z
derived-rate system. These rates willbe approximately 0.22 x 10-3 degree/sec.
The momentum H is
X
2p MaH =
x g
whe re:
flow rate, lb/sec
area enclosed by the loop, ft 2
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thus,
H = (2) (1200) (81 'r)
x (32.2) (3600)
= 5.26 ft. lb. sec
The magnitude of the torque term is then:
(5.26) (.22 x 10-3)H 02
x z 57.3
-4
0.20x I0 ftlb
The disturbance acceleration about the pitch axis using the pitch moment of inertia
of the 6600-pound Lander, is
H o2
x z 0.20 x 10 -4
I 6,650
Y
= 0.301 x 10-8 rad/sec 2
= 1.73 x 10-7 deg/sec 2
The 6600-pound Lander was chosen as a worst case since it is the smallest Lander
being considered as a single payload. The equation above gives the magnitude of
the torque about the pitch axis due to a roll axis momentum and yaw axis rate. This
torque due to the gyroscopic effect is somewhat less than that required to sustain
a one-sided limit cycle operation. Because of this, and the fact that the algebraic
sign of the body rates is continually changing, a disturbance of this magnitude would
have little effect on the total required impulse.
The momentum of the coolant contributes to the system momentum and may have
to be removed during initial stabilization. The impulse required for this will be
H
x 5.26
I - - = 0.2261b.sec.1 23.33
Though the system momentum remains essentially constant, a portion of this mo-
mentum will appear as a body axis rate during the time the coolant is valved through
the inner loop. If the area enclosed by inner loop coolant is assumed to be one-half
the total enclosed area, the change in momentum due to coolant flowing through the
inner loop is:
2a
2H- _ (pM)
g
= 0.219 ft-lb sec
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The change in vehicle rate is
H 0.219 -5
u_ - - - 5.8 x 10 rad/sec
x I 3,780
X
-3
= 3.32 x 10 deg/sec
This change in rate is much larger than the undisturbed limit-cycle rate. The effect
of this change in rate cannot be specified analytically since the occurrence of a pulse
is a function of attitude only. However, a number of successive pulses in the same
direction would be required to reduce the vehicle rate to its nominal limit cycle
value each time the coolant were valved to the inner loop, and a like number of
pulses in the opposite direction would be required when the flow through the inner
loop is stopped. Thus a considerable amount of gas could be expended. The net
change in the rate, then, must be kept to a level of the same order of magnitude
as the vehicle limit cycle rate.
This presents no major problem, however since the above figures assume no
counterflow circulation of the coolant. The problem can be eliminated by dividing
the flow pattern into two loops that circulate in opposite directions. This is a
simple thing to do and, as the above indicates, in some cases it is important to do
so. This will, of course, make the gyroscopic effects even less significant than
indicated above.
B.2 SOLAR PRESSURE TORQUES
The normal cruise mode altitude of the spacecraft will be with its roll axis aligned to
the sun. The only effect of a solar pressure to be considered is that due to either end
of the spacecraft being sunlit. For the case of the larger Landers if the top of the
Lander is sunlit the exposed portion is primarily heat shield material.
c
Figure B-1. Coordinate System for the
End of the Vehicle
Figure B-1 shows the end of the vehicle
which is assumed to be a flat plate. The
flat plate ass umption can be made since
the vehicle is symmetrical about the
roll axis and deviations from a flat
plate result in components of force
which cancel each other. The co-
ordinate system i j k is an inertial
orthogonal triad. Since the attitude
errors are assumed zero this system
is coincident with a body-fixed axis
system. The elementary torque on
the vehicle is given by:
• i I)
where _: is the vector from the origin to the surface dA, and re is the vector from
the origin to the center of rotation. The moment arm from the center of rotation
to the surface dA is _ -_). The elementary torque is integrated over the illum-
inated portion of the vehicle surface to obtain the total torque. The elementary
force _ is given by
d2F = PodA S_ (S. n)+ 2nO d (S • n) 2+pd (S+ 5 n) (S" n)
where:
P
O
S
= solar radiation pressure at 1 AU
= unit vector in the direction from the sun
= coefficient of absorbtivity
= unit vector normal to the surface
Ps
Pd
-- coefficient of specular reflectivity
= coefficient of diffuse reflectivity
On the end of the plate, then
= rdrd$
(S' n) = 1
For the heat shield parameters of _ = 0.78, Pd = 0.22 and Ps
d2F = PodA (°_+l'67Pd}k-
The moment arm is
where
(_ - re) - i(r cos _b - Ci)+ j (r sin¢ -Cj) -C kk
- 7re = C.i+Cjl +
The torque is then
d2T =
i j k
r cos _-C. r sin_-C. -C k1 j
d 2
o o F k
=0
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II d2Ti -- (r sin _-Cj) d2Fk
d2Tj (r cos _ - Ci) d2Fk
d2Tk = 0
Since the entire end plate is illuminated the expression for the moment arm is inte-
gTated over the limits of 0 to 2Y. The components of torque are:
Ti = -Po _ r2 (_ + 1.67 Pd) Cj
Tj = - Po_rr 2 (_+ 1.67 pd) C i
Tk= 0
If a center of mass-center of pressure offset is assumed to be 0.5 ft, the maximum
torque about either axis will be:
W = (9.65 x 10 -8 ) (_) (11.67) 2 (.78 + 1.67 x 0.22) (0.5)
T = 2.36x10 -5ftlb
This torque would be exerted about the pitch or yaw axis of the spacecraft. For
the spacecraft with the 1400 pound Landers (ioe °, minimum pitch and yaw moments
I Iz = 5,690 slug-ft 2
of inertia)
The angular accelerations are:
_ 2.36x 10 -5 _ 0 415
_' - _ - . x10 -8rad/sec 2
_' = 2.38 x 10 -7 deg/sec 2
I This acceleration is just that value which will sustain one-sided limit-cycle operationin the derived-rate mode. Operation in the mode, where all the gas impulse is used
to unload the accumulated momentum due to the solar pressure torque requires less
I impulse than the assumed symmetrical limit-cycle operation.
As mentioned above, these values represent the maximum for any of the vehicle con-
I figurations. Most vehicles are expected to limit cycle. The attitude control impulse
calculations have assumed this as representing the higher impulse requirements.
I
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APPENDIX C.
STRUCTLTtAL LOADS CRITERIA
APPENDIX C. STRUCTURAL LOADS CRITERIA
Of primary significance to structural design are the steady state and high frequency
vibration forces encountered during launch. In order to give credence to the structural
weights presented it, this report, the environmental conditions used in the design of the
structural concepts are presented below.
Load factors are given in respect to the axis orientation shown.
+ Z (YAW)
-I- X (ROLL)
+ Y (PITCH)
C.1 LOAD FACTORS FOR LAUNCH
C. 1.1 WIND GUST LOADS
99% probability on launch pad - protected by Saturn payload adapter.
N N
z xy
0 .411
Frequency of loading is al_jro×imately 0.9 cps
C. 1.2 POWERED FLIGHT
A. Steady State Accelerations
2
Event N N $ o/sec N$ N max
z xy xy
Max q. -2.04 .2 1.1 .113 .313
1st Engine Cutoff -47.2 ....
SII Cutoff -2.2 ....
SIV Burnout -1.55 ....
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B. Dynamic Loads
INPUTS ALONG YAW AXIS
Type Input Frequency - cps Level
Sinusoidal
Random
5-120
120-2000
5-50
50-150
150-2000
0.3g linearly increasing to5.0g
5g
0.004g2/cps linearly increasing to
0.025g2/cps
0.025g2/cps
0.025g2Lcps linearly decreasing to
0.005gZ/cps
Note: Linearly is taken as plotted on a log-log basis. The above loads are expected
flight vibratory loads and are introduced to the spacecraft at the booster interface.
Flightloads consist of a combination of steady state and vibratory inputs and test methods
to simulate this combined environment are not conveniently available. Therefore, it is
expected that the spacecraft would be qualified to an envelope of peak vibration and
steady state loads applied separately. These levels would in each case be more severe
than the combined loads expected during flight. The above philosophy is also applicable
to lateral vibrations. Expected flight levels at the interface can be derived, however,
these are not too significant when compared to low frequency sinusoidal test specifications.
C. Acoustical Field
Maximum sound presaure levels of 145db at liftoff may be encountered. The sound will
be quite random over a broad spectrum with the octave spectral maximum at about 100
cps.
Shock (Basic Structure)
Shock loading induced by engine ignition, engine cutoff and separation will occur during
flight. These shock loadings are comparatively small, and are compensated for in the
envelope of loads presented in the preceding paragraphs.
C.2 COMPONENT QUALIFICATION TESTS
Actual vibration test levels for electronic components of the black box variety should be
based on the response of the particular mounting structure. It is common practice
however, to designate a component qualification test specification, and require that the
dynamic characteristics of the mounting structure be such that loads actually trans-
mitted to the components never exceed the test specification.
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C.3 QUASI STATIC DESIGN LOADS AS DERIVED FROM STRUCTURAL
RESPONSES TO DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
In order to convert the dynamic environment into useful design loads a simplified dynamic
response analysis was performed of the three lander configuration.
Uncoupled matematical models were generated along the longitudinal and lateral axes.
The flexibilities were assumed to be entirely in the lander support structure.
The weight of each mass includes the lander, bus and connecting structure, with the
total mass weight being 23,800 pounds.
A conservative damping figure of five percent of critical damping was assumed. Previous
testing performed on semi-monocoque structures utilizing riveted connections have
shown damping values in the order of 7 to 13 percent as being obtainable.
Rotary inertias have been neglected since their effect on a shear structure is small.
A modal technique has been used in calculating frequencies and responses. The
accuracy of this approach is well within the tolerances which must be considered in
view of the preliminary nature of the design and the other analytical assumptions made.
In view of the general nature of the study, a unit g analysis has been performed and ex-
pected responses to a particular interface environment can be obtained by ratioing.
The models and associated information are given below with the results of the analysis.
C.4 MATHEMATICAL MODELS
C.4.1 LONGITUDINAL
IX
K2
K1 lg SIN_t
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MASSES
21
Ib-sec2
in.
- 8100 lb
19.7
2
lb-sec
in.
- 76OO lb
21.0
2
lb-sec
in.
= 8100 lb
K 1
SP RINGS
K 2
K 3 =
7
= 1.73x10 Ib/in.
= 0. 826 x 107 lb/in.
0. 826 x 107 lb/in.
C
CCR
- 0.05 for each damper.
C.4.2 LATERAL
40 IN. "_ 85 IN. "_
lg SIN _t
MASSES
Same as
Longitudinal Model
C
-
CCR
INERTIAS 4
11 = 2.10x105 in.
12 = 8.04x104 in.4
13 = 8.04x104 in.4
= 0.05 throughout model.
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C.4.3 RESULTS
L
O
N
G
I
T
U
D
I
N
A
L
L
A
T
E
R
A
L
FREQUENCY OF
BASE MOTION
60.9 cps
(lst Natural Freq)
163 cps
(2nd Natural Freq)
27.5 cps
(1stNatural Freq)
178 cps
(2nd Natural Freq)
MAXIMUM ACCELERATION
RESPONSE TO 1 g BASE MOTION
MASS 1 - 4.3 g
MASS 2 - ii.0 g
MASS 3 - 17.5 g
MASS 1 - i0.7 g
MASS 2 - 4.6 g
MASS 3 - 2.7 g
MASS 1 - 0.38 g
MASS 2 - 6.0 g
MASS 3 - i0.8 g
MASS 1 - 2.9 g
MASS 2 - 17.5 g
MASS 3 - 0.92 g
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L
O
N
G
I
T
U
D
I
N
A
L
L
A
T
E
R
A
L
FREQUENCYOF
BASEMOTION
60.9 cps
27.5 cps
MAXIMUM RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS
(in.)
X 1 - INPUT = 0.011
X 2 - X 1 = 0.018
X 3 - X 2 = 0.011
X 1 - INPUT = 0.0095
X 2 - X 1 = 0.074
X 3 - X 2 = 0.071
Co 4.4 FORCES IN STRUCTURE
A. Longitudinal:
F 1 = KI(SREL) 1 = 190,000 POUNDS
F 2 = K 2(6REL) 2 = 149,000 POUNDS
F 3 = K 3(6REL) 3 = 90,900 POUNDS
AT
60.9 cps
B° Lateral
Maximum Bending Moment = (Approximately)
l I 123E --_ 63 (_ 1+22 +2 3) + -- 6
_3 _2 2
= 17.3 x1071b-in. =173x106 lb-in.
(£1
@
I1
+£2) + --
_3
1
27.5 cps.
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APPENDIX D.
VALUES OF CONSTANTS GIVEN IN
POWER/ANTENNA TRADEOFF ANALYSIS
D. 1
where:
but,
and,
APPENDIX D. VALUES OF CONSTANTS GIVEN IN
POWER/ANTENNA TRADEOFF ANALYSIS
WEIGHT ASSOCIATED WITH TRANSMITTED POWER _
_Wp = -_WRT G + _WpT C + AWTT C + WAM p
= 0.34PL + 0.48 PL + 0.33 PDT + 2(0.05)Pt
WRT G =
_WpT C =
_WTT C =
_WAM p =
PL
P
DT
Pt
variable weight of RTG Unit (pounds)
variable weight of thermal control for RTG Unit (pounds)
variable weight of thermal control for transmitter (pounds)
variable weight of transmitter (pounds)
= electrical output power from RTG (watts)
= power dissipated in transmitter (watts)
= power transmitted (watts)
PL = 3.75 Pt (0.264 = amplifier efficiency)
PDT = PL- Pt = 2.75Pt
Substituting these into the first equation gives:
_W = 4.1P
p t
= 4.1 lb/watt.therefore, K 2
D. 2 WEIGHT ASSOCIATED WITH ANTENNA*
_w =4 +_
a WR+F WD+S
= 1.2D 2 + 0.8D 2
= 2.0D 2
*The values of weight given here were estimated before the corresponding sub-
system designs were completed and are not necessarily the same as shown else-
where in this report.
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where A WR+ F and A WD+ S are the variable weights of the reflector and feed and of
the drive and support. Then K 1 = 2.0 lb/ft 2.
D. 3 DATA RATE (FROM LINK CALCULATIONS)
Sin2 (K4 @eD)
% = 3.25 PtD2
(K4 0 eD) 2
then K 3 = 3.25
D. 4 POINTING LOSS
The relation:
Sin2 (K4 0eD)
(K4 0eD) 2
=0.5
0 = 0/2
e o
where 0 is the half-power beam width related to D by
O
15.25
D _ 00/2
yields,
Sin2 (15.25 K4)
15.25 K 4
=0.5
from which is obtained
K 4 = 0. 091.
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APPENDIX E.
DETERMINATION OF SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD WEIGHT -
LANDERS OUT OF ORBIT
I
APPENDIX E. DETERMINATION OF SCIENTIFIC
I PAYLOAD WEIGHT- LANDERS OUT OF ORBIT
Although the scientific payload as a function of trajectory parameter was presented as
the first step in the synthesis of a system, considerable analysis had to be done in order
to obtain the curves of Section 9.1.1A. The first step was to assume values of the
asymptotic approach speed and orbit injection propulsion subsystem weight. From the
asymptotic approach speed, the ratio of the nonpropulsion weight to total arrival weight
was determined from Figure E-1 for the orbit chosen (1 x 19). The assumed propulsion
subsystem weight and the ratio of Figure E-1 yielded the weight injected into orbit, less
the dry propulsion subsystem weight.
1.0
0.9
k-
_- 0.8
hl I" 0.7
tutu 0.6
>3
m 0.5
_1-1
_L > 0.4
O--
"r_ 0.3
n_
I
Z 0.2
0
Z 0.I
0
\ ISp= 310 SECMASS FRACTION
9 ORBIT
=0.85
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
APPROACH ASYMPTOTIC SPEED (KM/SEC)
Figure E-1. Orbit Injection Propulsion Requirement
The weight of the structure for the Bus and the weight of the adapter structure between
the two Landers is a function of the weight supported and the bending moment. This is
shown by Figure 9.1-8. Assuming a Bus subsystems weight of 500 pounds, the weight
of the two Landers is found by an iteration process between orbit injected weight and
structure weight.
The midcourse correction fuel is assumed as one percent of the heliocentric orbit injected
weight. This weight is also equal to the sum of the midcourse fuel weight and the Mars
E-1
arrival weight, and the weight of the midcourse correction fuel can thus be determined
as a function of the asymptotic approach speedandorbit injection propulsion subsystem
weight. The booster adapter weight is determined from Figure 9.1-9. The booster
adapter weight is a function of the total weight abovethe adapter andthe axial distribution
of this weight. The total booster weight as a function of the asymptotic approach speed
and propulsion weight is thus determined.
From thesecalculations, the Lander gross weight and propulsion subsystemweight can
be determined as a function of boostedweight and asymptotic approach speedas shown
by Figure E-2 and E-3 respectively. A trajectory (trip time, year, and launchwindow
duration) corresponding to a particular boostedweight and asymptotic approach speed
is determined from Figures E-4 through E-7. Thus, trajectory parameters and Lander
gross weight are related through Figure E-2 through E-7. The scientific payload as
a function of gross Lander weight is given by Figure 9.1-4 and the scientific payload as
a function of trajectory parameters is shown in Section 9.1.1(A) is thus obtained.
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I APPENDIX F. GUIDANCE ANALYSES
The analysis presented in Section 3.4 was simplified by assuming that the spacecraft is
on the approach asymptote during the period of measurement and computation. Deviation
from the asymptote, however, is very small even at the closest point where a measure-
ment is made. Moreover the method of analysis used relates entry angle errors,
attributable to navigation, with position uncertainties only. These are generally the
greatest in a long range navigation system and have been used to describe the limit of
accuracy of DSIF.
A rigorous analysis, without fl_e assumption of being on the approach asymptote, was
performed and typical error values inserted. It is demonstrated in the following
discussion that errors in separation distance from the planet, and velocity are indeed
negligible in relation to error in the impact parameter, b.
It is assumed that the Lander is separated from a Bus which goes into a planetary orbit
around Mars with a periapsis altitude (h_ p) of 1000 nautical miles. In addition, V=
= 4 km/sec (13,110 ft/sec) is chosen as _ical for the range of missions under considera-
tion, and the nominal radial Lander Bus separation distance (rs> from Mars is assumed
to be 150,000 nautical miles. An altitude of 1,000,000 feet (164.5 nautical miles) at the
point of entry is also chosen as a nominal figure. This analysis is concerned only with
errors in the spacecraft trajectory transfer plane.
i Figure F-1 portrays the parameters which, when substituted into the error analysis
equations, produce an entry angle error as a function of the desired entry angle and a
specific parameter error either as a result of the separation maneuver or a n_vigation
YC-S ,,
IJ / VssrB_p =2830NM _-_"- / _lll
x suS __ / _v / II
" --_ o1_.- _'- / / II
/I ¢.
u '_k_'_- _ _" I'S =I50,O00NM __
"E I_._ jr.. _ .."""-'_ BUS/LANDER
r ;;;_1_ _"/x'/_ _ _ -'_ SEPARATION POINT
MARSy
i ENTRY ALTITUDE=I64.SNM (I,O00,O00FT)
Figure F-1. Parameters Creating Lander Entry Angle Errors
I
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error.
1
These required parameters are evaluated as follows:
V =V
S C-S
+
= VB_ s Capsule and Bus velocity after separation =
2Um.] 1/2
-'_'--sJ = 13,220 ft/sec.
VB_ P = velocity of the bus at periapsis =
18,650 ft/sec.
(1)
(2)
7B_ S
-1
normal in plane of motion = cos
v E = velocity of capsule at entry = IV 2
= angle formed by bus path at separation point -Mars radial line (3)
rB-p _B- . = cos .0266 = 88028 '
V
2Um] 1/2
+ --_EJ = 20,550 ft/sec. (4)
7_ _ = angle formed by capsule path at separation point - Mars radial
u-_ine normal in plane of motion =
COS _ COS _y =
v E
(5)
88° 53' 20°
89° 05' 40°
89° 25' FORTE = 60°
89° 48' 80°
Entry Angle Range
¢ = 7C_S - 7 B-S
25' = .416°
37' = .617 °
= 57' = .917°
80' = 1.333°
F°r7 E
20 °
40 °
60 °
8O°
Entry Angle
Range
(6)
B = angle formed by bus velocity vector and applied Av s (Av applied to
capsule) = 90 ° + _2-- =
(7)
90° 12.5' 20°
90° 18.5' 40°
90° 28.5' For7 E= 60°
90°40.0 , 80°
Entry Angle Range
1Levinson, M. Separation Velocity Increment Requirement, PIR 9751-083
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A v = Av applied to capsule at separation = -2 v
S S
/.0036_
= -2(1. 322x104) /.0052
 .OOSll
\.0116/
cos B
95.2 ft./sec. 20 °
137.5 ft./sec. 40 °
214.2 ft./sec. For _ E = 60 °
306.7 ft./sec. 80 °
Entry Angle
Range
2The error analysis equations used in this work are as follows:
(8)
_LE _y E _Vc-s
- + _ _Tc-s
dAv _v _Av _'y _& v
S C-S S C-S S
where:
V
byE c-s 1
- ctn T E3v 2 v
c-s v E c-s
(9)
(9a)
where:
_V
C-S
gA-v - - cos B
S
b YE tan _c-s
- ; Y E _ 900
_c-s tan _ E
by
c-s -sin 2B
Av _v
S S
b _ _ bv
E E c-s
bB _v _B
C-S
By
+
_Y
E
C-S
_B
(9b)
(9c)
(9d)
(10)
Same as equation (9a). (10a)
2Levinson, M. Voyab_er - Mars 1971 Mission: Lander Error Analyses, Space Flight
Analysis Data Memo No. 9733 - SFA - 10.
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_V
c-s - -Av sinB
_B s
(10b)
Same as equation (9c). (10c)
_B
- 2 cos2B
(10d)
5_ E
5r
S
rs rsV2 otn
(11)
c-s 1 ctn 3_
5v 2 v
c - s v E c -s
E
(same as (9a)) (12)
5 7 E tan _ c-s
= ; _ E _ 900 (same as (9c)) (13)
5 _c-s tan_ E
Equations 9 and 10 define errors due to the separation maneuver, and equations 11, 12,
and 13 portray errors due to navigation. The actual entry angle (_ _.) error is obtained
by multiplying the evaluated error analysis, equations 9 through 13,-by the expected
entry angle parameter error (i.e., 5_ = 5_'E 5A v ).E s
-'_v s
A specific case is taken and the error in entry angle evaluated:
V¢_ = 4 km/sec.
r = 150,000 nautical miles
ESntry altitude = 1 x 106 ft.
Orbiter periapsis altitude = 1000 nautical miles
Desired entry angle fiE) = 40 degrees
Lander in-plane entry with Av applied in the Orbiter (Bus) trajectory plane at
s
separation.
Typical Parameter Errors at Separation
5 (AVs) = .10_Vs = 1. 375 ft/sec.
5 (B) = 2.25 degrees
5 (rs) = 270 n. miles
F-4
5 (Vc_s) = 1 ft/sec.
6 (_c_s) = .045 degrees
Error Source
(equivalent to about a c_h of 120 nautical miles at
150,000 nautical miles Trom the planet)
Evaluated with the preceding equations.
1. SeparaUonManeuver
RSS
_a v Magnitude
S
A v Direction (B)
S
• 458 °
• 026 °
• 459 °
2. Navigation
Separation Distance (rs)
Lander Velocity at Separation (Vc_s)
Lander Velocity Direction at
Separation (_c_s)
Total RSS
• 123 °
• 003 °
3.350 °
Which is equivalent 1
to errors in impact]
arameter b J
3.385 °
From this it becomes evident that in the case of navigation errors, the uncertainty in
_cs is by far the greatest. But this is the same as an uncertainty in impact parameter,
b. The separation maneuver errors cause a lesser entry angle error than navigation
errors. In the case of execution errors, the magnitude of the imparted velocity
contributes most to entry angle errors• But the total velocity (pre-separation velocity
plus increment) determines the impact parameter. Hence errors in velocity increment
can also be interpreted in terms of errors in impact parameter b. The preceding
analysis, which evaluated entry angle errors in terms of impact parameter only, is
therefore shown to be valid.
The following simplified analysis demonstrates that out-of-plane thrusting errors cause
a negligible entry angle error. In Figure F-2 representing the impact parameter plane
(i. e., the plane through the center of the planet and perpendicular to the approach
asymptote) point P is the Bus aim point. That is, the intersection of the Bus approach
asymptote with the impact parameter plane. Point Q is the nominal capsule aim point
F-5
and R is the perturbed capsule aim point due to an out-of-plane pointing error, O ,
during separation, b B and b c are the impact parameters for the Bus and Capsule,
respectively and A b is the change in the impact parameter resulting from the separation
impulse. It is desired to find the error, 6 b, in the capsule impact parameter due to the
out-of-plane angle O .
p
Figure F-2. Impact Parameter Plane
From the geometry of the figure we have
5b =_[b +Abc (1-cose)]
For small {9, this reduces to
b • Ab . 025b_ s
be 2
2+ (Ab sin 8) 2 -bc
(14)
(15)
since __e cot 7 e
_ , we have for the entry angle error:
_b b
be'2b" cotYe . 02
57 -
e bc 2 2
(16)
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For the case considered, V_ = 2.93 km/sec, Bus Fly-by altitude = 1000 nautical miles
and _e 3250. With these conditions: b B = 8860 km, bc 6380 and _b 2480 kin.For O = , the resulting entry angle error is only.. 09 °, which is negligible compared
to the . 5° error resulting from a 1 percent error in the magnitude of the separation
impulse. It is interesting to note that this analysis is independent of the separation
distance. The assumption has been made throughout that separation takes place at a
distance such that the Bus can be considered essentially on the asymptote of the
approach hyperbola.
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APPENDIX G. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
G.! GENERAL
G. 1.1 SYSTEMS DEFINITION
The following five systems have been studied from a reliability standpoint during the
course of this study.
System A consists of 12 Landers, each weighing 1400 pounds. The Landers are grouped
in Clusters of 4, with a Cluster Bus for each Cluster and a Midcourse Bus for the entire
system.
12 Landers
Gross wt. - 1400 pounds
Payload - 500 pounds
3 Cluster Buses
1 Midcourse Bus
System B consists of 6 Landers, each weighing 2000 pounds and capable of carrying
a scientific payload of 370 pounds. The Landers are grouped in Clusters of 3, with
a Cluster Bus for each Cluster and a Midcourse Bus for the entire system.
6 Landers
Gross Wt. - 2000 pounds
Payload - 370 pounds
2 Cluster Buses
1 Midcourse Bus
System C consists of 3 Landers, each weighing 6200 pounds and capable of carrying
a scientific payload of 1760 pounds. The Landers are packaged separately with an
individual Bus for each, and a Midcourse Bus for the entire system.
3 Landers
Gross Wt. - 6200 pounds
Payload - 1760 pounds
3 Individual Buses
1 Midcourse Bus
System D consists of 2 Landers, each weighing 13,100 pounds and capable of carrying
a scientific payload of 3100 pounds. The Landers are packaged separately with an
individual Bus for each and a Midcourse Bus for the combination.
2 Landers
Gross Wt. - 13,100 pounds
Payload - 3100 pounds
2 Individual Buses
1 Midcourse Bus
G-1
System E consists of one Lander weighing 26,200 poundsand capable of carrying
a scientific payloadof 5000pounds. The Lander is delivered by a Transit Bus.
1 Lander
Gross Wt. - 26,200 pounds
Payload - 5000pounds
1 Transit Bus
G. 1.2 MISSIONCONSIDERATIONS
The basic reliability calculations were based on a transit time of 5400hours and a
surface mission of 100hours (including entry time).
In each system where a Midcourse Bus is used, this Bus will control the system
until declustering - a total of 4400hours. The remaining system Bus, either indi-
vidual or Cluster, will control the Lander(s) for the last 1000hours. In system E,
the Transit Bus is in control for the entire 5400hours.
Failure of the Midcourse Bus will result in early declustering. The remaining
Cluster or individual Buseswould then assume control for the remainder of the tran-
sit period. Eachof these Buses has the capability of performing for the entire tran-
sit period, if necessary.
The Transit Bus usedin system E doesnot have a backup Bus in case of failure. This
Transit Bus, however, has been designedsufficiently redundantto give a probability
of successcomparable to that of systems A, B, C, and D for this period.
All systems will be launchedby a Saturn V vehicle. The probability of Lander success,
therefore, hasan upper limit equal to the reliability of this booster. For this study,
an 80 per cent booster probability will be used in all calculations.
G. 1.3 RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT
The use of redundantcritical componentshas beenthoroughly analyzed in this study.
The weight factor was extremely important in the Lander subsystems, since any
redundantcomponentwould reduce the amount of scientific payload that the Lander
could carry by an amount equal to the weight of the additional component. The Bus
subsystemswere not so confined, however, and could therefore utilize a larger per-
centageof their total weight for redundancywith less penalty than using the same
weight in a Lander.
The system B Lander (gross weight - 2000pounds)was chosen as the starting point
for this study. Approximately 10per cent (94.7 pounds)of the total subsystems'
weight was usedto provide redundancy in this Lander. The 10per cent _weight was
not restricted within each subsystem (i.e., - a subsystemweighing 100poundsdid
not have 10poundsof redundancy)but was allocated to the componentswhich could
provide the greatest system reliability improvement per pound.
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All A weight figures shown in the subsystem reliability analyses are for a 2000
potmd Lander. The same components are also used in the other Landers, but in many
cases the weights will change as the Lander size changes. The approximate weights
required to provide equal redundancy in each size Lander are shown in Table G. 1-1.
The same table also portrays the effect on payload which results from the use of
these weights for redundancy.
TABLE G. 1-1. REDUCTION OF PAYLOAD WEIGHT BY USE
OF REDUNDANCY
Lander Weight
(pounds)
1,400
2,000
6,200
13,100
26,200
Payload
(pounds)
150
37O
1,760
3,100
5,000
Weight Required
for Redundancy
(pounds)
85
95
120
150
200
Reduced Payload
(pounds)
65
275
1,640
2,950
4,800
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G.2 LANDER
Some subsystems of the Lander are utilized during the transit phase of the mission•
The Lander power supply provides all the power required by the Buses during tran-
sit. Also, the Lander communications subsystem provides data handling capabili-
ties to the individual Bus and to the Transit Bus.
The Lander vehicle design has been subdivided into six functional subsystems so that
the mathematical model used to obtain the estimated reliability of the Lander system
is:
R
(Lander)
=R
(Communications)
• R (Retardation)
"R(Power Supply)
.R
(Thermal Control)
.R (Ground Orientation)
.R (Separation & Propulsion)
Inserting the computed reliability values given in Table G. 2-1 into the mathematical
model gives:
R
(Lander systems
A&B)
= (0.988) (0.939) (0.701) (0.976) (0.965) (0.972)
= O.596
and
R
(Lander systems
C, D, &E)
= (0.983) (0.939) (0.701) (0.976) (0.965) (0.972)
= 0. 592
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TABLE G.2-1 SUMMARYOF RELIABILITY VALUES FOR LANDER
SUBSYSTEMS
LANDER VEHICLE SUBSYSTEMS
Communications
Thermal Control
Retardation
Ground Orientation
Power Supply
Separation& Propulsion
Transit + 100Hours Mission Reliability
SystemsA & B
0.988
0.939
0.701
0.976
0.965
0.972
Systems C, D, & E
0.983
0.939
0.701
0.976
0.965
0.972
In an effort to increase the Lander reliability, reliability improvements have been
made to the various subsystems by the application of redundant components. This
is described in detail in the following sections which contain the subsystem reliability
analyses. Inserting the revised subsystem reliability estimates which affect the
addition of the redundant components (see Table G. 2-2) into the mathematical model
gives the improved Lander reliabilities as follows:
R
(Lander Systems
A&B)
and
= (0.993) (0.974)(0.920) (0.990) (0.985) (0.994)
= 0. 863
R
(Lander Systems
C, D, & E)
= (0.992) (0.974) (0.920) (0.990) (0.985) (0.994)
= 0. 862
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TABLE G.2-2 SUMMARYOF IMPROVED RELIABILITY VALUES FOR
LANDER SUBSYSTEMS
LANDER VEHICLE SUBSYSTEMS
Communications
Thermal Control
Retardation
Ground Orientation
Power Supply
Separation& Propulsion
Improved Reliability for Transit + 100
Hours Mission
SystemsA & B
0.993
0. 974
0.920
0.990
0.985
0. 994
Systems C, D, & E
0. 992
0. 974
0. 920
0.990
0.985
0. 994
G.2.1 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEMS
A. ReliabilityAnalysis
This subsystem contains two RF systems, Hi-Gain and omni command equipment and data
conversion components. The subsystem is in operation only after Lander separation
from the Bus except in the systems (Systems C and D) where an individual Bus is used
and the Lander communications, except for RF and antennas, are utilized after de-
clustering.
Certain design features are incorporated intothis subsystem to increase reliability:
1. The duty cycle of components are kept to a minimum by turn-on-off
programming or switching techniques.
2. Majority logic will be used in the logic circuitry.
3. Only the receiver circuits of the transponders will be energized
during the entire mission phase.
4. Redundant klystrons are used with the Hi-Gain antenna.
The simplified block diagram of the communications subsystem is shown in Figure
G.2-1.
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B. Mathematical Model and Reliability Calculations
The mathematical model defines the components in each functional loop, the back-up
capabilities and the mathematical interaction of the components•
R =R
(Lander Communications) (Redundant RF )
• R R . R . R . R
II" 12 13 14 15
where the subscripts to each of the "R" factors refer to identification numbers
assigned to each of the subsystem components listed in Table G. 2-3 and where
{Hi-Gain)
R (Redundant RF) = R(Hi-Gain) + k (omni) - k (Hi-Gain)
R(Hi_Gain - R(omni) 1
Where component redundancy exists, it has been considered in calculating the "R"
value for that component in Table G. 2-3. Entering the component reliability values
tabulated in Table G. 2-3 into the mathematical model gives
R (Lander Communications) = (0.999) (0.999) (0.998) (0.999) (0.994) (0.999)
= 0.988
for the systems (Systems A and B) where the Lander communications goes into
operation only after Lander separation from the Bus•
For Systems C, D and E where part of the Lander communications is utilized from
the declustering point in the transit period, the reliability is
R(Lander Communications) = (0.999) (0.999) (0.998) (0.998) (0.990) (0.999)
= 0.983
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C. Reliablity Improvement
The greatest reliability improvement in this subsystem can be gained by the redundant
application of the following components:
Addition al
Comp. No. Component Quantity A Weight (lb)
1 Antenna (controls 1 13.6
3 Trmlsponder (tti-Gain) 1 5.4
9 Tr,q_nsponder (Omni) 1 5.4
14 Buffer Unit 1 4.0
28.4
The addition of these redundant components will increase the estimated reliability
.,I comp(_nents 1, 3, 9 and 14 to a value of greater than 0.999 each.
Inserting these new values into the mathematical model results in the following
calculations of improved subsystem reliability.
For Systems A and B
Rhnproved Communications)
For Systems C, D and E
R(Improved Communications)
= (0.999) (0.999) (0.998) (0.999) (0.999) (0o999)
= O. 993
= (0.999) (0.999) (0.998) (0.998) (0.999) (0°999)
= O. 992
G.2.2 THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
A. Reliability Analysis
This subsystem provides active thermal control for the Lander, during both the flight
and subsequent surface mission. The prime purposes of this subsystem are to
dissipate excess heat generated by the CRTG, and to provide the heat necessary to
maintain payload temperatures. The heat is dissipated by liquid evaporation during
the boost and entry phases, and by convection and thermal radiation during the in-
flight and surface phases. A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure G. 2-2.
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Figure G. 2-2. Tbe:'mal Control Subsystem Simplified Block Diagram
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B. Mathematical Model and Reliability Computation
The mathematical model for the thermal control subsystem is
R(Thermal Control) = RI• R22 • R32. [1-(1-R3)2] • R 4 • R 5
2
• R10 • Rll • R12 • R13 • R14
where the subscripts to each of the"R" factors refer to the component numbers
assigned to each of the subsystem components listed in Table G. 2-4.
Entering the proper component reliability values tabulated in Table G. 2-4 into the
mathematical model produces the estimated reliability of the thermal control
subsystem.
_Thermal Control) (0.999) • (0.999)2
• (0.989) • (0.999) • (0.999) •
[0.977]) 2 ] "[1-(1-0.946) 2]
• (0.999)2 • 11-(1-0.999)2]
1-(1-[0.926] 2
(0.999) • (0.994)2 • (0.999) (0.999) • (0.999)
= 0. 939
C. Reliability Improvement
The greatest reliability improvement in this subsystem can be gained by the redundant
application of the following components:
Additional
Comp. No. Component Quantity A Weight (lb)
4
7
8
9
Check Valve
Pump
Motor
Modulation Valve
1
2
2
1.5
12.0
6.0
19.5
Check Valve - Reliability (R4) increased from 0. 989 to 0. 999 for this function
Motor/Pumps - Redundant application of two of these combinations results in an
increase from 0.974 to 0.999 for the Motor/Pump function [1-(1-R72 • R8)2 ] .
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TABLE G. 2-4. LANDER THERMAL CONTROLSUBSYSTEMRELIABILITY DATA
Comp.
NO.
1
2
3
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Component
Transit Space
Radiator
Separation Valve
Shut-Off Valve
Check Valve
Heat Exchanger
Evaporative Heat
Exchanger
Pump
Motor
Modulation Valve
Temp. Controller
Reservoir
Water Storage Tank
Vent Valve
Line and Fittings
Modulation Valve - Reliability
function.
Quantity
1
2
4
Failure Rate
(%/1000 hr)
0.001
0. 001
(per cycle)
0.001
7 x 10-5
(per cycle)
Effective Time
(hr)
5400
1 0.200
1 0.001
1 0.001
4 1.4OO
2 0.430
2 1.000
1 O.O06
2 0.100
1 0.100
1 0.057
- 0.010
1 cycle
5400
2 cycles
5500
5500
181
55O0
5500
5500
5500
5500
181
181
5500
}
Reliability
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.989
0.999
0.999
0.926
0.977
0.946
0.999
0.994
0.999
0.999
0.999
• ]1-(l-R9 )2 increases from 0.997 to 0.999 for this
Applying these new values into the mathematical model results in the following
calculation of improved subsystem reliability.
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R(Improved Thermal Control) = (0.999) • (0.999)2 • (0•999)2 • I1-(1-0.999)21
" (0.999) • (0.999) • (0.999) " (0.999) • (0•999)
• (0.999) • (0.994) 2 • (0.999) • (0.999) • (0.999)
G.2.3 RETARDATION SUBSYSTEM
= 0.974
A. Reliability Analysis
Retardation is performed by means of a deceleration parachute, a main parachute,
and retro-rockets• Impact energy is absorbed by the structural honeycomb crushup
material• This subsystem design must accommodate a wide range of environmental
conditions due to the uncertainties of entry corridor angles and atmospheric conditions•
A simplified block diagram of the subsystem is shown on Figure G. 2-3•
B. Mathematical Model and Reliability Computation
The mathematical model for the Retardation Subsystem is
R(Retardation ) = [I-(I-Rp) 2] " R 5 •
" R84 • ll- (1-R9)2 ]
" R12 • R13 • R14 " R15
" [1-(1-R18)214
where the mathematical model for the programmer is
Rp = R(Programmer ) = R 1 • R2 3 • R3 2 • R 4
R 6 •
4
R 7
RI0 •
• RI6
• R17
i - (1-Rli)4]
and the subscripts to each of the "R" factors refer to the component numbers assigned
to each of the subsystem components in Table G. 2-5•
Entering the proper component reliability values tabulated in Table G. 2-5 into the above
mathematical model results in the following calculation of prcgrammer reliability
Rp = R(Programmer ) = (0.890) (0.910)3 (0.976)2 (0.881) (0.999) = 0.563
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Figure G. 2-3. Retardation Subsystem - Simplified Block Diagram
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Similarly, for subsystem reliability
R(Retardation ) : [1 - (1-0.563) 2 ] " (0.994) (0.976)(0.994)
• (0.994) 4 • 1- C1-0.993) 2 • (0.999)
• (0.999) (0.994) CO.994) (0.946) (0.989)
[I- (1-0. 993)21 4
= 0.701
• I1-(1-0.994)4]
TABLE G. 2-5. LANDER RETARDATION SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY DATA
Comp. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Component
*Battery
*G-Switch
*Timer
*Accelerometer
Radar Altimeter
Time Delay
Drogue Mortar
Explosvie Bolt
Explosive Disconnect
Deceleration Chute
Reef Line Cutter
Main Chute
Swivel
In-flight Disconnect
Retro-Rocket Control
Retro-Rocket
*Arming Relay
Cut-off Fitting
Quantity
2
6
4
2
1
1
1
4
8
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
8
Mission
Failure Rate
O. 1169
O. 0943
O. 0239
0.1268
O. 0058
Reliability
0.890
0.910
0.976
0.881
0.994
0.0239
0.0056
0.0056
0.0072
0.0010
0.0056
0.0010
0.0056
0.0060
0.0052
O. 0015
O. 0006
O. 0072
O.976
O.994
O.994
O. 993
0.999
O. 994
O. 999
O.994
O.994
O. 946
O. 989
O. 999
O. 993
*Programmer Components
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GROUND ORIENTATION SUBSYSTEM
Reliability Analysis
This subsystem stabilizes the Lander vehicle on the Martian surface, then deploys
the CRTG unit, antenna, and television camera.
to operate during the entry phase, the only subsystem component that operates before
impact. The remainder of components begin to operate after the vehicle has come to
a complete halt.
ANTENNA F(OMNI)
SQUIB
SQUIB
I
I
The omni-directional antenna starts I
stenc ] t (
perate after th ,, vehic e has e( me to I
Figure G. 2-4 presents a simplified version of system operation.
I
COVER DEPLOYMENT
H  o,o, -- I
C.A_E V-1 |
_o,o__ IGEAR
MOTOR
CAMERA AND ANTENNA
DEPLOYMENT
I
I
I
I
Figure G. 2-4 Ground Orientation Subsystem
B. Mathematical Model and Reliability Computation
The mathematical model for the ground orientation subsystem is
R(orientation) R1 I1 - (l-R2- I_3)2 ] ll - (1-R4a)2]
"R4 R4 " _l- (I-R4)21L J Q R 5
4b " 5b c c•R 5
a
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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C. Reliability Improvement
The greatest reliability improvement in this subsystem can be gained by the redundant
application of the following components:
Comp. No.
6
8
15
i
Component
P rogrammer
Time Relay
Explosive Bolts
Retro-Rocket Control
Add T1
Qty
2
1
4 (one set)
1
Weight (lb)
15.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
17.5
Programmer -- the application of two additional programmers would raise the
reliability of this function
[1-(1-Rp)2] from0.809 to 0.964
Time Delay -- redundant application would raise the reliability (R6) from
0. 976 to 0. 999
Explosive Bolts -- the addition of one redundant set (4) of explosive bolts would
raise the reliability of this function
4
(Rs) from
Retro-Rocket Control
0. 976 to 0. 996
-- redundant application would raise the reliability
0. 946 to 0.997
R(Improved Retardation) (0.964) (0.994) (0.999) (0.994)
(0.999) 4 (0.999) (0.999) (1)
(0. 999) (0o 994) (0. 994) (0.997)
(0.999)
(0. 989)
= 0.920
(R15) from
Applying these new values into the mathematical model results in the following calcula-
tion of improved subsystem reliability.
which can be reduced to
R(orientation) =R1 [1- (l-R2 R3 )2] [1-(1-R4)2] 2 .R44 .R65
where the numerical subscripts to each of the "R" factors refer to the component
numbers assigned to each of the subsystem components listed in Table G. 2-6.
Entering the proper component reliability values tabulated in Table G. 2-6 into the
mathematical model produces the estimated reliability value of the ground orienta-
tion subsystem.
R(orientation) = (0.999 ) I1- (1[0. 980] [0- 965] )2] " [1-(1-0.99 7) 2]
•(0.997)4 (0.999)6
= 0.976
TABLE G. 2-6. LANDER ORIENTATION SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY DATA
Comp. No.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Component
Antenna
Squib
Shaped Charge
Motor (a, b, c)
Drive Gear (a, b, c)
cover
leg
antenna
oty
1
2
2
8
6
Mission
Failure
Rate
0.001
0.020
0.035
0.003
0.001
Reliability
0. 999
0. 980
0. 965
0.997
0. 999
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C. Reliability Improvement
The greatest reliability improvement in the subsystem can be gained by the redundant
application of the following components:
Comp. No.
4(b)
5(b)
Component
Motor (leg)
Drive Gear (leg)
Add' 1
Qty
4
4
Weight (lb)
8.0
2.0
10.0
4
Motor (leg) -- Reliability (R4b) increased from 0. 988 to 0. 999.
(R4b) increased from 0.996 to 0.999.Drive gear (leg) Reliability
Applying these new values into the original mathematical model results in the
following calculations of improved subsystem reliability•
R(Improved Orientation) =(0.999) [1-(1-[0•980] [0.965] )2]_-(1-0. 997)2] (0. 999)
•(0.9 9)(0. 99) [1-(1-0.99 )2] (0.999)
= 0. 990
G. 2.5 ELECTRICAL POWER AND DISTRIBUTION SUBSYSTEM
A. Reliability Analysis
Generation of electrical power for the Bus/Lander system is provided by means of the
cascaded radioisotope thermoelectric generator (CRTG) supplemented during peak load
periods by rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries. A portion of the heat generated
by the CRTG is also used to maintain payload temperatures in the Lander. Power control
consists of switching functions initiated by the command portion of the communications.
Distribution is provided by cabling harnesses to individual subsystems (including the
Bus subsystems) and components. A simplified block diagram of the subsystem is
shown in Figure G. 2-5.
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Figure G. 2-5 - Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem
Bs Mathematical Model and Reliability Computation
The mathematical model for the Electrical Power and Distribution (ED & P) Subsystem
is
R(EP&D) =R I. R 2 • R 3 • R 4. R 5
where the numerical subscripts to each of the "R" factors refer to the component
numbers assigned to each of the components listed in Table G. 2-7.
Substituting the proper component reliability values tabulated in Table G. 2-7 into the
mathematical model produces the estimated reliability value of the Electrical Power
and Distribution Subsystem.
R(EP&D) = (0.988) (0.997) (0.990) (0.994) (0.996) = 0.965
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TABLE G.2-7. LANDER ELECTRICAL POWERAND DISTRIBUTIONSUBSYSTEM
RELIABILITY DATA
Comp.
No.
1
2
3
Component
Regulator
Battery
Power Conversion &
Control
Harness, Cabling,
Connectors
CascadedRadioisotope
Thermoelectric Generator
100hr. Mission
Failure Rate
(%/1000hrs)
0.211
0.05O
0.175
0.100
O. 070
Effective
Time
(hr)
55O0
5500
5500
5500
55O0
Reliability
0.988
0.997
0.990
0. 994
O. 996
C. Reliability Improvement
The greatest reliability improvement in this subsystem can be obtained by the redundant
application of the following components:
Comp. No.
1
3
Component
Regulator
Power Conversion & Control
Add' 1
Qty A Weight (lb)
3.0
i0.0
i
13.0
Regulator -- Reliability increases from 0. 988 to 0. 999
Power Conversion & Control -- Reliability increases from 0. 990 to 0. 999.
Applying these new values into the original mathematical model results in the following
calculation of improved subsystem reliability.
R = (0.999) (0.997) (0.999) (0.994) (0.996) = 0.985
(Improved EP &D)
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G.2-6. SEPARATION AND PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
A. Reliability Analysis
This subsystem provides separation from the Bus, spin stabilization, and transfer into
the planetary entry trajectory. Initial mechanical and electrical separation will be
effected by explosive bolts and in-flight disconnects (each with redundant squibs).
Subsequent separation and spin stabilization will be performed by a cold gas system
and trajectory injection by means of a solid rocket motor. All commands will be pre-
programmed into the Lander programmer and power will be supplied by the peaking
batteries.
The simplified blockdiagramof the separation and propulsion subsystem is shown in
TIME I
SEQUENCE I
FROM I
COMMAND o
MEMORY I
I
Figure G. 2-6.
Figure G. 2-6.
r
I
I
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Lander Separation and Propulsion S/S Simplified Block Diagram
B. Mathematical Model and Reliability Computation
The mathematical model for the separation and propulsion subsystem is
R(sep. &Prop.) = R 1 • R 2 • R 3 • R 4. R 5 - R 6 • R 7. R 8 • R 9. R10
where the subscripts to each of the "R" factors refer to the identification numbers
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assigned to each of the subsystem components listed in Table G. 2-8. Where redundancy
exists within a component, it has been considered in calculating the "R" value for that
component.
Entering the proper component reliability values tabulated in Table G. 2-8, gives the
estimated reliability of the Separation and Propulsion subsystem. The reliability of
this subsystem is not affected by the duration of the surface mission on Mars.
R(sep. & Prop.) = (0. 999) (0. 997) (0.999) (0. 992) (0. 999) (0.999) (0. 992) (0.999)
(0. 999) (0. 997)
= 0.972
TABLE G. 2-8. LANDER SEPARATION AND PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
RE LIABILITY DATA
Comp. No.
1
2
Components
3
4
5
6
7
8
Inflight Disconnect,
:Bus
Bus Explosive Bolts 4
9
10
Gas Tank
Squib valve
Jets and
Plumbing
Gas Tank
Squib valve
Jets and
Plumbing
Separation 1
t
2
i Spin 1
I 2
Delta-V Solid Rocket 1
Adapter Explosive Bolts 4
Qty
1
Leakage
Failure
-5
Rate(:/10
Failure s/
Hour)
Operation
Failure
Rate
-3
_/xl0
Failure s/
Operation)
Transit
Hours
_ 1
- 1
0.008
0.113
0.010
0.008
0.113
0.010
- 5400
1 5400
- 5400
- 5400
1 5400
- 5400
1
1
Relia-
bility
0. 999
0. 997
0. 999
0. 992
0. 999
0. 999
0. 992
0. 999
0.999
0. 997
L
Remarks
redn' t
squibs
redn' t
squibs
redn' t
squibs
redn' t
squibs
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{_. Reliability Improvement
The greatest reliability improvement in this subsystem can be gained by the redundant
application of the following components:
Comp. No.
2
4
5
7
8
9
Component
Bus Explosive Bolts
Squib Valve, Separation
Jets & Plumbing, Separation
Squib Valve, Spin
Jets & Plumbing, Spin
Delta V Solid Rocket
Add' I
Qty
4
1
2
1
2
4
_Weight
0b)
1.0
O. 75
1.4
O. 75
1.4
1.0
6.30
The addition of these redundant components will increase the estimated reliability of
components 2,4,5, 7,8, and 9 to a value of greater than 0.999 each.
Inserting these new component reliability values into the mathematical model improves
the Separation and Propulsion subsystem reliability value from 0. 972 to 0. 994.
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G.3 BUS
There are four basic bus vehicles in use in the five systems under consideration in
this study. Table G. 3-1 lists the five systems and the Bus arrangement.
TABLE G. 3-1 BASIC SYSTEMS AND BUS ARRANGEMENT
Basic
System
A
B
C
D
E
Lander
Gross
Weight (lbs)
1400
2000
6200
13100
26200
Bus
Type
Cluster Bus
Cluster Bus
Individual Bus
Individual Bus
Transit Bus
Landers
Per
Cluster
Midcourse
Bus
Midcourse Bus
Midcourse Bus
Midcourse Bus
Midcourse Bus
Maximum
No. of
C lus ter s
3
2
3
2
1
All Bus vehicles contain three subsystems: communications, guidance and control,
and propulsion. Power is supplied to all buses by the Lander RTG.
The mathematical model for all the Bus designs is:
R(Bus) = R(communications) R(Guidance & Control) " R(Propulsion)
Inserting the computed subsystem reliability values given in Table G. 3-2 into the
mathematical model gives:
R(Midcourse Bus)
R(Cluster Bus)
R
(Individual Bus)
R
(Transit Bus)
= (0.978) (0. 923) (0. 996)
= 0.899
= (0.992) (0.972) (0.996)
= O. 960
= (0.999) (0.972) (0.996)
= O. 967
-- (0.987) (0.992) (0.996)
= O. 975
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TABLE G. 3-2 SUMMARY OF BUS RELIABILITY
Bus Subsystems
and Vehicle
Communications
Guidance & Control
Propulsion
Midcourse
Bus
0. 978
0.923
0. 996
Cluster
Bus
0. 992
0. 972
0. 996
Individual
Bus
O. 999
O. 972
O. 996
Transit
Bus
0.987
0. 992
0. 996
Bus Vehicle 0.899 0. 960 0. 967 0. 975
In order to increase the Bus reliability, reliability improvements have been made
to the various subsystems by the application of redundant components. This is
described in detail in the following sections which contain the subsystem reliability
analyses. Inserting the revised subsystem reliability estimates which reflect the
addition of the redundant components into the mathematical model gives the improved
Bus reliabilities as summarized in Table G. 3-3.
TABLE G. 3-3 SUMMARY OF IMPROVED BUS RELIABILITY
Bus Subsystems
and Vehicle
Communications
Guidance & Control
Propulsion
Bus Vehicle
Mideourse
Bus
0. 978
0. 944
0. 999
0. 922
Cluster
Bus
0. 992
0. 981
0. 999
0.972
Individual
Bus
0.999
0. 981
0. 999
0.979
Transit
Bus
O. 987
O. 995
O. 999
0. 981
G. 3-1 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
Due to the many different basic Voyager systems under consideration in this study,
there are four different Bus communications subsystems. These four subsystems
are analyzed in the following paragraphs.
A. Communications for the Midcourse Bus
Considerable redundancy is incorporated into this communications subsystem in
order to greatly increase its inherent reliability. Some of the redundant components
are the klystrons, transponders and command detectors in the Hi-Gain RF chain,
and the transponders and command detectors in the omni RF chain.
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The simplified block diagram of this communications subsystem is shown in
Figure G. 3-1.
The mathematical model for the communications subsystem is
R
(Midcourse Bus R(Redundant RF)Communications) = " R10 " RI1 " RI2 R13
where
R(Redundant RF)
R )_Omni
= (Omni) + XHi-Gain - )_ Omni
IR(omni) - R(Hi-Gain)]
The subscripts to each of the "R" factors refer to identification numbers assigned
to each of the subsystem components listed in Table G. 3-4.
Where component redundancy exists, it has been considered in calculating the "R"
value for that component in Table G. 3-4.
R(Midcourse Bus
Communications) ([0.989] +3.11 [0.9891.93 - 3.11
(0. 998) (0. 997) (0. 983)
- 0.9961 ) (0.998)
= 0.978
I BUFFER L_
uNIT _
F'OWER I i
ONVERSION
¢ONTRO"II
COMMAND
AND
COMPUTER
COMMAND
I LJCOMMAND
I -|DETECTOR
I
)MMAN D
)ETECTOR
COMMAND
TRANS-
PONDER
TRANS-
PONDER
KI_YSTRON
HI -GAIN
ANTENNA
OMNI
_IPLITRON ANTENNA
Figure G. 3-1 Communications Subsystem for Midcourse Bus -
Simplified Block Diagram
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TABLE G. 3-4. MIDCOURSE BUS COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY DATA
Comp.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
So
Component
Antenna & Diplexer (Hi-Gain)
Klystrons (Hi-Gain)
Transponders (Hi-Gain)
Command Detectors (Hi-Gain)
Preamp (Omni)
Transponders (Omni)
Command Detectors (Omni)
Failure
Rate
(%/1000 hr)
(ea)
1.820
i.249
i.060
0.254
0.012
1.060
0.254
Amplitron (Omni)
Klystron (Omni)
Command & Computer
1. 785
1. 249
0. 340
Power Conversion & Control
Data Processor
Buffer Storage Unit
Communications for the Cluster Bus
0.002
0.698
3. 500
Transit Time To
Declustering
Effective
Time (hr)
214
214
1544
214
329
2900
329
329
329
500
Mission
500
50O
Re liabili4y
0.996
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.994
0.996
0.998
0.998
0.997
0.983
The Cluster Bus is used in Systems A and B from declustering in the transit
period to Landerseparation.
The Cluster Bus has a complete separate communications subsystem with a hi-gain
antenna plus an omni antenna. In addition to handling all Bus communications
requirements, this subsystem also controls and handles all Lander diagnostic data.
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Considerable redundancy is incorporated into this communications subsystem as can
be determined from the simplified block diagram (Figure G. 3-2).
The mathematical model for this communications subsystem is
R(Cluster Bus = R(Redundant Antenna) "R10
Com munications)
• Rll "R12 "R13 "R14
where
)_H___j-Gai___n [R )]R(Redundant = R(Hi-Gain) + X Omni - )t Hi-Gain (Hi-Gain)- R(omni
Antenna)
The subscripts to each of the "R" factors refer to identification numbers assigned
to each of the subsystem components listed in Table G. 3-5.
Where component redundancy exists, it has been considered in calculating the "R"
value for that component in Table G. 3-5.
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Figure G. 3-2 Communications Subsystem for Cluster Bus
Simplified Block Diagram
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Entering the component reliability values tabulated in Table G. 3-5 into the mathematical
model gives
R(Cluster Bus
Communications)
1.94 [0. 996-0. 994] ) (0. 999) (0. 998)( [0.996] + 3.11-1.94
(0. 999) (0. 999) (0. 997)
= 0. 992
TABLE G. 3-5. CLUSTER BUS COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
RELIABILITY DATA
COMP.
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
COMPONENT
Antenna & Diplexer (Hi-Gain)
Klystrons (Hi-Gain)
Transponders (Hi-Gain)
Command Detectors (Hi-Gain)
P reamp (Omni)
Transponders (Omni)
Command Detectors (Omni)
Amplitron (Omni)
Klystron (Omni)
Command & Computer
Power Conversion & Control
Data Processor
Buffer Storage Units
Tape Recorder
FAILURE
RATE
(%/1000 hr)
(ea)
1.820
1.249
1.060
0.254
0.012
1.060
0.254
1. 785
1.249
0.340
TRANSIT TIME FROM
_ DECLUSTERING
EFFECTIVE
TIME (hr)
180
180
1066
180
180
1066
180
180
180
180
RELIABILITY
0.997
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.997
0.998
0.999
0. 002
0.698
3. 500
3. 180
Mission
180
180
100
0.998
0.999
0.999
0.997
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C. Communications for the Individual Bus
The Individual Bus is used in some system concepts (Systems C and D) from declustering
the transit period to Lander separation. Lander communication components will be
utilized except for the two RF chains which will be on the Bus.
The simplified block diagram of this communications subsystem is shown in Figure G. 3-3.
The mathematical model for this communications subsystem is:
R(HC-Gain)
= 0. 996 +
^ Hi-Gain JR(+ A Omni - k Hi-Gain Hi-Gain)
3.11 - 1.94 O. 996 - 0. 994
R(Individual Bus
Communications)
R(omni) ]
= 0. 999
The component reliability values are tabulated in Table G. 3-6. Where component
redundancy exists, it has been considered in calculating the reliability values for that
component.
TABLE G. 3-6. INDIVIDUAL BUS COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
RELIABILITY DATA
COMPONENT
Antenna & Diplexer (Hi-Gain)
Klystron (Hi-Gain)
T ranspo ride r (Hi -Gain)
Preamp (Omni)
Transponder (Omni)
Amplitron (Omni)
Klystron (Omni)
FAILURE
RATE
(%/looo hr)
(ea)
I.820
I.249
TRANSIT TIME FROM
DECLIJ_I
EFFECTIVE
TIME (hr)
180
180
'ERING
RELIABILITY
0. 997
0.999
1.060
0.012
1. 060
1. 785
1. 249
1066
180
1066
180
180
0. 999
0.999
0. 999
0. 997
0.998
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D. Communications for the Transit Bus
This Bus is used in the 26,200-pound lander system (System E) and performs the same
functions that the Midcourse Bus and the Cluster Bus perform for the other proposed
systems.
The communications subsystem contains a considerable amount of redundancy since it
has the equivalent of the combined communications subsystems defined in Paragraphs
G. 3.1 (B) and G. 3.1 (C).
The simplified block diagram of this communications subsystem is shown in Figure
G. 3-4.
FROM
LANDER
KLY S T RON
KLYSTRON
TRANS-
PONDER
H I-GAIN
ANTENNA
TRANS-
PONDER
'" HTO KLYSTRON AMPLILANDER
COMMAND
DETECTORS
TRANS-
PONDER PREAMP L
TRANS- F ' ONDER [D, LE E
OMNITRON ANTENNA
Figure G. 3-3. Communications Subsystem for Individual Bus - Simplified Block Diagram
The mathematical model for this communications subsystem
R(Transit Bus = R(Redundant Antenna) "RI0 "Rll "R12 "R13 "R21
Communications}
= (0. 999) (0. 998) (0. 998) (0. 996) (0. 999) (0. 997)
= 0. 987
The component reliability values are tabulated in Table G. 3-7. Where component redun-
dancy exists, it has been considered in calculating the reliability values for that component.
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COMP.
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
TABLE G. 3-7. TRANSIT BUS COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
RELIABILITY DATA
COMPONENT
Antenna & Diplexer (Hi-Gain)
Klystron (Hi-Gain)
Transponder (Hi-Gain)
Command Detector (Hi-Gain)
P reamp (Ornni)
Transponder (Omni)
Command Detector (Omni)
Amplitron (Omni)
Klystron (Omni)
Command Computer
Power Conversion & Control
Data Processor
Buffer Storage Units
Antenna & Diplexer (Hi-Gain)
Klystron (Hi -Gain)
Transponder (Hi-Gain)
Preamp (Omni)
Transponder (Omni)
Amplitron (Omni)
Klystron (Omni)
Tape Recorder
FAILURE
RATE
(%/lOOOhr
(ea)
1.820
1.249
1.060
0.254
0.012
1.060
5400 HRS TRANSIT
0.254
1.785
1.249
0.340
0.002
EFFECTIVE
TIME
_r)
0.698
3. 500
1. 820
1. 249
1. 060
0. 012
1. 060
613
613
54O0
613
613
54O0
i.785
1. 249
3.180
613
613
613
613
Mission
613
613
613
613
5400
613
54O0
613
613
100
RE LIABILITY
0.989
0. 999
0. 997
0. 999
0. 999
0.997
0. 999
0.989
0. 992
0. 998
0. 998
0. 996
0° 999
0. 989
0. 999
0. 997
0. 999
0. 997
0. 989
0. 992
0. 997
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G.3.2 GUIDANCEAND CONTROLSUBSYSTEM
The guidanceandcontrol subsystem is designedto perform:
1. Transit orientation
2. Inertial reference
3. Antennapointing
4. Trajectory correction
The attitude control function furnishes fine attitude correction to the vehicle by firing
coupled cold gas jets, the firing time of which is dependenton the magnitudeof the error
signals received from attitude sensors in the pitch, yaw and roll axes.
The simplified block diagram of the guidanceand control subsystem is shownin Figure
G.3-5.
A. Reliability Analysis
Because attitude corrections will be necessary throughout the entire mission, the high
usage equipments required for this function are in total redundancy or an alternate mode
of operation is provided.
All amplifiers, pitch, yaw and roll, are in redundancy and the earth tracker can be used
as a back-up to the star tracker during some parts of the mission.
In the transit phase, the major sensing elements are in'continuous operation, whereas
the gyros and the other components only have periodic operation for monitoring purposes
or reorientation.
The failure of the narrow sun sensor degrades orientation function, but the vehicle then
relies on the primary sun sensor for orientation.
The storage and logic unit has internal circuit redundancy and the majority of the
circuits will only have a 60 percent duty cycle in the mission.
The thrust vector control and accelerometer are expected to have an operational life of
less than 20 hours, since they will only be energized prior to and during any hot gas
firing.
The guidance and control subsystem varies somewhat for the four different types of
Buses proposed in this study. In order to simplify the reliability analyses of these four
G-36
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Figure G. 3-5. Bus Guidance and Control Subsystem - Simplified Block Diagram
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guidance andcontrol subsystems, the subsystemfor the Midcourse Bus will be considered
as the basic subsystemand the variations from it will be analyzed for the other three types
of Buses.
B. Midcourse Bus Guidance & Control Subsystem
The mathematical model for this subsystem is
R(G&C) R(star Tracker) "R(Narrow Sun Sensor) "R(Primary Sun Sensor)
"R(secondarySunSensor)' [1-(1-RAmplifier)2] 3
• R 3
• R(storage & Logic Unit) (Gyros) "R(Earth Sensor)
• R2 • R 3
(Antenna Servos) (Feedback & Mode Control Amplifiers)
• R 2
(Thrust Vector Control) • R(Accelerometer )
Entering the proper component reliability values tabulated in Table G. 3-8 gives the
estimated reliability of the guidance and control subsystem. Where redundancy exists
within a component, it has been considered in calculating the "R" value for that corn-
ponent.
R(G &C)
F
(0.989)(0.999)(0.996)(0.999)j1-(1-0.996)j
(0. 986) (0. 999)3(0. 980) (0. 988) 2 (0.999) 3
3
(0. 999) 2 (0. 999)
-- 0. 923
C. Guidance & Control Subsystem for Cluster Bus and Individual Bus
This subsystem is exactly the same as the Midcourse Bud guidance and control (See
Paragraph 3.2. I(B)) except with the addition of a TV camera for terminal guidance• In
normal operation, this subsystem functions only from the point of declustering, 1000
hours before arrival, to the end of the transit period• However, this subsystem will
become operative sooner if declustering occurs earlier due to a catastrophic failure in
the guidance and control subsystem of the midcourse bus•
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COMP.
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
TABLE G.3-8.
COMPONENT
Gyro (yaw)
Gyro (pitch)
Gyro (roll)
Feedback & Mode Cont. (yaw)
Feedback & Mode Cont. (pitch)
Feedback & Mode Cont. (roll)
Power Amplifier (yaw)
Power Amplifier (pitch)
Power Amplifier (roll)
Storage & Logic Unit
Secondary Sun Sensors
Primary Sun Sensors
Narrow Sun Sensors
Star Tracker
Accelerometer
Thrust Vector Control
Thrust Vector Control
Antenna Servo (first)
Antenna Servo (second)
Earth Sensor
BUS GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
RELIABILITY DATA
FAILURE
RATE
(%/1000 hr)
(ea)
0. 500
0. 500
0. 500
1. 200
1. 200
1. 200
0. 093
0. 093
0. 093
0. 440
0. 080
0. 080
0. 010
0. 256
0.178
0. 228
0. 228
0.468
0.468
0. 797
4400 HOIIRS TRANSIT
EFFECTIVE
TIME
(hr)
110
110
110
110
110
110
4410
4410
4410
3235
121
4410
4410
4410
64
64
64
2515
2515
2515
RE LIABILITY
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 996
0. 996
0. 996
0. 986
0. 999
0. 996
0. 999
0. 989
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 988
0. 988
0. 980
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The mathematical model for this subsystem is
R(G&C)
• RI8
• R19 "R20 "R21
where the subscripts to each of the "R" factors refer to identification numbers
assigned to each of the subsystem components listed in Table G. 3-9.
Entering the component reliability values tabulated in Table G. 3-9 into the mathematical
model gives
R(G&C ) = (0.999) (0.999) (0.999) (0.999) (0.999) (0.999) Ll-(1-0.999)2J
r 7r _7
L__,_0 ,_j[_,_0_,_j,0_, ,0_0_,,0_, ,0._,,
(0.997) (0.999) (0.999) (0.999) (0.998) (o.998) (0.996) (0.998)
= 0.972
D. Guidance and Control Subsystem for the Transit Bus
This guidance and control subsystem is composed of two redundant Cluster Bus guidance
and control subsystems with longer operating times.
Using the mathematical model provided in Paragraph G. 3.2(C) and the component
reliability values tabulated in Table G. 3-9, the reliability of the transit Bus guidance
and control subsystem is
R(G&C) = i_Ii__0.999)(0.999)(0.999 ) (0.999)(0.999)(0.999) I[-(I-0.995)2 ]
" 2
L ,J I_ J )1 }(0.986) (0.999) (0.999) (0.999) (0.988) (0.988)(0.980) (0.998 2
= 0. 992
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TABLE G.3-9. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY DATA FOR
CLUSTER BUS, INDIVIDUAL BUS Al_ TRANSIT BUS
Comp.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Component
Gym (yaw)
Gyro (pitch)
Gyro (roll)
Feedback & Mode Cont. (yaw)
Feedback & Mode Cont. (pitch)
Feedback & Mode Cont. (roll)
Power Amplifier (yaw)
Power Amplifier (pitch)
Power Amplifier (roll)
Storage & Logic Unit
Secondary Sun Sensors
Primary Sun Sensors
Narrow Sun Sensors
Star Tracker
Accelerometer
Thrust Vector Control
Thrust Vector Control
Antenna Servo (first)
Antenna Servo (second)
Earth Sensor
Image Orthicon
Failure
Rate
(%/1000
hr)
O. 500 104
O. 500 104
O. 500 104
1. 200 104
1. 200 104
1. 200 104
0.093 1076
0.093 1076
O. 093 1076
O. 440 682
O. 080 136
0,080 1076
0.010 1076
0.256 1076
0.178 86
O. 22 8 86
O. 228 86
0.468 440
O.468 44O
0. 797 440
1.256 191
Individual Bus &
Cluster Bus
Relia-
bility
Effective
Time (hr)
Transit Bus
Relia-
bility
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 997
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 997
0.999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 998
0. 998
0. 996
0. 998
125
125
125
125
125
125
5410
5410
5410
3250
136
5410
5410
5410
86
86
86
Effective
Time (hr)
2530
2530
2530
191
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 995
0. 995
0. 995
0. 986
0. 999
0. 996
0. 999
O. nQ_
_,ju
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
0. 988
0. 988
0.980
0.998
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E. Reliability Improvements
The greatest reliability improvement in the guidance and control subsystem in all four
types of buses can be gained by the redundant application of the following components:
Comp.
No.
1,2, and 3
4, 5, and 6
11,12 and 13
14
21
Component
Gyros (yaw, pitch, roll)
Feedback & Mode control
Sun Sensors
Star Tracker
Image Orthicon
Add' 1
Qty
3
3
7
1
1
A Weight
(Ib)
2.25
1.2
.8
5.5
22.0
29.5
The addition of these redundant components will increase the estimated reliability of
the guidance and control subsystem in the four types of Buses to the values shown in
Table G. 3-10.
TABLE G. 3-10. RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS IN
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS
Bus Type
Midcourse
Cluster Bus &
Individual Bus
Transit Bus
G&C
Reliability
0. 923
0.972
O. 992
G&C Reliability with addition
of redundant components
0. 944
0. 981
0. 995
G. 3.3 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
The propulsion subsystem selected for use in all the Buses in this study except the
Transit Bus is the same propulsion subsystem designed for the orbiter in the Voyager
Saturn IB study.
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The propulsion subsystemfor the Transit Bus is similar to that for the other buses
except that sufficient redundancyis addedto increase the subsystem reliability estimate
to 0. 999.
G.4 PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
Many factors govern the probability of success of a Lander. Booster reliability, system
configurations, bus reliabilities, subsystem reliabilities, terrain suitability (estimated
at 90 percent for the Voyager Study), and transit time, are all items which must be
considered in determining if the mission will be accomplished.
As a start, a constant transit time of 5400 hours (225 days) and the data compiled in
Sections 2 and 3 were used to analyze the five systems which have been defined. All
reliability figures and payload weights used in these analyses are those resulting after
the redundant components had been added. The results of these analyses are shown in
the "Probability of Success" charts of Figures G. 4-1 through G. 4-5. Summing the
areas under the curves results in the attainable payload for each system. These results
are compiled in Table G. 4-1.
TABLE G. 4-1. ATTAINABLE MISSION VALUES
System
A
B
C
D
E
Landers
12
6
3
2
1
Payload Per
Lander
(lb)
65
275
1640
2950
4800
Total
Payload
(lb)
78O
1650
4920
59O0
4800
Avg. Prob.
of Success*
0. 598
0.598
0. 602
0. 602
0. 611
Attainable
Payload
(lb)
466
987
2962
3552
2933
*5400 hours - Transit Time
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APPENDIX H.
DERIVATION OF MARS SPIN AXLS DIRECll()N
APPENDIX H. DERIVATION OF MARS SPIN
AXIS DIRECTION
A possible method of erecting an antenna platform spin axis parallel to the Mars spin
axis was analyzed. No claim is made that an optimum approach was chosen. Rather,
the goal was to show that some scheme using sun sensors was mathematically sound,
and that there was no fundamental barrier. The results indicate that the system
will work.
There is a singular case for the scheme chosen that could cause practical difficulties
for a particular vehicle orientation on Mars. However, a slight modification to the
system could avoid this singular case. Thus it is concluded that no fundamental
reason stands in the way of such a method.
The chosen system might be described as follows. The vehicle is assumed to land
on Mars with a completely arbitrary orientation. Two gimbals relate the stable
platform to the vehicle (a third gimbal to remove the Mars spin rate is not covered
here). In other words, the term "stable platform" used here refers to the part of
the system that will have a particular axis parallel to the Mars spin axis when proper-
ly erected. The stable platform then spins around this axis at the Mars spin rate.
A second set of two gimbals connects the sun sensor to the vehicle. These two
gimbals are driven during the daylight hours to keep the sensor sensitive axis point-
ing at the sun. The sun sensor angles are monitored and when the second of them
goes through a maximum or minimum, this fact is recorded as a binary bit. At this
time the two angles are also recorded. Also at this time, the sense of the other
gimbal rate is determined. In practice a delay of perhaps hours is allowable in de-
termining this rate. The sign or sense of this rate is also recorded as a binary bit.
Using the two binary bits stored, simple algebraic additions or subtractions of avail-
able shaft rotations are performed to yield the angles through which the stable plat-
form gimbal angles are to be driven.
H.I ANALYSIS
In this analysis, a spaceship is assumed to have landed on Mars in a random orienta-
tion. The radius of Mars is assumed negligible compared to the distance to the sun.
Thus, in Figure H. 1-1 the spaceship is placed at the center of Mars or the origin.
Axes X3Y3Z 3 are spaceship-attached with Y3 along the longitudinal or roll axis.
Axes XYZ are inertial axes with Z along the north pole or spin axis, "_-, of Mars.
The X and Y axes are located such that the sun is in the XZ plane at an elevation
angle E above the Mars equatorial plane XY. Seasonally, the XY axes would drift
around the Z axis and E would of course vary. This analysis is concerned with a
short time period so that XYZ can be considered fixed with E constant.
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Figure H. i-i. Spaceship at Center of Mars or Origin
Axes XIYIZ 1 are Mars-attached and are obtained by rotation about the Z axis an
angle ¢ + a_t. Axes X2Y2Z 2 are obtained by rotating about the X 1 axis an angle
such that Y2 coincides with or is parallel to the vehicle roll axis Y2" The expres-
sion "coincides with or is parallel to" is used because we are not here concerned
with vehicle location on Mars but merely its orientation. Axes X3Y3Z 3 are vehicle-
attached and obtained by rotation about the Y2 or roll axis an angle _.
Inspection of Figure H. 1-1 reveals that any arbitrary orientation for the vehicle
relative to Mars is obtainable by a unique set of values for $ and _ with -90 ° <
< 90 ° and 0 < (_ -< 360 degrees. Actually, however, _ will be allowed to vary
between -360 and +360 degrees.
We now digress for a moment to Figure H. 1-2 showing axes X6Y6Z 6 fixed in a stable
platform whose Z 6 or _' axis is to be erected along the Mars spin axis-_g. When
properly erected, the X 6 and Y6 axes will rotate about _ at rate _. Again the vehi-
cle fixed axes X3Y3Z 3 in Figure H. 1-2 are reached by successive Euler angles. If
_)' and _' are driven such that they equal $ and _ respectively, the stable platform
axis _' will be properly aligned along the Mars spin axis _.
H-2
X6
X7
X3
Figure H. 1-2. Vehicle Fixed Axes
Returning to Figure H. 1-1 start with vehicle-attached axes X3Y3Z3. Axes X4Y4Z4
are obtained by rotating through the roll angle R about the Y3 or vehicle roll axis.
Rotation about the Z 4 axis, an angle c produces the X5Y5Z_ axes which are sunb
sensor-attached. The sensitive axis is chosen as the X 5 axis which will point at
the sun when properly tracking. Note that for any vehicle orientation or X3Y3Z 3
orientation there is always a pair of R and ¢ values which allow the X 5 axis to
point at the sun with -90 < ¢ < 90 and 0 < R _ 360. Again, however, let -360 <
R < +360. In Section H. 2 the drive for R and _ to track the sun is covered. From
this point on it will be assumed that the X 5 axis is continually pointing at the sun
during the Mars daylight hours.
Internal to the vehicle we now have four defined angles available as shaft rotations.
They are sun sensor angles R and ¢ and stable platform angles $' and _'. Also,
the sun's elevation angle E above the equator is known. Defined but unknown angles
are (¢ + u_t), $, and _. The goal is to synthesize a system that will yield unique
values for _b and _ in terms of the measurable or known angles R, ¢ and E. Then
$' and c_' can be driven to equal $ and {_, respectively, thereby erecting the plat-
form axis _ parallel to _.
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The following approach is used. The sun's position in the XYZ coordinate system
is known. It is given by
XS = S cos E
YS = 0
(1)
Z S = S sin E
where S is the distance to the sun.
The sun's position in the X5Y5Z5 coordinate system is also known. It is
X5S = S
Y5S = 0
(2)
Z5S = 0
Now by successive transformation from the X5Y5Z 5 to the XYZ axes, a new set of
expressions for the sun's position is obtained that can be equated to that given by
equations (1). Thus, three equations will be obtained in terms of angles R, E, ¢ + U_t,
, _ and E with the sun's distance S cancelling out. It can be shown that only two
of the equations are independent. That is, any one of them can be obtained from the
other two. The result will be two independent equations in the three unknowns $,
and ¢. However, the two equations must be satisfied at all times, so a third
equation can be obtained by evaluating one of the equations at two distinct times not
separated by exactly one Martian day.
Let us proceed with the indicated process.
From equations (2), resolving the #5 coordinates into the #4 system gives:
X 4 = X 5cos ( -Y5 sin E =Scos ¢
Y4 = X5sin E+ Y5c°s ¢ =S sine
(3)
Z 4 = Z5=0
Since angles _ and R are rotations about the same axis, the 4 to 3 to 2 transformation
can be done in one step rotating through angle _ + R.
I-l-4
tX 2
Y2
Z 2
and
X 1
Y1
Z 1
Finally
= Scos_cos (_+R)
= SsinE
= -Scos E sin (_ +R)
= Scos E cos (_ +R)
= Ssin E cos _ + S cos _ sin (_ +R) sin
= S sine sin_) -Scos ¢ sin (_+R) cos
(4)
(5)
X = S cos ¢ cos (a+R) cos (¢+0_t)-
Y = S cos E Cos (_+R) sin (_+0_t)+
_S sinEcos_+ScosEsin(_ +R)sin _] [cos (¢+a_)] (6)
Z = S Sine sin_b - S cos ¢ sin (_+R) cos
sin (_ + u_t)l=
Now equate equations (6) to equations (1) and diVided by S yielding:
cos E cos ((_+R) cos (_+_¢t) -
[sin ¢ cos $ + cos E sin (O_+R) sin $] cosE (7)
cos Ecos ((_+R) sin (¢+_t) +
[sin_ cos _ + cos( sin(a+R)sin _ 1 0 (8)
sin E sin _) - cos E sin(_+R) cos _b = sin E (9)
Icos (¢ + w t)_=
Now only two of equations (7), (8), and (9) are independent. Equations (7) and (8)
can be combined by multiplying equation (7) by cos ($+o_t), equation (8) by sin (_+o_t)
and adding giving
cos ¢ cos ((_+R) = cos E cos (¢+wt) (I0)
Now the two independent equations are (9) and (10). Note that either must be satisfied
at all times so three independent equations, in general, cun be obtained by writing
equation (9), at two distinct times.
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The solution to equations (9) and (10) for _ and _ seems rather formidable without a
fairly complex computer. However let us use the following approach.
From equation(10) it is notedthat (c_+R) must pass through 90 degrees or 270de-
grees at the same time that (_+wt) passes through 90 degrees or 270degrees, unless
¢ equals + 90degrees. But as will be shownlater, E can equal 90degrees only when
= +-E a special case which will be dealt with later.
Now (_+0_t) must pass through 90 degrees and 270 degrees once per day. The fact
that at least one of these times, and possibly both if the daylight hours are short,
will find the vehicle in darkness will be considered later.
The next step is to prove that E goes through a maximum or minimum when the pre-
ceding event occurs.
Differentiate equation (10) with respect to time at the instant when (_ +R) and (¢ +cot)
are both equal to + 90 degrees. Thus,
- E sin e cos (¢_+R) - 1_ cos ¢ sin (_+R) = - ¢_ cos E sin (¢ +o_t) (il)
or substituting (+ 1) for sin (_+R), (_ 1) for sin (¢+o_t) and 0 for their cosine gives
i_ - _c°sE (+1) (12)
(+) cos e
Since [E] never exceeds 25 degrees it is seen from equation (12) that 1_ is always
non-zero at the two instants of interest. It is seen that roll rate goes to infinity only
when ¢ = + 90 °. This will be shown later to occur at the unique case already dis-
regarded when $ = + E.
We will digress for a moment and find all possible values of E for the four possible
combinations of (_+R) = + 90 degrees and (¢+ St) = ± 90. Referring to Figure H. 1-1,
rotate ¢ +wt through + 90 degrees. Then rotate some angle less than + 90 degrees
in magnitude. In turn rotate _+R through + 90 degrees and finally E through the
necessary angle (magnitude less than 90 degrees) to point the X 5 at the sun. Figure
H. 1-3 shows the resulting orientation. Inspection of Figure H. 1-3 to force the X 5
axis to coincide with the sun direction _ shows that
E =-gl-90-E
Now rolling _+R through -90 degrees gives the orientation shown dotted in Figure
H. 1-3.
For this case to force X 5 to coincide with the sun requires that
¢ = $ -90+E
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Figure H. 1-3. Resulting Orientation
In a similar manner construct the complete table obtaining (Table H. 1-1):
TABLE H. 1-1. ORIENTATION TABLE
¢+wt a +R ¢
+90 +90 -_ -90-E
+90 -90 $ -90+E
-90 +90 -_b+90+E
-90 -90 tb+90-E
--j
Now using the previous symbols (+ 1) and (+ 1) to represent the values of + 90 degrees,
for (_+R) and + 90 degrees for (¢+0¢t), we can represent Table H. 1-1 with one con-
cise symbol as follows:
(_ +$) = - (+1) (90 +E) (14)
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Now differentiating equation (9) at the time when (_+R) and (¢+wt) are both + 90de-
grees gives
+E cos_ sinS + } sin esin (_+R) cos$ - R cos E cos (a+R) cos$ = 0 (15)
Again substituting for sine and cosine functions and noting from equation (12) that
i_ cos ( is always finite gives,
Fcos ¢ sin _ + sin E cos
L
or
+_ } sin (E +_ $)=0
]=0
(16)
Substitution into equation (16) from equation (14) yields
+ _ (-1) (+ 1) sin (90 + E) = 0 (17)
Now since [E ] never exceeds 25 degrees equation (17) can be satisfied only if _ is
zero. This is a necessary condition for E to be a maximum or minimum but it is
not sufficient. It must be further shown that E is non zero both before and after the
time point of interest and of opposite sign.
Differentiate equation (11) with respect to time and substitute 0 or + 1 or _- 1 for
cosines and sines as done previously. The result is
+E l_sinE (+ l) - i_" cos E _1) +I_E sin ¢ (+1)=0 (18)
Since _ is zero then equation (18) shows that i_ is zero at this time. Now differ-
entiate equation (15) and make the appropriate sine and cosine substitutions. Thus
"° °2
E cosEsin$- E sinesin_)+E'sinEsin(_+R) cos$ +
.2( cos E sin ((_+R) cos_!_ + E Rsin ¢ cos (_ +R) cos$-
I° •
R cos E cos (_+R) cos _ + ER sine cos (_+R) cos _ +
i_2 cos _ sin (_+R) cos _9 = 0
Q!
Dropping all } and R terms since they are zero at the time of interest gives
+ _" sin ((+$) +1_ 2 cosE cos_ =0 (19)
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"Substitute from equations (12) and (14) and solve for E"giving
2
•" +U_ cos E cosE cos
E =
cos E sin 1) (90 + E
or
2 2 2
•" u: cos E cos_ _' u_ cosE cos_b
= _ (20)
= __ cos_ cosE cos E
Now all the cosine terms in equation (20) are positive and except where $ = 90 de-
grees they cause E"always to be non-zero. This coupled with the fact that _ is zero
at the time point of interest, proves that E has a maximum or minimum. A maximum
means the minu_ sign of _- is to be used and a minimum means the plus sign is to be
used. Now multiply both sides of equation (14) by the symbol + giving
_b = (_) [-E +90] +E (21)
Now from equation (12) it is seen that roll rate or R is positive when the signs of -_
and + are alike and negative when the signs are unlike. Then the following method
for selection of signs in equation (21) suggests itself. The -_ choice is made based
on the point where E went through a maximum or minimum, the + going with the
minimum case. Then the + choice is taken the same as _- for R positive and opposite
for 1_ negative.
Define the symbol, ", to refer to the sign of R and, -_ , to refer to whether ¢ was
a maximum or minimum at the point of interest. Define, *, to mean the same as, +,
such that E* = ± E. Now it was seen that a positive i_ means that like signs should
be used from (+-_1) and + 1. A negative R means that unlike signs should be chosen.
Then the following relation between the newly defined symbols exists. It is
1) 1) = sign
or
(22)
then equation (21) may be rewritten as
_ =- [(E + 90*)-* + E*]
Note that _ is always positive unity.
substitute from equation (22) giving
_b = - [(E-_+90"+E ''-]
It is also known that _+R is + 90 or 90* or 90" -*
(23)
Apply this symbol to ¢ in equation (23) and
(24)
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Then (_ is given by
= 90"-_- R (25)
The following mechanization is suggested to utilize the preceding. During the time
of the Martian day when the sun is above the horizon, track it as previously indicated.
Detect when _ passes through a maximum or minimum. Record the values of ¢ and
R at that time and also whether ¢ was minimum or maximum. Second, detect the sign
of 1_. Designate this sign by the symbol "where E" means for instance that E is
multiplied by the sign of R. Generate the quantities expressed by equations (24) and
(25).
A very rough error analysis is given in Section H. 3 to indicate the accuracy required
in the detection of c max or _ rain"
The angles _' and _b', or antenna gimbal angles, are driven to equal _ and $ re-
spectively.
H.2 SUN SENSOR TRACKING
In the main analysis, it was assumed that perfect tracking of the sun was achieved.
Here the concern will be what error signals are available when the tracking angles
R and _ are in error by A R and _ c. In Figure H. 2-1 are shown the vehicle fixed
axes X3Y3Z 3 and the relation to the sun sensor axes X5Y5Z 5. The sun's position
in the X3Y3Z 3 coordinate system is given by equation (4) (with _ disregarded). It
is
X3s
Y3S
Z3S
= S cos _ cosR
= Ssin_
= -Scos _ sinR
Now transform this position back to the X5Y5Z 5 system with _ and R replaced by
+ _ c and R + A R, respectively. Then
X4s
Y4S
Z4S
= Scos_ cosRcos (R+_ R) + Scos ¢ sinRsin (R + _R)
= Ssin_
= S cos _ cos R sin (R + _ R) - S cos ¢ sin R cos (R + A R)
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Figure H. 2-1. Vehicle Fixed Axes-Relation to Sun Sensor Axes
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by expanding and combining and assuming AR small,
X4s = Scos_ [cos2R-cosRsinRAR+sin2R+sinRcosR_R]
= S cos E
Y4S = S sin E
Z4S = ScosE IcosRsinR
= S cos _ _ R
+cosRcosR_R -sinRcosR+ sin 2R_R]
Finally
X5S = Scos¢ cos (E+AE) +S sinEsin (¢+_E)
Y5S = -S cos_sin (_+_ E) +S sine cos (e+A¢)
Z5S = Scos _ AR
or assuming _ _ small
X5S = Scos_E = S
Y5S = -S A_ (27)
Z5S = Scos E _R (28)
Let us hypothesize a sun sensor with two output error signals. Whenever the sun
deviates from the X 5 or sensitive axis along the Y5 axis generate a signal propor-
tional to the deviation and use this signal to drive E to where _ ¢ is null. In the
same way when the sun deviates along the Z 5 axis, it generates a signal {but of
opposite sign) to be used to drive R such that AR goes to zero. However, it is
noted by equation (28) that trouble is encountered as E approaches too closely to
+ 90 degrees. This is the same case as found previously, occurring when $ = + E.
Due to the slow rates involved for R and E, it does not appear that any real trouble
should develop unless E approaches very closely to + 90 degrees.
As will be shown in the error analysis in Section H. 3, the error made in determining
R in the preceding case produces almost the same error in "_' orientation. In all
cases, an error in _ is transferred directly into a platform error. If sun tracking
capability combined with the error analysis of Section H. 3 indicates that sufficient
accuracy can be achieved except for the percentage of time that $ is nearly equal to
+ E, and further that such occurrence can happen a non-negligible percentage of the
time, then the following indicates one possible modification to the suggested system.
This possible difficulty occurs at Martian noon, and is at the time where ¢max or
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"_min occurs. Although R may be quite in error, _ is quite accurately obtained.
Also, shortly after the point of noon the roll R must go to approximately 0 or 180
in the case being considered. If it had not been accurately set at + 90 earlier, then
this fact can be detected.
H.3 ERROR ANALYSIS
It is not intended here to perform a complete error analysis. Rather, the two ortho-
gonal sun tracking errors and the possible amplification of them due to the particular
scheme studied here will be considered. Let the two sun tracking 3 a errors be e 1
and e 2 where e I is the angular misdirection of the sensitive axis in the Y5 direction
and e 2 is the misdirection in the Z 5 direction. Then, by equations (27) and (28),
elS = -S _
e2S = Scos c AR
from which
(29)
(30)
& _ ] = e I (31)
e 2
I _R I - cos_ (32)
Now from equations (24) and (25) it is seen that errors in A _ and _R feed through
directly in the computed values of $ and _, respectively, and as a result directly
into the stable platform angles _' and _b'.
Now from Figure H. 1-2 write the equation for the true _-' in the X6Y6Z 6 system
and transform to the X3Y3Z 3 system through the true angles rv, and $' thus,
X 6 = 0
Y6 = 0
Z 6 = _,
X 7 = 0
Y7 = _' sin _'
Z7 = cos
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X 3 = -_' cos _' sin a'
Y3 = "_' sin
Z3 = _' cos _' cos a'
Now transform back to the X6Y6Z 6 system through the angles in error a' + A5 '
and $' + _S'.
Again,
X 7 = -_' cos _b'sina' cos (a'+A _') + _' cos _)'cos 5' sin (5'+ 2 5')
Y7 = _' sin@'
Z 7 = oJ' cos _)' sin (_' sin (5' + A a') + 0.3' cos _' cos (_' cos (a' + _ 0_)
and assuming A a ' and A _b'small
X 6 = X 7 = _'cos_b' Aa'
Y6 = Y7 cos ($'+A _b')- Z 7 sin (_' + _')
t"
= _' sin S'cos ($'+_b') - l_' sins' cos_b'sin(a'+A_) +
!
_ cos _' cosa' cos (a'+_a') sin (_' +_1_')
X 6
Finally, the angular error of the indicated _' axis about the Y6 axis is ey - _
cos _' _5, and about the X 6 axis is
Y6
ex = _ _ _,O.3
Now, substitution in the preceding from equations (31) and (32) gives
cos $' e 2
ey - cos c
e x = e I
Now from equation (24) disregarding signs we have that
cos _b' = sin I(C +E)I
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Then by substitution into the ey equation results in
sin (e +- E)
ey - e 2COS E
eX = e I
Thus, of the two tracking errors e I and e2, the latter can be amplified as _ approaches
+ 90 degrees. This was precisely the case which lead to roll rates approaching in-
finity at which e 2 would tend to be in error the maximum amount.
The following conclusion is drawn. A typical tracking scheme should be investigated
to find the expected roll error as ! E I approaches 90 degrees, and by the present
analysis th___emisalignment of w' can be found. Assuming some allowable misalign-
ment for w', will then give a maximum allowable value for I E ] somewhere near 90
degrees. Then the probability of vehicle orientation $ being such as to cause this E
value to be exceeded can be found. If it is too high to be neglected, a modification to
the scheme analyzed here must be found to cover this singularity.
H.4 COMPUTATIONAL LOGIC
This section describes the basic logic required to calculate the erection angles for
the Lander antenna. The following angles are available as input data: ¢, a measure-
ment in the range -90 ° <- E < 90 °, E, a command input in the range -25 ° _ E < 25 °
and R a measurementin the range 0 o < R -< 360 °.
The following calculations must be made when E passes through a minimum or max-
imum.
If d__._RR
dt is positive $ =90 ° + (E+E) I _bl < 900
if d____Rdt is negative $ = -90 ° + (c-E) ] $1 < 90o
(33)
If "plus" sign was used in equation (33)
If "minus" sign was used in equation (33)
0_ = -90 ° - R
=90 -R
(34)
H. 4.1 BASIC LOGIC
Three methods to perform the above calculations were studied. The basic logic is
shown in Figure H. 4-1. The value of (E +E) or (¢ -E) is first calculated. Based on
the sign of this answer, the value is either added to or subtracted from 90 ° if _{ was
positive or to -90 degrees ff _{ was negative. The choice of addition or subtraction
is made in order to keep the magnitude of the final answer less than or equal to 90
degrees.
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Calculations are first made to determine when E passes through a minimum or
maximum. When this occurs, the calculating is initiated. If the sign of E is positive,
E goes through AND-1 and OR-1 and is there labeled E'. If the sign is negative, E
passes through AND-2 and into A1. In A1 the binary digits representing the magnitude
of E are inverted. This inverted magnitude c passes through OR-1 and is there
labeled E '.
The angle E enters the computer and the path along which it travels is determined
by the sign of the derivative of R° The calculation of the sign of this derivative will
be described later. If t{ is positive OR+), E passes through AND-4 and OR-2. If i_
is negative, E passes through AND-3, its sign is changed in B1, and it then passes
through OR-2. If the sign of E is positive, E passes through AND-6 and OR-3. If
the sign of E is negative, E passes through AND-5 and into A2. In A2, the binary
digits representing the magnitude of E are inverted. This inverted magnitude, E,
passes through OR-3 and is there labeled E'.
In the block labeled CI, the values E' and E' are added. The output of C1 is the
magnitude X along with its sign. The value of X is equal to E + E for R positive,
and E - E for R negative. No matter what the sign of X is, itis made negative and
its magnitude is complemented. This is designated as X' and is added to +90 ° (N).
The output of the adder is the value A, which is a sign and a magnitude. If R is
positive the value of A is equal to _b. If R is negative the value of _ is the same
magnitude of A but of opposite sign.
In both cases, the logic is not dependent on the length of the word or the clock rate,
i. e., any length word can be used that will provide the required accuracy and the
clock rate can be chosen to obtain the required sampling rate.
H. 4.2 DETERMINATION OF ¢ MAXIMUM OR MINIMUM
The point at which the angle ¢ passes through a minimum or maximum can be de-
termined by the logic shown in Figure H. 4-2. The signal conditioner places E in
the proper form for processing. For example, if E is an analog signal, the condi-
tioner will change it to a serial digital signal in which the first bit emanating will be
the most significant digit. The digital number representing E, E 1 is then inserted
into the "lower" shift register. At the same time Co, the value of E from the previous
sample, is being shifted out of the shift register.
As E, is being shifted in and ¢ o shifted out of the register, their digits can be
compared bit by bit. An output will occur from AND-1 ff the most significant digit
of E1 is a one and that of E o is a zero. An output will occur from AND-2 ff the most
significant digit of E 1 is a zero and that of E is a one. If both digits are the same
no outputs occur and the comparison must be° made between the next significant bits.
The comparisons are continued until one of the "E's" is found to be larger or both
found tobe the same. Assume E, is larger, therefore an output will occur from
AND-1. This will set FF-1 and reset FF-2 and FF-5. The reset of FF-5 disables
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Figure H. 4-2. Determination of Maximum or Minimum Point of c
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the comparator until the next "word" begins. Now, before the next value is sampled,
the information in FF-1 and 2 is shifted to FF-3 and 4 respectively and the informa-
tion in the lower "c" shift register is inserted in parallel into the upper "¢" shift
register. For the example, FF-3 is now set and FF-1, 2 and 4 are reset. Now
the next value of c is sampled and let us assume that it is less than the previous
sample. This would mean that the value of c was increasing and is now decreasing,
implying that the previous _ was a maximum. This smaller _ is compared with the
previous c which is now in the upper and lower shift register. During the comparison
a pulse will occur at the output of AND-2 and no pulse at AND-1. This will set FF-2
and reset FF-1, (it was already in the reset state). FF-5 is also reset, which dis-
ables the comparator until the next word is sampled. The state of the flip-flops are
now 2 and 3 set and 4 and 5 reset. AND-3 will now have an output pulse indicating
that a maximum had occurred and that this maximum is now in the upper ¢ shift
register. A similar pulse would have occurred at AND-4 had _ been a minimum.
The output of the upper shift register differs from that of the lower in that the first
bit out of the upper is the least significant bit while that out of the lower is the most
significant bit.
dR
H. 4.3 CALCULATION OF SIGN OF
dt
The calculation of the sign of the derivative of R is similar to that of the maximum
(minimum) of _. Two adjacent samples of R are compared. (See Figure H. 4-3).
.._ SIGNALCONDITIONER
"R" SHIFT
REGISTER
III!111
RI _O
ENAS_
- I
WORD START
dR
Figure H. 4-3. Calculation of Sign of-_-
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If the secondsample is larger than the first, the slope is positive; if the second
sample is smaller than the first, the slope is negative. Ro, the first sample shifts
out of the lower shift register as R1, the secondsample shifts in. The comparisons
are made in AND's 1 and 2. If Ro > R1, a pulse appears at the output of AND-1
which sets FF-1 andresets FF-3. The setting of FF-1 indicates that the derivative
is negative andthe resetting of FF-3 disables the comparator for the remainder of
the word. If R1 > Ro, a pulse appears at the output of AND-2 which sets FF-2 and
resets FF-3. FF-2being set indicates that the derivative is positive and resetting
FF-3 disables the comparator. The upper shift register holds the value of Ro as R1
is being shifted into the lower shitt register. The output of the lower shift register
is most significant bit first while the outputof the upper shift register is least sig-
nificant bit first.
H. 4.4 CALCULATION OF
From equation (34)_ is equal to -R +_90°. The sign of 90 degrees is dependenton
the sign of X and the sign of the derivative of R. The plus sign is usedwhen the sign
of X and R are the same, and the minus sign is used whenthe signs of X andR are
opposite. The logic is shownin Figure H. 4-4. The value of Y' is +90degrees if the
signs of X andR are the same andits value is -90 degrees if the signs are opposite.
The one's complementaddition of Y' and R' (the negative of R) gives the value of (_.
OF R AND : l's COMPLIMENT
ADDITIONyOFOBTAIN l's R' AND
COMPLIMENT
(x-)_
(l_*)
(X+)
I_-)
CHANGE SIGN
OF N AND
OBTAIN l's
COMPLIMENT
N
(x+)
(i_+)
(x-)
Figure H. 4-4• Calculation of c_
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H. 4.5 ONE'S COMPLEMENT ADDER
The one's complement adder is a full adder which adds the value of its two inputs,
including their signs. If there is an overflow a binary one is again added to the least
significant digit. If the sign of the sum is positive the magnitude of the sum is cor-
rect and this appears at the output. If the sign of the sum is negative the magnitude
of this value must be complemented before it appears at the output. The logic within
the adder is shown in Figure H. 4-5.
(SIGN-}
I FULL ADDER WITH
END AROUND CARRY
CAPABILITY
_SIGN OF
OUTPUT
SHIFT REGISTER
I
CLOCK
OUT
Figure H. 4-5. One' s Complement Adder
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